








































































































































































































































































































 August 21, 2023 

 To The Louisiana Department of Natural Resources, 

 We need to slash methane waste in all forms to protect our natural resources, the health of 
 our air and our climateʼs future.  Thatʼs why we are counting on the Louisiana Department of 
 Natural Resources to swi�ly finalize its proposed venting and flaring rule as an important step 
 in addressing methane waste in Louisiana.  

 In 2019, fossil fuel producers in Louisiana wasted 5.2 billion cubic feet of natural gas worth 
 nearly $16 million through venting and flaring alone. Thatʼs enough natural gas to fuel all the 
 households in Baton Rouge for over a year and a half. Oil and gas operators also avoid paying 
 taxes and royalties on wasted gas, so federal and state governments, as well as private 
 landowners, lose revenue when gas is vented and flared. And itʼs not just hurting our 
 pocketbooks, itʼs also hurting our health and our climate.  

 Louisiana is already on the front lines of the climate crisis. Methane, a major component of 
 natural gas, is a greenhouse gas 80 times more powerful than carbon dioxide. By adopting 
 rules to cut methane waste and pollution, we will also increase revenue, reduce smog and 
 toxic air pollution, and help safeguard our climate. This rule will also drive economic growth 
 and job creation in the methane mitigation industry which provides well-paying jobs that are 
 based in our hometowns.  

 LDNRʼs proposal represents significant improvements to its current rules, which only address 
 the venting of natural gas with several, overly broad exemptions.  Although some provisions 
 of the proposal need clarity and it could do more to comprehensively prevent waste from 
 Louisianaʼs oil wells, we support its provisions to: 

 ●  Require Gas Management Planning at New Wells.  There are many economical and 
 cost-effective methods to avoid venting and flaring of natural gas at oil wells. 
 Operators of new wells are in an especially good position to avoid methane waste 
 since they are in control of when and where to drill new wells. 

 ●  Prohibit Routine Flaring at Certain Wells. LDNR proposes to prohibit routine flaring at 
 wells with gas to oil ratios greater than 2000 standard cubic feet to one barrel of oil and 
 at all horizontal wells. Because it is applicable only to some wells, this proposal does 
 not go as far as leading oil and gas producers and states have gone. However, it is a 
 step in the right direction and will reduce methane waste in Louisiana, in particular 
 from horizontal wells which are regulated for the first time.   

 ●  Narrow the Existing Economic Hardship Exception.  LDNR proposes changes to its 
 existing economic hardship exception to require an operator consider the economic 
 feasibility of alternative uses of gas to routing to sales and provide additional 
 information to justify its request.  Although we believe this exception is unnecessary 
 because of the cost-effective alternatives to methane waste and LDNRʼs retention of its 



 existing stripper well exemption, we support LDNRʼs proposed amendments to narrow 
 the applicability of the exception.   

 ●  Require Reporting of Vented and Flared Gas. We support additional reporting of 
 vented and flared gas volumes. 

 ●  Remove the Exemption for Horizontal Wells.  LDNRʼs current rule exempts horizontally 
 drilled wells from the existing prohibition on venting. We support LDNRʼs removal of 
 this exemption. 

 For these reasons, we support the increased protections to cut methane waste and pollution 
 in this proposal and also urge LDNR to take additional action in future rulemakings to further 
 reduce methane waste in Louisiana. 

 Thank you for working to prevent the waste of our natural resources and ensure a cleaner and 
 healthier Louisiana. We urge you to quickly finalize these rules. 

 Sincerely, 

 Eric Cartier, 70802 



 August 21, 2023 

 To The Louisiana Department of Natural Resources, 

 We need to slash methane waste in all forms to protect our natural resources, the health of 
 our air and our climateʼs future.  Thatʼs why we are counting on the Louisiana Department of 
 Natural Resources to swi�ly finalize its proposed venting and flaring rule as an important step 
 in addressing methane waste in Louisiana.  

 In 2019, fossil fuel producers in Louisiana wasted 5.2 billion cubic feet of natural gas worth 
 nearly $16 million through venting and flaring alone. Thatʼs enough natural gas to fuel all the 
 households in Baton Rouge for over a year and a half. Oil and gas operators also avoid paying 
 taxes and royalties on wasted gas, so federal and state governments, as well as private 
 landowners, lose revenue when gas is vented and flared. And itʼs not just hurting our 
 pocketbooks, itʼs also hurting our health and our climate.  

 Louisiana is already on the front lines of the climate crisis. Methane, a major component of 
 natural gas, is a greenhouse gas 80 times more powerful than carbon dioxide. By adopting 
 rules to cut methane waste and pollution, we will also increase revenue, reduce smog and 
 toxic air pollution, and help safeguard our climate. This rule will also drive economic growth 
 and job creation in the methane mitigation industry which provides well-paying jobs that are 
 based in our hometowns.  

 LDNRʼs proposal represents significant improvements to its current rules, which only address 
 the venting of natural gas with several, overly broad exemptions.  Although some provisions 
 of the proposal need clarity and it could do more to comprehensively prevent waste from 
 Louisianaʼs oil wells, we support its provisions to: 

 ●  Require Gas Management Planning at New Wells.  There are many economical and 
 cost-effective methods to avoid venting and flaring of natural gas at oil wells. 
 Operators of new wells are in an especially good position to avoid methane waste 
 since they are in control of when and where to drill new wells. 

 ●  Prohibit Routine Flaring at Certain Wells. LDNR proposes to prohibit routine flaring at 
 wells with gas to oil ratios greater than 2000 standard cubic feet to one barrel of oil and 
 at all horizontal wells. Because it is applicable only to some wells, this proposal does 
 not go as far as leading oil and gas producers and states have gone. However, it is a 
 step in the right direction and will reduce methane waste in Louisiana, in particular 
 from horizontal wells which are regulated for the first time.   

 ●  Narrow the Existing Economic Hardship Exception.  LDNR proposes changes to its 
 existing economic hardship exception to require an operator consider the economic 
 feasibility of alternative uses of gas to routing to sales and provide additional 
 information to justify its request.  Although we believe this exception is unnecessary 
 because of the cost-effective alternatives to methane waste and LDNRʼs retention of its 



 existing stripper well exemption, we support LDNRʼs proposed amendments to narrow 
 the applicability of the exception.   

 ●  Require Reporting of Vented and Flared Gas. We support additional reporting of 
 vented and flared gas volumes. 

 ●  Remove the Exemption for Horizontal Wells.  LDNRʼs current rule exempts horizontally 
 drilled wells from the existing prohibition on venting. We support LDNRʼs removal of 
 this exemption. 

 For these reasons, we support the increased protections to cut methane waste and pollution 
 in this proposal and also urge LDNR to take additional action in future rulemakings to further 
 reduce methane waste in Louisiana. 

 Thank you for working to prevent the waste of our natural resources and ensure a cleaner and 
 healthier Louisiana. We urge you to quickly finalize these rules. 

 Sincerely, 

 Marta Badon, 70460 



 August 21, 2023 

 To The Louisiana Department of Natural Resources, 

 We need to slash methane waste in all forms to protect our natural resources, the health of 
 our air and our climateʼs future.  Thatʼs why we are counting on the Louisiana Department of 
 Natural Resources to swi�ly finalize its proposed venting and flaring rule as an important step 
 in addressing methane waste in Louisiana.  

 In 2019, fossil fuel producers in Louisiana wasted 5.2 billion cubic feet of natural gas worth 
 nearly $16 million through venting and flaring alone. Thatʼs enough natural gas to fuel all the 
 households in Baton Rouge for over a year and a half. Oil and gas operators also avoid paying 
 taxes and royalties on wasted gas, so federal and state governments, as well as private 
 landowners, lose revenue when gas is vented and flared. And itʼs not just hurting our 
 pocketbooks, itʼs also hurting our health and our climate.  

 Louisiana is already on the front lines of the climate crisis. Methane, a major component of 
 natural gas, is a greenhouse gas 80 times more powerful than carbon dioxide. By adopting 
 rules to cut methane waste and pollution, we will also increase revenue, reduce smog and 
 toxic air pollution, and help safeguard our climate. This rule will also drive economic growth 
 and job creation in the methane mitigation industry which provides well-paying jobs that are 
 based in our hometowns.  

 LDNRʼs proposal represents significant improvements to its current rules, which only address 
 the venting of natural gas with several, overly broad exemptions.  Although some provisions 
 of the proposal need clarity and it could do more to comprehensively prevent waste from 
 Louisianaʼs oil wells, we support its provisions to: 

 ●  Require Gas Management Planning at New Wells.  There are many economical and 
 cost-effective methods to avoid venting and flaring of natural gas at oil wells. 
 Operators of new wells are in an especially good position to avoid methane waste 
 since they are in control of when and where to drill new wells. 

 ●  Prohibit Routine Flaring at Certain Wells. LDNR proposes to prohibit routine flaring at 
 wells with gas to oil ratios greater than 2000 standard cubic feet to one barrel of oil and 
 at all horizontal wells. Because it is applicable only to some wells, this proposal does 
 not go as far as leading oil and gas producers and states have gone. However, it is a 
 step in the right direction and will reduce methane waste in Louisiana, in particular 
 from horizontal wells which are regulated for the first time.   

 ●  Narrow the Existing Economic Hardship Exception.  LDNR proposes changes to its 
 existing economic hardship exception to require an operator consider the economic 
 feasibility of alternative uses of gas to routing to sales and provide additional 
 information to justify its request.  Although we believe this exception is unnecessary 
 because of the cost-effective alternatives to methane waste and LDNRʼs retention of its 



 existing stripper well exemption, we support LDNRʼs proposed amendments to narrow 
 the applicability of the exception.   

 ●  Require Reporting of Vented and Flared Gas. We support additional reporting of 
 vented and flared gas volumes. 

 ●  Remove the Exemption for Horizontal Wells.  LDNRʼs current rule exempts horizontally 
 drilled wells from the existing prohibition on venting. We support LDNRʼs removal of 
 this exemption. 

 For these reasons, we support the increased protections to cut methane waste and pollution 
 in this proposal and also urge LDNR to take additional action in future rulemakings to further 
 reduce methane waste in Louisiana. 

 Thank you for working to prevent the waste of our natural resources and ensure a cleaner and 
 healthier Louisiana. We urge you to quickly finalize these rules. 

 Sincerely, 

 Irene Montero, 70734 



 August 21, 2023 

 To The Louisiana Department of Natural Resources, 

 We need to slash methane waste in all forms to protect our natural resources, the health of 
 our air and our climateʼs future.  Thatʼs why we are counting on the Louisiana Department of 
 Natural Resources to swi�ly finalize its proposed venting and flaring rule as an important step 
 in addressing methane waste in Louisiana.  

 In 2019, fossil fuel producers in Louisiana wasted 5.2 billion cubic feet of natural gas worth 
 nearly $16 million through venting and flaring alone. Thatʼs enough natural gas to fuel all the 
 households in Baton Rouge for over a year and a half. Oil and gas operators also avoid paying 
 taxes and royalties on wasted gas, so federal and state governments, as well as private 
 landowners, lose revenue when gas is vented and flared. And itʼs not just hurting our 
 pocketbooks, itʼs also hurting our health and our climate.  

 Louisiana is already on the front lines of the climate crisis. Methane, a major component of 
 natural gas, is a greenhouse gas 80 times more powerful than carbon dioxide. By adopting 
 rules to cut methane waste and pollution, we will also increase revenue, reduce smog and 
 toxic air pollution, and help safeguard our climate. This rule will also drive economic growth 
 and job creation in the methane mitigation industry which provides well-paying jobs that are 
 based in our hometowns.  

 LDNRʼs proposal represents significant improvements to its current rules, which only address 
 the venting of natural gas with several, overly broad exemptions.  Although some provisions 
 of the proposal need clarity and it could do more to comprehensively prevent waste from 
 Louisianaʼs oil wells, we support its provisions to: 

 ●  Require Gas Management Planning at New Wells.  There are many economical and 
 cost-effective methods to avoid venting and flaring of natural gas at oil wells. 
 Operators of new wells are in an especially good position to avoid methane waste 
 since they are in control of when and where to drill new wells. 

 ●  Prohibit Routine Flaring at Certain Wells. LDNR proposes to prohibit routine flaring at 
 wells with gas to oil ratios greater than 2000 standard cubic feet to one barrel of oil and 
 at all horizontal wells. Because it is applicable only to some wells, this proposal does 
 not go as far as leading oil and gas producers and states have gone. However, it is a 
 step in the right direction and will reduce methane waste in Louisiana, in particular 
 from horizontal wells which are regulated for the first time.   

 ●  Narrow the Existing Economic Hardship Exception.  LDNR proposes changes to its 
 existing economic hardship exception to require an operator consider the economic 
 feasibility of alternative uses of gas to routing to sales and provide additional 
 information to justify its request.  Although we believe this exception is unnecessary 
 because of the cost-effective alternatives to methane waste and LDNRʼs retention of its 



 existing stripper well exemption, we support LDNRʼs proposed amendments to narrow 
 the applicability of the exception.   

 ●  Require Reporting of Vented and Flared Gas. We support additional reporting of 
 vented and flared gas volumes. 

 ●  Remove the Exemption for Horizontal Wells.  LDNRʼs current rule exempts horizontally 
 drilled wells from the existing prohibition on venting. We support LDNRʼs removal of 
 this exemption. 

 For these reasons, we support the increased protections to cut methane waste and pollution 
 in this proposal and also urge LDNR to take additional action in future rulemakings to further 
 reduce methane waste in Louisiana. 

 Thank you for working to prevent the waste of our natural resources and ensure a cleaner and 
 healthier Louisiana. We urge you to quickly finalize these rules. 

 Sincerely, 

 Sherrie LaBove, 70663 



 August 21, 2023 

 To The Louisiana Department of Natural Resources, 

 We need to slash methane waste in all forms to protect our natural resources, the health of 
 our air and our climateʼs future.  Thatʼs why we are counting on the Louisiana Department of 
 Natural Resources to swi�ly finalize its proposed venting and flaring rule as an important step 
 in addressing methane waste in Louisiana.  

 In 2019, fossil fuel producers in Louisiana wasted 5.2 billion cubic feet of natural gas worth 
 nearly $16 million through venting and flaring alone. Thatʼs enough natural gas to fuel all the 
 households in Baton Rouge for over a year and a half. Oil and gas operators also avoid paying 
 taxes and royalties on wasted gas, so federal and state governments, as well as private 
 landowners, lose revenue when gas is vented and flared. And itʼs not just hurting our 
 pocketbooks, itʼs also hurting our health and our climate.  

 Louisiana is already on the front lines of the climate crisis. Methane, a major component of 
 natural gas, is a greenhouse gas 80 times more powerful than carbon dioxide. By adopting 
 rules to cut methane waste and pollution, we will also increase revenue, reduce smog and 
 toxic air pollution, and help safeguard our climate. This rule will also drive economic growth 
 and job creation in the methane mitigation industry which provides well-paying jobs that are 
 based in our hometowns.  

 LDNRʼs proposal represents significant improvements to its current rules, which only address 
 the venting of natural gas with several, overly broad exemptions.  Although some provisions 
 of the proposal need clarity and it could do more to comprehensively prevent waste from 
 Louisianaʼs oil wells, we support its provisions to: 

 ●  Require Gas Management Planning at New Wells.  There are many economical and 
 cost-effective methods to avoid venting and flaring of natural gas at oil wells. 
 Operators of new wells are in an especially good position to avoid methane waste 
 since they are in control of when and where to drill new wells. 

 ●  Prohibit Routine Flaring at Certain Wells. LDNR proposes to prohibit routine flaring at 
 wells with gas to oil ratios greater than 2000 standard cubic feet to one barrel of oil and 
 at all horizontal wells. Because it is applicable only to some wells, this proposal does 
 not go as far as leading oil and gas producers and states have gone. However, it is a 
 step in the right direction and will reduce methane waste in Louisiana, in particular 
 from horizontal wells which are regulated for the first time.   

 ●  Narrow the Existing Economic Hardship Exception.  LDNR proposes changes to its 
 existing economic hardship exception to require an operator consider the economic 
 feasibility of alternative uses of gas to routing to sales and provide additional 
 information to justify its request.  Although we believe this exception is unnecessary 
 because of the cost-effective alternatives to methane waste and LDNRʼs retention of its 



 existing stripper well exemption, we support LDNRʼs proposed amendments to narrow 
 the applicability of the exception.   

 ●  Require Reporting of Vented and Flared Gas. We support additional reporting of 
 vented and flared gas volumes. 

 ●  Remove the Exemption for Horizontal Wells.  LDNRʼs current rule exempts horizontally 
 drilled wells from the existing prohibition on venting. We support LDNRʼs removal of 
 this exemption. 

 For these reasons, we support the increased protections to cut methane waste and pollution 
 in this proposal and also urge LDNR to take additional action in future rulemakings to further 
 reduce methane waste in Louisiana. 

 Thank you for working to prevent the waste of our natural resources and ensure a cleaner and 
 healthier Louisiana. We urge you to quickly finalize these rules. 

 Sincerely, 

 Garry Van Amburg, 70062 



 August 20, 2023 

 To The Louisiana Department of Natural Resources, 

 We need to slash methane waste in all forms to protect our natural resources, the health of 
 our air and our climateʼs future.  Thatʼs why we are counting on the Louisiana Department of 
 Natural Resources to swi�ly finalize its proposed venting and flaring rule as an important step 
 in addressing methane waste in Louisiana.  

 In 2019, fossil fuel producers in Louisiana wasted 5.2 billion cubic feet of natural gas worth 
 nearly $16 million through venting and flaring alone. Thatʼs enough natural gas to fuel all the 
 households in Baton Rouge for over a year and a half. Oil and gas operators also avoid paying 
 taxes and royalties on wasted gas, so federal and state governments, as well as private 
 landowners, lose revenue when gas is vented and flared. And itʼs not just hurting our 
 pocketbooks, itʼs also hurting our health and our climate.  

 Louisiana is already on the front lines of the climate crisis. Methane, a major component of 
 natural gas, is a greenhouse gas 80 times more powerful than carbon dioxide. By adopting 
 rules to cut methane waste and pollution, we will also increase revenue, reduce smog and 
 toxic air pollution, and help safeguard our climate. This rule will also drive economic growth 
 and job creation in the methane mitigation industry which provides well-paying jobs that are 
 based in our hometowns.  

 LDNRʼs proposal represents significant improvements to its current rules, which only address 
 the venting of natural gas with several, overly broad exemptions.  Although some provisions 
 of the proposal need clarity and it could do more to comprehensively prevent waste from 
 Louisianaʼs oil wells, we support its provisions to: 

 ●  Require Gas Management Planning at New Wells.  There are many economical and 
 cost-effective methods to avoid venting and flaring of natural gas at oil wells. 
 Operators of new wells are in an especially good position to avoid methane waste 
 since they are in control of when and where to drill new wells. 

 ●  Prohibit Routine Flaring at Certain Wells. LDNR proposes to prohibit routine flaring at 
 wells with gas to oil ratios greater than 2000 standard cubic feet to one barrel of oil and 
 at all horizontal wells. Because it is applicable only to some wells, this proposal does 
 not go as far as leading oil and gas producers and states have gone. However, it is a 
 step in the right direction and will reduce methane waste in Louisiana, in particular 
 from horizontal wells which are regulated for the first time.   

 ●  Narrow the Existing Economic Hardship Exception.  LDNR proposes changes to its 
 existing economic hardship exception to require an operator consider the economic 
 feasibility of alternative uses of gas to routing to sales and provide additional 
 information to justify its request.  Although we believe this exception is unnecessary 
 because of the cost-effective alternatives to methane waste and LDNRʼs retention of its 



 existing stripper well exemption, we support LDNRʼs proposed amendments to narrow 
 the applicability of the exception.   

 ●  Require Reporting of Vented and Flared Gas. We support additional reporting of 
 vented and flared gas volumes. 

 ●  Remove the Exemption for Horizontal Wells.  LDNRʼs current rule exempts horizontally 
 drilled wells from the existing prohibition on venting. We support LDNRʼs removal of 
 this exemption. 

 For these reasons, we support the increased protections to cut methane waste and pollution 
 in this proposal and also urge LDNR to take additional action in future rulemakings to further 
 reduce methane waste in Louisiana. 

 Thank you for working to prevent the waste of our natural resources and ensure a cleaner and 
 healthier Louisiana. We urge you to quickly finalize these rules. 

 Sincerely, 

 Carolyn Burns, 70433 



 August 20, 2023 

 To The Louisiana Department of Natural Resources, 

 We need to slash methane waste in all forms to protect our natural resources, the health of 
 our air and our climateʼs future.  Thatʼs why we are counting on the Louisiana Department of 
 Natural Resources to swi�ly finalize its proposed venting and flaring rule as an important step 
 in addressing methane waste in Louisiana.  

 In 2019, fossil fuel producers in Louisiana wasted 5.2 billion cubic feet of natural gas worth 
 nearly $16 million through venting and flaring alone. Thatʼs enough natural gas to fuel all the 
 households in Baton Rouge for over a year and a half. Oil and gas operators also avoid paying 
 taxes and royalties on wasted gas, so federal and state governments, as well as private 
 landowners, lose revenue when gas is vented and flared. And itʼs not just hurting our 
 pocketbooks, itʼs also hurting our health and our climate.  

 Louisiana is already on the front lines of the climate crisis. Methane, a major component of 
 natural gas, is a greenhouse gas 80 times more powerful than carbon dioxide. By adopting 
 rules to cut methane waste and pollution, we will also increase revenue, reduce smog and 
 toxic air pollution, and help safeguard our climate. This rule will also drive economic growth 
 and job creation in the methane mitigation industry which provides well-paying jobs that are 
 based in our hometowns.  

 LDNRʼs proposal represents significant improvements to its current rules, which only address 
 the venting of natural gas with several, overly broad exemptions.  Although some provisions 
 of the proposal need clarity and it could do more to comprehensively prevent waste from 
 Louisianaʼs oil wells, we support its provisions to: 

 ●  Require Gas Management Planning at New Wells.  There are many economical and 
 cost-effective methods to avoid venting and flaring of natural gas at oil wells. 
 Operators of new wells are in an especially good position to avoid methane waste 
 since they are in control of when and where to drill new wells. 

 ●  Prohibit Routine Flaring at Certain Wells. LDNR proposes to prohibit routine flaring at 
 wells with gas to oil ratios greater than 2000 standard cubic feet to one barrel of oil and 
 at all horizontal wells. Because it is applicable only to some wells, this proposal does 
 not go as far as leading oil and gas producers and states have gone. However, it is a 
 step in the right direction and will reduce methane waste in Louisiana, in particular 
 from horizontal wells which are regulated for the first time.   

 ●  Narrow the Existing Economic Hardship Exception.  LDNR proposes changes to its 
 existing economic hardship exception to require an operator consider the economic 
 feasibility of alternative uses of gas to routing to sales and provide additional 
 information to justify its request.  Although we believe this exception is unnecessary 
 because of the cost-effective alternatives to methane waste and LDNRʼs retention of its 



 existing stripper well exemption, we support LDNRʼs proposed amendments to narrow 
 the applicability of the exception.   

 ●  Require Reporting of Vented and Flared Gas. We support additional reporting of 
 vented and flared gas volumes. 

 ●  Remove the Exemption for Horizontal Wells.  LDNRʼs current rule exempts horizontally 
 drilled wells from the existing prohibition on venting. We support LDNRʼs removal of 
 this exemption. 

 For these reasons, we support the increased protections to cut methane waste and pollution 
 in this proposal and also urge LDNR to take additional action in future rulemakings to further 
 reduce methane waste in Louisiana. 

 Thank you for working to prevent the waste of our natural resources and ensure a cleaner and 
 healthier Louisiana. We urge you to quickly finalize these rules. 

 Sincerely, 

 Susan Levin, 70002 



 August 20, 2023 

 To The Louisiana Department of Natural Resources, 

 We need to slash methane waste in all forms to protect our natural resources, the health of 
 our air and our climateʼs future.  Thatʼs why we are counting on the Louisiana Department of 
 Natural Resources to swi�ly finalize its proposed venting and flaring rule as an important step 
 in addressing methane waste in Louisiana.  

 In 2019, fossil fuel producers in Louisiana wasted 5.2 billion cubic feet of natural gas worth 
 nearly $16 million through venting and flaring alone. Thatʼs enough natural gas to fuel all the 
 households in Baton Rouge for over a year and a half. Oil and gas operators also avoid paying 
 taxes and royalties on wasted gas, so federal and state governments, as well as private 
 landowners, lose revenue when gas is vented and flared. And itʼs not just hurting our 
 pocketbooks, itʼs also hurting our health and our climate.  

 Louisiana is already on the front lines of the climate crisis. Methane, a major component of 
 natural gas, is a greenhouse gas 80 times more powerful than carbon dioxide. By adopting 
 rules to cut methane waste and pollution, we will also increase revenue, reduce smog and 
 toxic air pollution, and help safeguard our climate. This rule will also drive economic growth 
 and job creation in the methane mitigation industry which provides well-paying jobs that are 
 based in our hometowns.  

 LDNRʼs proposal represents significant improvements to its current rules, which only address 
 the venting of natural gas with several, overly broad exemptions.  Although some provisions 
 of the proposal need clarity and it could do more to comprehensively prevent waste from 
 Louisianaʼs oil wells, we support its provisions to: 

 ●  Require Gas Management Planning at New Wells.  There are many economical and 
 cost-effective methods to avoid venting and flaring of natural gas at oil wells. 
 Operators of new wells are in an especially good position to avoid methane waste 
 since they are in control of when and where to drill new wells. 

 ●  Prohibit Routine Flaring at Certain Wells. LDNR proposes to prohibit routine flaring at 
 wells with gas to oil ratios greater than 2000 standard cubic feet to one barrel of oil and 
 at all horizontal wells. Because it is applicable only to some wells, this proposal does 
 not go as far as leading oil and gas producers and states have gone. However, it is a 
 step in the right direction and will reduce methane waste in Louisiana, in particular 
 from horizontal wells which are regulated for the first time.   

 ●  Narrow the Existing Economic Hardship Exception.  LDNR proposes changes to its 
 existing economic hardship exception to require an operator consider the economic 
 feasibility of alternative uses of gas to routing to sales and provide additional 
 information to justify its request.  Although we believe this exception is unnecessary 
 because of the cost-effective alternatives to methane waste and LDNRʼs retention of its 



 existing stripper well exemption, we support LDNRʼs proposed amendments to narrow 
 the applicability of the exception.   

 ●  Require Reporting of Vented and Flared Gas. We support additional reporting of 
 vented and flared gas volumes. 

 ●  Remove the Exemption for Horizontal Wells.  LDNRʼs current rule exempts horizontally 
 drilled wells from the existing prohibition on venting. We support LDNRʼs removal of 
 this exemption. 

 For these reasons, we support the increased protections to cut methane waste and pollution 
 in this proposal and also urge LDNR to take additional action in future rulemakings to further 
 reduce methane waste in Louisiana. 

 Thank you for working to prevent the waste of our natural resources and ensure a cleaner and 
 healthier Louisiana. We urge you to quickly finalize these rules. 

 Sincerely, 

 Jamison Aycock, 70360 



 August 20, 2023 

 To The Louisiana Department of Natural Resources, 

 We need to slash methane waste in all forms to protect our natural resources, the health of 
 our air and our climateʼs future.  Thatʼs why we are counting on the Louisiana Department of 
 Natural Resources to swi�ly finalize its proposed venting and flaring rule as an important step 
 in addressing methane waste in Louisiana.  

 In 2019, fossil fuel producers in Louisiana wasted 5.2 billion cubic feet of natural gas worth 
 nearly $16 million through venting and flaring alone. Thatʼs enough natural gas to fuel all the 
 households in Baton Rouge for over a year and a half. Oil and gas operators also avoid paying 
 taxes and royalties on wasted gas, so federal and state governments, as well as private 
 landowners, lose revenue when gas is vented and flared. And itʼs not just hurting our 
 pocketbooks, itʼs also hurting our health and our climate.  

 Louisiana is already on the front lines of the climate crisis. Methane, a major component of 
 natural gas, is a greenhouse gas 80 times more powerful than carbon dioxide. By adopting 
 rules to cut methane waste and pollution, we will also increase revenue, reduce smog and 
 toxic air pollution, and help safeguard our climate. This rule will also drive economic growth 
 and job creation in the methane mitigation industry which provides well-paying jobs that are 
 based in our hometowns.  

 LDNRʼs proposal represents significant improvements to its current rules, which only address 
 the venting of natural gas with several, overly broad exemptions.  Although some provisions 
 of the proposal need clarity and it could do more to comprehensively prevent waste from 
 Louisianaʼs oil wells, we support its provisions to: 

 ●  Require Gas Management Planning at New Wells.  There are many economical and 
 cost-effective methods to avoid venting and flaring of natural gas at oil wells. 
 Operators of new wells are in an especially good position to avoid methane waste 
 since they are in control of when and where to drill new wells. 

 ●  Prohibit Routine Flaring at Certain Wells. LDNR proposes to prohibit routine flaring at 
 wells with gas to oil ratios greater than 2000 standard cubic feet to one barrel of oil and 
 at all horizontal wells. Because it is applicable only to some wells, this proposal does 
 not go as far as leading oil and gas producers and states have gone. However, it is a 
 step in the right direction and will reduce methane waste in Louisiana, in particular 
 from horizontal wells which are regulated for the first time.   

 ●  Narrow the Existing Economic Hardship Exception.  LDNR proposes changes to its 
 existing economic hardship exception to require an operator consider the economic 
 feasibility of alternative uses of gas to routing to sales and provide additional 
 information to justify its request.  Although we believe this exception is unnecessary 
 because of the cost-effective alternatives to methane waste and LDNRʼs retention of its 



 existing stripper well exemption, we support LDNRʼs proposed amendments to narrow 
 the applicability of the exception.   

 ●  Require Reporting of Vented and Flared Gas. We support additional reporting of 
 vented and flared gas volumes. 

 ●  Remove the Exemption for Horizontal Wells.  LDNRʼs current rule exempts horizontally 
 drilled wells from the existing prohibition on venting. We support LDNRʼs removal of 
 this exemption. 

 For these reasons, we support the increased protections to cut methane waste and pollution 
 in this proposal and also urge LDNR to take additional action in future rulemakings to further 
 reduce methane waste in Louisiana. 

 Thank you for working to prevent the waste of our natural resources and ensure a cleaner and 
 healthier Louisiana. We urge you to quickly finalize these rules. 

 Sincerely, 

 Coco Dupuy, 70131 



 August 20, 2023 

 To The Louisiana Department of Natural Resources, 

 We need to slash methane waste in all forms to protect our natural resources, the health of 
 our air and our climateʼs future.  Thatʼs why we are counting on the Louisiana Department of 
 Natural Resources to swi�ly finalize its proposed venting and flaring rule as an important step 
 in addressing methane waste in Louisiana.  

 In 2019, fossil fuel producers in Louisiana wasted 5.2 billion cubic feet of natural gas worth 
 nearly $16 million through venting and flaring alone. Thatʼs enough natural gas to fuel all the 
 households in Baton Rouge for over a year and a half. Oil and gas operators also avoid paying 
 taxes and royalties on wasted gas, so federal and state governments, as well as private 
 landowners, lose revenue when gas is vented and flared. And itʼs not just hurting our 
 pocketbooks, itʼs also hurting our health and our climate.  

 Louisiana is already on the front lines of the climate crisis. Methane, a major component of 
 natural gas, is a greenhouse gas 80 times more powerful than carbon dioxide. By adopting 
 rules to cut methane waste and pollution, we will also increase revenue, reduce smog and 
 toxic air pollution, and help safeguard our climate. This rule will also drive economic growth 
 and job creation in the methane mitigation industry which provides well-paying jobs that are 
 based in our hometowns.  

 LDNRʼs proposal represents significant improvements to its current rules, which only address 
 the venting of natural gas with several, overly broad exemptions.  Although some provisions 
 of the proposal need clarity and it could do more to comprehensively prevent waste from 
 Louisianaʼs oil wells, we support its provisions to: 

 ●  Require Gas Management Planning at New Wells.  There are many economical and 
 cost-effective methods to avoid venting and flaring of natural gas at oil wells. 
 Operators of new wells are in an especially good position to avoid methane waste 
 since they are in control of when and where to drill new wells. 

 ●  Prohibit Routine Flaring at Certain Wells. LDNR proposes to prohibit routine flaring at 
 wells with gas to oil ratios greater than 2000 standard cubic feet to one barrel of oil and 
 at all horizontal wells. Because it is applicable only to some wells, this proposal does 
 not go as far as leading oil and gas producers and states have gone. However, it is a 
 step in the right direction and will reduce methane waste in Louisiana, in particular 
 from horizontal wells which are regulated for the first time.   

 ●  Narrow the Existing Economic Hardship Exception.  LDNR proposes changes to its 
 existing economic hardship exception to require an operator consider the economic 
 feasibility of alternative uses of gas to routing to sales and provide additional 
 information to justify its request.  Although we believe this exception is unnecessary 
 because of the cost-effective alternatives to methane waste and LDNRʼs retention of its 



 existing stripper well exemption, we support LDNRʼs proposed amendments to narrow 
 the applicability of the exception.   

 ●  Require Reporting of Vented and Flared Gas. We support additional reporting of 
 vented and flared gas volumes. 

 ●  Remove the Exemption for Horizontal Wells.  LDNRʼs current rule exempts horizontally 
 drilled wells from the existing prohibition on venting. We support LDNRʼs removal of 
 this exemption. 

 For these reasons, we support the increased protections to cut methane waste and pollution 
 in this proposal and also urge LDNR to take additional action in future rulemakings to further 
 reduce methane waste in Louisiana. 

 Thank you for working to prevent the waste of our natural resources and ensure a cleaner and 
 healthier Louisiana. We urge you to quickly finalize these rules. 

 Sincerely, 

 Kenneth Darden, 71303 



 August 20, 2023 

 To The Louisiana Department of Natural Resources, 

 We need to slash methane waste in all forms to protect our natural resources, the health of 
 our air and our climateʼs future.  Thatʼs why we are counting on the Louisiana Department of 
 Natural Resources to swi�ly finalize its proposed venting and flaring rule as an important step 
 in addressing methane waste in Louisiana.  

 In 2019, fossil fuel producers in Louisiana wasted 5.2 billion cubic feet of natural gas worth 
 nearly $16 million through venting and flaring alone. Thatʼs enough natural gas to fuel all the 
 households in Baton Rouge for over a year and a half. Oil and gas operators also avoid paying 
 taxes and royalties on wasted gas, so federal and state governments, as well as private 
 landowners, lose revenue when gas is vented and flared. And itʼs not just hurting our 
 pocketbooks, itʼs also hurting our health and our climate.  

 Louisiana is already on the front lines of the climate crisis. Methane, a major component of 
 natural gas, is a greenhouse gas 80 times more powerful than carbon dioxide. By adopting 
 rules to cut methane waste and pollution, we will also increase revenue, reduce smog and 
 toxic air pollution, and help safeguard our climate. This rule will also drive economic growth 
 and job creation in the methane mitigation industry which provides well-paying jobs that are 
 based in our hometowns.  

 LDNRʼs proposal represents significant improvements to its current rules, which only address 
 the venting of natural gas with several, overly broad exemptions.  Although some provisions 
 of the proposal need clarity and it could do more to comprehensively prevent waste from 
 Louisianaʼs oil wells, we support its provisions to: 

 ●  Require Gas Management Planning at New Wells.  There are many economical and 
 cost-effective methods to avoid venting and flaring of natural gas at oil wells. 
 Operators of new wells are in an especially good position to avoid methane waste 
 since they are in control of when and where to drill new wells. 

 ●  Prohibit Routine Flaring at Certain Wells. LDNR proposes to prohibit routine flaring at 
 wells with gas to oil ratios greater than 2000 standard cubic feet to one barrel of oil and 
 at all horizontal wells. Because it is applicable only to some wells, this proposal does 
 not go as far as leading oil and gas producers and states have gone. However, it is a 
 step in the right direction and will reduce methane waste in Louisiana, in particular 
 from horizontal wells which are regulated for the first time.   

 ●  Narrow the Existing Economic Hardship Exception.  LDNR proposes changes to its 
 existing economic hardship exception to require an operator consider the economic 
 feasibility of alternative uses of gas to routing to sales and provide additional 
 information to justify its request.  Although we believe this exception is unnecessary 
 because of the cost-effective alternatives to methane waste and LDNRʼs retention of its 



 existing stripper well exemption, we support LDNRʼs proposed amendments to narrow 
 the applicability of the exception.   

 ●  Require Reporting of Vented and Flared Gas. We support additional reporting of 
 vented and flared gas volumes. 

 ●  Remove the Exemption for Horizontal Wells.  LDNRʼs current rule exempts horizontally 
 drilled wells from the existing prohibition on venting. We support LDNRʼs removal of 
 this exemption. 

 For these reasons, we support the increased protections to cut methane waste and pollution 
 in this proposal and also urge LDNR to take additional action in future rulemakings to further 
 reduce methane waste in Louisiana. 

 Thank you for working to prevent the waste of our natural resources and ensure a cleaner and 
 healthier Louisiana. We urge you to quickly finalize these rules. 

 Sincerely, 

 Sarah Lognion, 70630 



 August 20, 2023 

 To The Louisiana Department of Natural Resources, 

 We need to slash methane waste in all forms to protect our natural resources, the health of 
 our air and our climateʼs future.  Thatʼs why we are counting on the Louisiana Department of 
 Natural Resources to swi�ly finalize its proposed venting and flaring rule as an important step 
 in addressing methane waste in Louisiana.  

 In 2019, fossil fuel producers in Louisiana wasted 5.2 billion cubic feet of natural gas worth 
 nearly $16 million through venting and flaring alone. Thatʼs enough natural gas to fuel all the 
 households in Baton Rouge for over a year and a half. Oil and gas operators also avoid paying 
 taxes and royalties on wasted gas, so federal and state governments, as well as private 
 landowners, lose revenue when gas is vented and flared. And itʼs not just hurting our 
 pocketbooks, itʼs also hurting our health and our climate.  

 Louisiana is already on the front lines of the climate crisis. Methane, a major component of 
 natural gas, is a greenhouse gas 80 times more powerful than carbon dioxide. By adopting 
 rules to cut methane waste and pollution, we will also increase revenue, reduce smog and 
 toxic air pollution, and help safeguard our climate. This rule will also drive economic growth 
 and job creation in the methane mitigation industry which provides well-paying jobs that are 
 based in our hometowns.  

 LDNRʼs proposal represents significant improvements to its current rules, which only address 
 the venting of natural gas with several, overly broad exemptions.  Although some provisions 
 of the proposal need clarity and it could do more to comprehensively prevent waste from 
 Louisianaʼs oil wells, we support its provisions to: 

 ●  Require Gas Management Planning at New Wells.  There are many economical and 
 cost-effective methods to avoid venting and flaring of natural gas at oil wells. 
 Operators of new wells are in an especially good position to avoid methane waste 
 since they are in control of when and where to drill new wells. 

 ●  Prohibit Routine Flaring at Certain Wells. LDNR proposes to prohibit routine flaring at 
 wells with gas to oil ratios greater than 2000 standard cubic feet to one barrel of oil and 
 at all horizontal wells. Because it is applicable only to some wells, this proposal does 
 not go as far as leading oil and gas producers and states have gone. However, it is a 
 step in the right direction and will reduce methane waste in Louisiana, in particular 
 from horizontal wells which are regulated for the first time.   

 ●  Narrow the Existing Economic Hardship Exception.  LDNR proposes changes to its 
 existing economic hardship exception to require an operator consider the economic 
 feasibility of alternative uses of gas to routing to sales and provide additional 
 information to justify its request.  Although we believe this exception is unnecessary 
 because of the cost-effective alternatives to methane waste and LDNRʼs retention of its 



 existing stripper well exemption, we support LDNRʼs proposed amendments to narrow 
 the applicability of the exception.   

 ●  Require Reporting of Vented and Flared Gas. We support additional reporting of 
 vented and flared gas volumes. 

 ●  Remove the Exemption for Horizontal Wells.  LDNRʼs current rule exempts horizontally 
 drilled wells from the existing prohibition on venting. We support LDNRʼs removal of 
 this exemption. 

 For these reasons, we support the increased protections to cut methane waste and pollution 
 in this proposal and also urge LDNR to take additional action in future rulemakings to further 
 reduce methane waste in Louisiana. 

 Thank you for working to prevent the waste of our natural resources and ensure a cleaner and 
 healthier Louisiana. We urge you to quickly finalize these rules. 

 Sincerely, 

 Karen Ardoin, 70503 



 August 20, 2023 

 To The Louisiana Department of Natural Resources, 

 We need to slash methane waste in all forms to protect our natural resources, the health of 
 our air and our climateʼs future.  Thatʼs why we are counting on the Louisiana Department of 
 Natural Resources to swi�ly finalize its proposed venting and flaring rule as an important step 
 in addressing methane waste in Louisiana.  

 In 2019, fossil fuel producers in Louisiana wasted 5.2 billion cubic feet of natural gas worth 
 nearly $16 million through venting and flaring alone. Thatʼs enough natural gas to fuel all the 
 households in Baton Rouge for over a year and a half. Oil and gas operators also avoid paying 
 taxes and royalties on wasted gas, so federal and state governments, as well as private 
 landowners, lose revenue when gas is vented and flared. And itʼs not just hurting our 
 pocketbooks, itʼs also hurting our health and our climate.  

 Louisiana is already on the front lines of the climate crisis. Methane, a major component of 
 natural gas, is a greenhouse gas 80 times more powerful than carbon dioxide. By adopting 
 rules to cut methane waste and pollution, we will also increase revenue, reduce smog and 
 toxic air pollution, and help safeguard our climate. This rule will also drive economic growth 
 and job creation in the methane mitigation industry which provides well-paying jobs that are 
 based in our hometowns.  

 LDNRʼs proposal represents significant improvements to its current rules, which only address 
 the venting of natural gas with several, overly broad exemptions.  Although some provisions 
 of the proposal need clarity and it could do more to comprehensively prevent waste from 
 Louisianaʼs oil wells, we support its provisions to: 

 ●  Require Gas Management Planning at New Wells.  There are many economical and 
 cost-effective methods to avoid venting and flaring of natural gas at oil wells. 
 Operators of new wells are in an especially good position to avoid methane waste 
 since they are in control of when and where to drill new wells. 

 ●  Prohibit Routine Flaring at Certain Wells. LDNR proposes to prohibit routine flaring at 
 wells with gas to oil ratios greater than 2000 standard cubic feet to one barrel of oil and 
 at all horizontal wells. Because it is applicable only to some wells, this proposal does 
 not go as far as leading oil and gas producers and states have gone. However, it is a 
 step in the right direction and will reduce methane waste in Louisiana, in particular 
 from horizontal wells which are regulated for the first time.   

 ●  Narrow the Existing Economic Hardship Exception.  LDNR proposes changes to its 
 existing economic hardship exception to require an operator consider the economic 
 feasibility of alternative uses of gas to routing to sales and provide additional 
 information to justify its request.  Although we believe this exception is unnecessary 
 because of the cost-effective alternatives to methane waste and LDNRʼs retention of its 



 existing stripper well exemption, we support LDNRʼs proposed amendments to narrow 
 the applicability of the exception.   

 ●  Require Reporting of Vented and Flared Gas. We support additional reporting of 
 vented and flared gas volumes. 

 ●  Remove the Exemption for Horizontal Wells.  LDNRʼs current rule exempts horizontally 
 drilled wells from the existing prohibition on venting. We support LDNRʼs removal of 
 this exemption. 

 For these reasons, we support the increased protections to cut methane waste and pollution 
 in this proposal and also urge LDNR to take additional action in future rulemakings to further 
 reduce methane waste in Louisiana. 

 Thank you for working to prevent the waste of our natural resources and ensure a cleaner and 
 healthier Louisiana. We urge you to quickly finalize these rules. 

 Sincerely, 

 Gerard Goar, 70001 



 August 20, 2023 

 To The Louisiana Department of Natural Resources, 

 We need to slash methane waste in all forms to protect our natural resources, the health of 
 our air and our climateʼs future.  Thatʼs why we are counting on the Louisiana Department of 
 Natural Resources to swi�ly finalize its proposed venting and flaring rule as an important step 
 in addressing methane waste in Louisiana.  

 In 2019, fossil fuel producers in Louisiana wasted 5.2 billion cubic feet of natural gas worth 
 nearly $16 million through venting and flaring alone. Thatʼs enough natural gas to fuel all the 
 households in Baton Rouge for over a year and a half. Oil and gas operators also avoid paying 
 taxes and royalties on wasted gas, so federal and state governments, as well as private 
 landowners, lose revenue when gas is vented and flared. And itʼs not just hurting our 
 pocketbooks, itʼs also hurting our health and our climate.  

 Louisiana is already on the front lines of the climate crisis. Methane, a major component of 
 natural gas, is a greenhouse gas 80 times more powerful than carbon dioxide. By adopting 
 rules to cut methane waste and pollution, we will also increase revenue, reduce smog and 
 toxic air pollution, and help safeguard our climate. This rule will also drive economic growth 
 and job creation in the methane mitigation industry which provides well-paying jobs that are 
 based in our hometowns.  

 LDNRʼs proposal represents significant improvements to its current rules, which only address 
 the venting of natural gas with several, overly broad exemptions.  Although some provisions 
 of the proposal need clarity and it could do more to comprehensively prevent waste from 
 Louisianaʼs oil wells, we support its provisions to: 

 ●  Require Gas Management Planning at New Wells.  There are many economical and 
 cost-effective methods to avoid venting and flaring of natural gas at oil wells. 
 Operators of new wells are in an especially good position to avoid methane waste 
 since they are in control of when and where to drill new wells. 

 ●  Prohibit Routine Flaring at Certain Wells. LDNR proposes to prohibit routine flaring at 
 wells with gas to oil ratios greater than 2000 standard cubic feet to one barrel of oil and 
 at all horizontal wells. Because it is applicable only to some wells, this proposal does 
 not go as far as leading oil and gas producers and states have gone. However, it is a 
 step in the right direction and will reduce methane waste in Louisiana, in particular 
 from horizontal wells which are regulated for the first time.   

 ●  Narrow the Existing Economic Hardship Exception.  LDNR proposes changes to its 
 existing economic hardship exception to require an operator consider the economic 
 feasibility of alternative uses of gas to routing to sales and provide additional 
 information to justify its request.  Although we believe this exception is unnecessary 
 because of the cost-effective alternatives to methane waste and LDNRʼs retention of its 



 existing stripper well exemption, we support LDNRʼs proposed amendments to narrow 
 the applicability of the exception.   

 ●  Require Reporting of Vented and Flared Gas. We support additional reporting of 
 vented and flared gas volumes. 

 ●  Remove the Exemption for Horizontal Wells.  LDNRʼs current rule exempts horizontally 
 drilled wells from the existing prohibition on venting. We support LDNRʼs removal of 
 this exemption. 

 For these reasons, we support the increased protections to cut methane waste and pollution 
 in this proposal and also urge LDNR to take additional action in future rulemakings to further 
 reduce methane waste in Louisiana. 

 Thank you for working to prevent the waste of our natural resources and ensure a cleaner and 
 healthier Louisiana. We urge you to quickly finalize these rules. 

 Sincerely, 

 Alexistori Gonzalez, 70037 



 August 20, 2023 

 To The Louisiana Department of Natural Resources, 

 We need to slash methane waste in all forms to protect our natural resources, the health of 
 our air and our climateʼs future.  Thatʼs why we are counting on the Louisiana Department of 
 Natural Resources to swi�ly finalize its proposed venting and flaring rule as an important step 
 in addressing methane waste in Louisiana.  

 In 2019, fossil fuel producers in Louisiana wasted 5.2 billion cubic feet of natural gas worth 
 nearly $16 million through venting and flaring alone. Thatʼs enough natural gas to fuel all the 
 households in Baton Rouge for over a year and a half. Oil and gas operators also avoid paying 
 taxes and royalties on wasted gas, so federal and state governments, as well as private 
 landowners, lose revenue when gas is vented and flared. And itʼs not just hurting our 
 pocketbooks, itʼs also hurting our health and our climate.  

 Louisiana is already on the front lines of the climate crisis. Methane, a major component of 
 natural gas, is a greenhouse gas 80 times more powerful than carbon dioxide. By adopting 
 rules to cut methane waste and pollution, we will also increase revenue, reduce smog and 
 toxic air pollution, and help safeguard our climate. This rule will also drive economic growth 
 and job creation in the methane mitigation industry which provides well-paying jobs that are 
 based in our hometowns.  

 LDNRʼs proposal represents significant improvements to its current rules, which only address 
 the venting of natural gas with several, overly broad exemptions.  Although some provisions 
 of the proposal need clarity and it could do more to comprehensively prevent waste from 
 Louisianaʼs oil wells, we support its provisions to: 

 ●  Require Gas Management Planning at New Wells.  There are many economical and 
 cost-effective methods to avoid venting and flaring of natural gas at oil wells. 
 Operators of new wells are in an especially good position to avoid methane waste 
 since they are in control of when and where to drill new wells. 

 ●  Prohibit Routine Flaring at Certain Wells. LDNR proposes to prohibit routine flaring at 
 wells with gas to oil ratios greater than 2000 standard cubic feet to one barrel of oil and 
 at all horizontal wells. Because it is applicable only to some wells, this proposal does 
 not go as far as leading oil and gas producers and states have gone. However, it is a 
 step in the right direction and will reduce methane waste in Louisiana, in particular 
 from horizontal wells which are regulated for the first time.   

 ●  Narrow the Existing Economic Hardship Exception.  LDNR proposes changes to its 
 existing economic hardship exception to require an operator consider the economic 
 feasibility of alternative uses of gas to routing to sales and provide additional 
 information to justify its request.  Although we believe this exception is unnecessary 
 because of the cost-effective alternatives to methane waste and LDNRʼs retention of its 



 existing stripper well exemption, we support LDNRʼs proposed amendments to narrow 
 the applicability of the exception.   

 ●  Require Reporting of Vented and Flared Gas. We support additional reporting of 
 vented and flared gas volumes. 

 ●  Remove the Exemption for Horizontal Wells.  LDNRʼs current rule exempts horizontally 
 drilled wells from the existing prohibition on venting. We support LDNRʼs removal of 
 this exemption. 

 For these reasons, we support the increased protections to cut methane waste and pollution 
 in this proposal and also urge LDNR to take additional action in future rulemakings to further 
 reduce methane waste in Louisiana. 

 Thank you for working to prevent the waste of our natural resources and ensure a cleaner and 
 healthier Louisiana. We urge you to quickly finalize these rules. 

 Sincerely, 

 Lynette Bech, 70438-2602 



 August 20, 2023 

 To The Louisiana Department of Natural Resources, 

 We need to slash methane waste in all forms to protect our natural resources, the health of 
 our air and our climateʼs future.  Thatʼs why we are counting on the Louisiana Department of 
 Natural Resources to swi�ly finalize its proposed venting and flaring rule as an important step 
 in addressing methane waste in Louisiana.  

 In 2019, fossil fuel producers in Louisiana wasted 5.2 billion cubic feet of natural gas worth 
 nearly $16 million through venting and flaring alone. Thatʼs enough natural gas to fuel all the 
 households in Baton Rouge for over a year and a half. Oil and gas operators also avoid paying 
 taxes and royalties on wasted gas, so federal and state governments, as well as private 
 landowners, lose revenue when gas is vented and flared. And itʼs not just hurting our 
 pocketbooks, itʼs also hurting our health and our climate.  

 Louisiana is already on the front lines of the climate crisis. Methane, a major component of 
 natural gas, is a greenhouse gas 80 times more powerful than carbon dioxide. By adopting 
 rules to cut methane waste and pollution, we will also increase revenue, reduce smog and 
 toxic air pollution, and help safeguard our climate. This rule will also drive economic growth 
 and job creation in the methane mitigation industry which provides well-paying jobs that are 
 based in our hometowns.  

 LDNRʼs proposal represents significant improvements to its current rules, which only address 
 the venting of natural gas with several, overly broad exemptions.  Although some provisions 
 of the proposal need clarity and it could do more to comprehensively prevent waste from 
 Louisianaʼs oil wells, we support its provisions to: 

 ●  Require Gas Management Planning at New Wells.  There are many economical and 
 cost-effective methods to avoid venting and flaring of natural gas at oil wells. 
 Operators of new wells are in an especially good position to avoid methane waste 
 since they are in control of when and where to drill new wells. 

 ●  Prohibit Routine Flaring at Certain Wells. LDNR proposes to prohibit routine flaring at 
 wells with gas to oil ratios greater than 2000 standard cubic feet to one barrel of oil and 
 at all horizontal wells. Because it is applicable only to some wells, this proposal does 
 not go as far as leading oil and gas producers and states have gone. However, it is a 
 step in the right direction and will reduce methane waste in Louisiana, in particular 
 from horizontal wells which are regulated for the first time.   

 ●  Narrow the Existing Economic Hardship Exception.  LDNR proposes changes to its 
 existing economic hardship exception to require an operator consider the economic 
 feasibility of alternative uses of gas to routing to sales and provide additional 
 information to justify its request.  Although we believe this exception is unnecessary 
 because of the cost-effective alternatives to methane waste and LDNRʼs retention of its 



 existing stripper well exemption, we support LDNRʼs proposed amendments to narrow 
 the applicability of the exception.   

 ●  Require Reporting of Vented and Flared Gas. We support additional reporting of 
 vented and flared gas volumes. 

 ●  Remove the Exemption for Horizontal Wells.  LDNRʼs current rule exempts horizontally 
 drilled wells from the existing prohibition on venting. We support LDNRʼs removal of 
 this exemption. 

 For these reasons, we support the increased protections to cut methane waste and pollution 
 in this proposal and also urge LDNR to take additional action in future rulemakings to further 
 reduce methane waste in Louisiana. 

 Thank you for working to prevent the waste of our natural resources and ensure a cleaner and 
 healthier Louisiana. We urge you to quickly finalize these rules. 

 Sincerely, 

 Peggy Armstrong, 70433 



 August 19, 2023 

 To The Louisiana Department of Natural Resources, 

 We need to slash methane waste in all forms to protect our natural resources, the health of 
 our air and our climateʼs future.  Thatʼs why we are counting on the Louisiana Department of 
 Natural Resources to swi�ly finalize its proposed venting and flaring rule as an important step 
 in addressing methane waste in Louisiana.  

 In 2019, fossil fuel producers in Louisiana wasted 5.2 billion cubic feet of natural gas worth 
 nearly $16 million through venting and flaring alone. Thatʼs enough natural gas to fuel all the 
 households in Baton Rouge for over a year and a half. Oil and gas operators also avoid paying 
 taxes and royalties on wasted gas, so federal and state governments, as well as private 
 landowners, lose revenue when gas is vented and flared. And itʼs not just hurting our 
 pocketbooks, itʼs also hurting our health and our climate.  

 Louisiana is already on the front lines of the climate crisis. Methane, a major component of 
 natural gas, is a greenhouse gas 80 times more powerful than carbon dioxide. By adopting 
 rules to cut methane waste and pollution, we will also increase revenue, reduce smog and 
 toxic air pollution, and help safeguard our climate. This rule will also drive economic growth 
 and job creation in the methane mitigation industry which provides well-paying jobs that are 
 based in our hometowns.  

 LDNRʼs proposal represents significant improvements to its current rules, which only address 
 the venting of natural gas with several, overly broad exemptions.  Although some provisions 
 of the proposal need clarity and it could do more to comprehensively prevent waste from 
 Louisianaʼs oil wells, we support its provisions to: 

 ●  Require Gas Management Planning at New Wells.  There are many economical and 
 cost-effective methods to avoid venting and flaring of natural gas at oil wells. 
 Operators of new wells are in an especially good position to avoid methane waste 
 since they are in control of when and where to drill new wells. 

 ●  Prohibit Routine Flaring at Certain Wells. LDNR proposes to prohibit routine flaring at 
 wells with gas to oil ratios greater than 2000 standard cubic feet to one barrel of oil and 
 at all horizontal wells. Because it is applicable only to some wells, this proposal does 
 not go as far as leading oil and gas producers and states have gone. However, it is a 
 step in the right direction and will reduce methane waste in Louisiana, in particular 
 from horizontal wells which are regulated for the first time.   

 ●  Narrow the Existing Economic Hardship Exception.  LDNR proposes changes to its 
 existing economic hardship exception to require an operator consider the economic 
 feasibility of alternative uses of gas to routing to sales and provide additional 
 information to justify its request.  Although we believe this exception is unnecessary 
 because of the cost-effective alternatives to methane waste and LDNRʼs retention of its 



 existing stripper well exemption, we support LDNRʼs proposed amendments to narrow 
 the applicability of the exception.   

 ●  Require Reporting of Vented and Flared Gas. We support additional reporting of 
 vented and flared gas volumes. 

 ●  Remove the Exemption for Horizontal Wells.  LDNRʼs current rule exempts horizontally 
 drilled wells from the existing prohibition on venting. We support LDNRʼs removal of 
 this exemption. 

 For these reasons, we support the increased protections to cut methane waste and pollution 
 in this proposal and also urge LDNR to take additional action in future rulemakings to further 
 reduce methane waste in Louisiana. 

 Thank you for working to prevent the waste of our natural resources and ensure a cleaner and 
 healthier Louisiana. We urge you to quickly finalize these rules. 

 Sincerely, 

 Mark Barrios, 70755-3520 



 August 19, 2023 

 To The Louisiana Department of Natural Resources, 

 We need to slash methane waste in all forms to protect our natural resources, the health of 
 our air and our climateʼs future.  Thatʼs why we are counting on the Louisiana Department of 
 Natural Resources to swi�ly finalize its proposed venting and flaring rule as an important step 
 in addressing methane waste in Louisiana.  

 In 2019, fossil fuel producers in Louisiana wasted 5.2 billion cubic feet of natural gas worth 
 nearly $16 million through venting and flaring alone. Thatʼs enough natural gas to fuel all the 
 households in Baton Rouge for over a year and a half. Oil and gas operators also avoid paying 
 taxes and royalties on wasted gas, so federal and state governments, as well as private 
 landowners, lose revenue when gas is vented and flared. And itʼs not just hurting our 
 pocketbooks, itʼs also hurting our health and our climate.  

 Louisiana is already on the front lines of the climate crisis. Methane, a major component of 
 natural gas, is a greenhouse gas 80 times more powerful than carbon dioxide. By adopting 
 rules to cut methane waste and pollution, we will also increase revenue, reduce smog and 
 toxic air pollution, and help safeguard our climate. This rule will also drive economic growth 
 and job creation in the methane mitigation industry which provides well-paying jobs that are 
 based in our hometowns.  

 LDNRʼs proposal represents significant improvements to its current rules, which only address 
 the venting of natural gas with several, overly broad exemptions.  Although some provisions 
 of the proposal need clarity and it could do more to comprehensively prevent waste from 
 Louisianaʼs oil wells, we support its provisions to: 

 ●  Require Gas Management Planning at New Wells.  There are many economical and 
 cost-effective methods to avoid venting and flaring of natural gas at oil wells. 
 Operators of new wells are in an especially good position to avoid methane waste 
 since they are in control of when and where to drill new wells. 

 ●  Prohibit Routine Flaring at Certain Wells. LDNR proposes to prohibit routine flaring at 
 wells with gas to oil ratios greater than 2000 standard cubic feet to one barrel of oil and 
 at all horizontal wells. Because it is applicable only to some wells, this proposal does 
 not go as far as leading oil and gas producers and states have gone. However, it is a 
 step in the right direction and will reduce methane waste in Louisiana, in particular 
 from horizontal wells which are regulated for the first time.   

 ●  Narrow the Existing Economic Hardship Exception.  LDNR proposes changes to its 
 existing economic hardship exception to require an operator consider the economic 
 feasibility of alternative uses of gas to routing to sales and provide additional 
 information to justify its request.  Although we believe this exception is unnecessary 
 because of the cost-effective alternatives to methane waste and LDNRʼs retention of its 



 existing stripper well exemption, we support LDNRʼs proposed amendments to narrow 
 the applicability of the exception.   

 ●  Require Reporting of Vented and Flared Gas. We support additional reporting of 
 vented and flared gas volumes. 

 ●  Remove the Exemption for Horizontal Wells.  LDNRʼs current rule exempts horizontally 
 drilled wells from the existing prohibition on venting. We support LDNRʼs removal of 
 this exemption. 

 For these reasons, we support the increased protections to cut methane waste and pollution 
 in this proposal and also urge LDNR to take additional action in future rulemakings to further 
 reduce methane waste in Louisiana. 

 Thank you for working to prevent the waste of our natural resources and ensure a cleaner and 
 healthier Louisiana. We urge you to quickly finalize these rules. 

 Sincerely, 

 Karen Babin, 70001-5127 



 August 19, 2023 

 To The Louisiana Department of Natural Resources, 

 We need to slash methane waste in all forms to protect our natural resources, the health of 
 our air and our climateʼs future.  Thatʼs why we are counting on the Louisiana Department of 
 Natural Resources to swi�ly finalize its proposed venting and flaring rule as an important step 
 in addressing methane waste in Louisiana.  

 In 2019, fossil fuel producers in Louisiana wasted 5.2 billion cubic feet of natural gas worth 
 nearly $16 million through venting and flaring alone. Thatʼs enough natural gas to fuel all the 
 households in Baton Rouge for over a year and a half. Oil and gas operators also avoid paying 
 taxes and royalties on wasted gas, so federal and state governments, as well as private 
 landowners, lose revenue when gas is vented and flared. And itʼs not just hurting our 
 pocketbooks, itʼs also hurting our health and our climate.  

 Louisiana is already on the front lines of the climate crisis. Methane, a major component of 
 natural gas, is a greenhouse gas 80 times more powerful than carbon dioxide. By adopting 
 rules to cut methane waste and pollution, we will also increase revenue, reduce smog and 
 toxic air pollution, and help safeguard our climate. This rule will also drive economic growth 
 and job creation in the methane mitigation industry which provides well-paying jobs that are 
 based in our hometowns.  

 LDNRʼs proposal represents significant improvements to its current rules, which only address 
 the venting of natural gas with several, overly broad exemptions.  Although some provisions 
 of the proposal need clarity and it could do more to comprehensively prevent waste from 
 Louisianaʼs oil wells, we support its provisions to: 

 ●  Require Gas Management Planning at New Wells.  There are many economical and 
 cost-effective methods to avoid venting and flaring of natural gas at oil wells. 
 Operators of new wells are in an especially good position to avoid methane waste 
 since they are in control of when and where to drill new wells. 

 ●  Prohibit Routine Flaring at Certain Wells. LDNR proposes to prohibit routine flaring at 
 wells with gas to oil ratios greater than 2000 standard cubic feet to one barrel of oil and 
 at all horizontal wells. Because it is applicable only to some wells, this proposal does 
 not go as far as leading oil and gas producers and states have gone. However, it is a 
 step in the right direction and will reduce methane waste in Louisiana, in particular 
 from horizontal wells which are regulated for the first time.   

 ●  Narrow the Existing Economic Hardship Exception.  LDNR proposes changes to its 
 existing economic hardship exception to require an operator consider the economic 
 feasibility of alternative uses of gas to routing to sales and provide additional 
 information to justify its request.  Although we believe this exception is unnecessary 
 because of the cost-effective alternatives to methane waste and LDNRʼs retention of its 



 existing stripper well exemption, we support LDNRʼs proposed amendments to narrow 
 the applicability of the exception.   

 ●  Require Reporting of Vented and Flared Gas. We support additional reporting of 
 vented and flared gas volumes. 

 ●  Remove the Exemption for Horizontal Wells.  LDNRʼs current rule exempts horizontally 
 drilled wells from the existing prohibition on venting. We support LDNRʼs removal of 
 this exemption. 

 For these reasons, we support the increased protections to cut methane waste and pollution 
 in this proposal and also urge LDNR to take additional action in future rulemakings to further 
 reduce methane waste in Louisiana. 

 Thank you for working to prevent the waste of our natural resources and ensure a cleaner and 
 healthier Louisiana. We urge you to quickly finalize these rules. 

 Sincerely, 

 Christie Ruppel, 70460 



 August 19, 2023 

 To The Louisiana Department of Natural Resources, 

 We need to slash methane waste in all forms to protect our natural resources, the health of 
 our air and our climateʼs future.  Thatʼs why we are counting on the Louisiana Department of 
 Natural Resources to swi�ly finalize its proposed venting and flaring rule as an important step 
 in addressing methane waste in Louisiana.  

 In 2019, fossil fuel producers in Louisiana wasted 5.2 billion cubic feet of natural gas worth 
 nearly $16 million through venting and flaring alone. Thatʼs enough natural gas to fuel all the 
 households in Baton Rouge for over a year and a half. Oil and gas operators also avoid paying 
 taxes and royalties on wasted gas, so federal and state governments, as well as private 
 landowners, lose revenue when gas is vented and flared. And itʼs not just hurting our 
 pocketbooks, itʼs also hurting our health and our climate.  

 Louisiana is already on the front lines of the climate crisis. Methane, a major component of 
 natural gas, is a greenhouse gas 80 times more powerful than carbon dioxide. By adopting 
 rules to cut methane waste and pollution, we will also increase revenue, reduce smog and 
 toxic air pollution, and help safeguard our climate. This rule will also drive economic growth 
 and job creation in the methane mitigation industry which provides well-paying jobs that are 
 based in our hometowns.  

 LDNRʼs proposal represents significant improvements to its current rules, which only address 
 the venting of natural gas with several, overly broad exemptions.  Although some provisions 
 of the proposal need clarity and it could do more to comprehensively prevent waste from 
 Louisianaʼs oil wells, we support its provisions to: 

 ●  Require Gas Management Planning at New Wells.  There are many economical and 
 cost-effective methods to avoid venting and flaring of natural gas at oil wells. 
 Operators of new wells are in an especially good position to avoid methane waste 
 since they are in control of when and where to drill new wells. 

 ●  Prohibit Routine Flaring at Certain Wells. LDNR proposes to prohibit routine flaring at 
 wells with gas to oil ratios greater than 2000 standard cubic feet to one barrel of oil and 
 at all horizontal wells. Because it is applicable only to some wells, this proposal does 
 not go as far as leading oil and gas producers and states have gone. However, it is a 
 step in the right direction and will reduce methane waste in Louisiana, in particular 
 from horizontal wells which are regulated for the first time.   

 ●  Narrow the Existing Economic Hardship Exception.  LDNR proposes changes to its 
 existing economic hardship exception to require an operator consider the economic 
 feasibility of alternative uses of gas to routing to sales and provide additional 
 information to justify its request.  Although we believe this exception is unnecessary 
 because of the cost-effective alternatives to methane waste and LDNRʼs retention of its 



 existing stripper well exemption, we support LDNRʼs proposed amendments to narrow 
 the applicability of the exception.   

 ●  Require Reporting of Vented and Flared Gas. We support additional reporting of 
 vented and flared gas volumes. 

 ●  Remove the Exemption for Horizontal Wells.  LDNRʼs current rule exempts horizontally 
 drilled wells from the existing prohibition on venting. We support LDNRʼs removal of 
 this exemption. 

 For these reasons, we support the increased protections to cut methane waste and pollution 
 in this proposal and also urge LDNR to take additional action in future rulemakings to further 
 reduce methane waste in Louisiana. 

 Thank you for working to prevent the waste of our natural resources and ensure a cleaner and 
 healthier Louisiana. We urge you to quickly finalize these rules. 

 Sincerely, 

 Jon Drago, 70815 



 August 19, 2023 

 To The Louisiana Department of Natural Resources, 

 We need to slash methane waste in all forms to protect our natural resources, the health of 
 our air and our climateʼs future.  Thatʼs why we are counting on the Louisiana Department of 
 Natural Resources to swi�ly finalize its proposed venting and flaring rule as an important step 
 in addressing methane waste in Louisiana.  

 In 2019, fossil fuel producers in Louisiana wasted 5.2 billion cubic feet of natural gas worth 
 nearly $16 million through venting and flaring alone. Thatʼs enough natural gas to fuel all the 
 households in Baton Rouge for over a year and a half. Oil and gas operators also avoid paying 
 taxes and royalties on wasted gas, so federal and state governments, as well as private 
 landowners, lose revenue when gas is vented and flared. And itʼs not just hurting our 
 pocketbooks, itʼs also hurting our health and our climate.  

 Louisiana is already on the front lines of the climate crisis. Methane, a major component of 
 natural gas, is a greenhouse gas 80 times more powerful than carbon dioxide. By adopting 
 rules to cut methane waste and pollution, we will also increase revenue, reduce smog and 
 toxic air pollution, and help safeguard our climate. This rule will also drive economic growth 
 and job creation in the methane mitigation industry which provides well-paying jobs that are 
 based in our hometowns.  

 LDNRʼs proposal represents significant improvements to its current rules, which only address 
 the venting of natural gas with several, overly broad exemptions.  Although some provisions 
 of the proposal need clarity and it could do more to comprehensively prevent waste from 
 Louisianaʼs oil wells, we support its provisions to: 

 ●  Require Gas Management Planning at New Wells.  There are many economical and 
 cost-effective methods to avoid venting and flaring of natural gas at oil wells. 
 Operators of new wells are in an especially good position to avoid methane waste 
 since they are in control of when and where to drill new wells. 

 ●  Prohibit Routine Flaring at Certain Wells. LDNR proposes to prohibit routine flaring at 
 wells with gas to oil ratios greater than 2000 standard cubic feet to one barrel of oil and 
 at all horizontal wells. Because it is applicable only to some wells, this proposal does 
 not go as far as leading oil and gas producers and states have gone. However, it is a 
 step in the right direction and will reduce methane waste in Louisiana, in particular 
 from horizontal wells which are regulated for the first time.   

 ●  Narrow the Existing Economic Hardship Exception.  LDNR proposes changes to its 
 existing economic hardship exception to require an operator consider the economic 
 feasibility of alternative uses of gas to routing to sales and provide additional 
 information to justify its request.  Although we believe this exception is unnecessary 
 because of the cost-effective alternatives to methane waste and LDNRʼs retention of its 



 existing stripper well exemption, we support LDNRʼs proposed amendments to narrow 
 the applicability of the exception.   

 ●  Require Reporting of Vented and Flared Gas. We support additional reporting of 
 vented and flared gas volumes. 

 ●  Remove the Exemption for Horizontal Wells.  LDNRʼs current rule exempts horizontally 
 drilled wells from the existing prohibition on venting. We support LDNRʼs removal of 
 this exemption. 

 For these reasons, we support the increased protections to cut methane waste and pollution 
 in this proposal and also urge LDNR to take additional action in future rulemakings to further 
 reduce methane waste in Louisiana. 

 Thank you for working to prevent the waste of our natural resources and ensure a cleaner and 
 healthier Louisiana. We urge you to quickly finalize these rules. 

 Sincerely, 

 Emily Lain, 70503 



 August 19, 2023 

 To The Louisiana Department of Natural Resources, 

 We need to slash methane waste in all forms to protect our natural resources, the health of 
 our air and our climateʼs future.  Thatʼs why we are counting on the Louisiana Department of 
 Natural Resources to swi�ly finalize its proposed venting and flaring rule as an important step 
 in addressing methane waste in Louisiana.  

 In 2019, fossil fuel producers in Louisiana wasted 5.2 billion cubic feet of natural gas worth 
 nearly $16 million through venting and flaring alone. Thatʼs enough natural gas to fuel all the 
 households in Baton Rouge for over a year and a half. Oil and gas operators also avoid paying 
 taxes and royalties on wasted gas, so federal and state governments, as well as private 
 landowners, lose revenue when gas is vented and flared. And itʼs not just hurting our 
 pocketbooks, itʼs also hurting our health and our climate.  

 Louisiana is already on the front lines of the climate crisis. Methane, a major component of 
 natural gas, is a greenhouse gas 80 times more powerful than carbon dioxide. By adopting 
 rules to cut methane waste and pollution, we will also increase revenue, reduce smog and 
 toxic air pollution, and help safeguard our climate. This rule will also drive economic growth 
 and job creation in the methane mitigation industry which provides well-paying jobs that are 
 based in our hometowns.  

 LDNRʼs proposal represents significant improvements to its current rules, which only address 
 the venting of natural gas with several, overly broad exemptions.  Although some provisions 
 of the proposal need clarity and it could do more to comprehensively prevent waste from 
 Louisianaʼs oil wells, we support its provisions to: 

 ●  Require Gas Management Planning at New Wells.  There are many economical and 
 cost-effective methods to avoid venting and flaring of natural gas at oil wells. 
 Operators of new wells are in an especially good position to avoid methane waste 
 since they are in control of when and where to drill new wells. 

 ●  Prohibit Routine Flaring at Certain Wells. LDNR proposes to prohibit routine flaring at 
 wells with gas to oil ratios greater than 2000 standard cubic feet to one barrel of oil and 
 at all horizontal wells. Because it is applicable only to some wells, this proposal does 
 not go as far as leading oil and gas producers and states have gone. However, it is a 
 step in the right direction and will reduce methane waste in Louisiana, in particular 
 from horizontal wells which are regulated for the first time.   

 ●  Narrow the Existing Economic Hardship Exception.  LDNR proposes changes to its 
 existing economic hardship exception to require an operator consider the economic 
 feasibility of alternative uses of gas to routing to sales and provide additional 
 information to justify its request.  Although we believe this exception is unnecessary 
 because of the cost-effective alternatives to methane waste and LDNRʼs retention of its 



 existing stripper well exemption, we support LDNRʼs proposed amendments to narrow 
 the applicability of the exception.   

 ●  Require Reporting of Vented and Flared Gas. We support additional reporting of 
 vented and flared gas volumes. 

 ●  Remove the Exemption for Horizontal Wells.  LDNRʼs current rule exempts horizontally 
 drilled wells from the existing prohibition on venting. We support LDNRʼs removal of 
 this exemption. 

 For these reasons, we support the increased protections to cut methane waste and pollution 
 in this proposal and also urge LDNR to take additional action in future rulemakings to further 
 reduce methane waste in Louisiana. 

 Thank you for working to prevent the waste of our natural resources and ensure a cleaner and 
 healthier Louisiana. We urge you to quickly finalize these rules. 

 Sincerely, 

 Samantha Hanks, 70810 



 August 19, 2023 

 To The Louisiana Department of Natural Resources, 

 We need to slash methane waste in all forms to protect our natural resources, the health of 
 our air and our climateʼs future.  Thatʼs why we are counting on the Louisiana Department of 
 Natural Resources to swi�ly finalize its proposed venting and flaring rule as an important step 
 in addressing methane waste in Louisiana.  

 In 2019, fossil fuel producers in Louisiana wasted 5.2 billion cubic feet of natural gas worth 
 nearly $16 million through venting and flaring alone. Thatʼs enough natural gas to fuel all the 
 households in Baton Rouge for over a year and a half. Oil and gas operators also avoid paying 
 taxes and royalties on wasted gas, so federal and state governments, as well as private 
 landowners, lose revenue when gas is vented and flared. And itʼs not just hurting our 
 pocketbooks, itʼs also hurting our health and our climate.  

 Louisiana is already on the front lines of the climate crisis. Methane, a major component of 
 natural gas, is a greenhouse gas 80 times more powerful than carbon dioxide. By adopting 
 rules to cut methane waste and pollution, we will also increase revenue, reduce smog and 
 toxic air pollution, and help safeguard our climate. This rule will also drive economic growth 
 and job creation in the methane mitigation industry which provides well-paying jobs that are 
 based in our hometowns.  

 LDNRʼs proposal represents significant improvements to its current rules, which only address 
 the venting of natural gas with several, overly broad exemptions.  Although some provisions 
 of the proposal need clarity and it could do more to comprehensively prevent waste from 
 Louisianaʼs oil wells, we support its provisions to: 

 ●  Require Gas Management Planning at New Wells.  There are many economical and 
 cost-effective methods to avoid venting and flaring of natural gas at oil wells. 
 Operators of new wells are in an especially good position to avoid methane waste 
 since they are in control of when and where to drill new wells. 

 ●  Prohibit Routine Flaring at Certain Wells. LDNR proposes to prohibit routine flaring at 
 wells with gas to oil ratios greater than 2000 standard cubic feet to one barrel of oil and 
 at all horizontal wells. Because it is applicable only to some wells, this proposal does 
 not go as far as leading oil and gas producers and states have gone. However, it is a 
 step in the right direction and will reduce methane waste in Louisiana, in particular 
 from horizontal wells which are regulated for the first time.   

 ●  Narrow the Existing Economic Hardship Exception.  LDNR proposes changes to its 
 existing economic hardship exception to require an operator consider the economic 
 feasibility of alternative uses of gas to routing to sales and provide additional 
 information to justify its request.  Although we believe this exception is unnecessary 
 because of the cost-effective alternatives to methane waste and LDNRʼs retention of its 



 existing stripper well exemption, we support LDNRʼs proposed amendments to narrow 
 the applicability of the exception.   

 ●  Require Reporting of Vented and Flared Gas. We support additional reporting of 
 vented and flared gas volumes. 

 ●  Remove the Exemption for Horizontal Wells.  LDNRʼs current rule exempts horizontally 
 drilled wells from the existing prohibition on venting. We support LDNRʼs removal of 
 this exemption. 

 For these reasons, we support the increased protections to cut methane waste and pollution 
 in this proposal and also urge LDNR to take additional action in future rulemakings to further 
 reduce methane waste in Louisiana. 

 Thank you for working to prevent the waste of our natural resources and ensure a cleaner and 
 healthier Louisiana. We urge you to quickly finalize these rules. 

 Sincerely, 

 Jim Michie, 70808 



 August 19, 2023 

 To The Louisiana Department of Natural Resources, 

 We need to slash methane waste in all forms to protect our natural resources, the health of 
 our air and our climateʼs future.  Thatʼs why we are counting on the Louisiana Department of 
 Natural Resources to swi�ly finalize its proposed venting and flaring rule as an important step 
 in addressing methane waste in Louisiana.  

 In 2019, fossil fuel producers in Louisiana wasted 5.2 billion cubic feet of natural gas worth 
 nearly $16 million through venting and flaring alone. Thatʼs enough natural gas to fuel all the 
 households in Baton Rouge for over a year and a half. Oil and gas operators also avoid paying 
 taxes and royalties on wasted gas, so federal and state governments, as well as private 
 landowners, lose revenue when gas is vented and flared. And itʼs not just hurting our 
 pocketbooks, itʼs also hurting our health and our climate.  

 Louisiana is already on the front lines of the climate crisis. Methane, a major component of 
 natural gas, is a greenhouse gas 80 times more powerful than carbon dioxide. By adopting 
 rules to cut methane waste and pollution, we will also increase revenue, reduce smog and 
 toxic air pollution, and help safeguard our climate. This rule will also drive economic growth 
 and job creation in the methane mitigation industry which provides well-paying jobs that are 
 based in our hometowns.  

 LDNRʼs proposal represents significant improvements to its current rules, which only address 
 the venting of natural gas with several, overly broad exemptions.  Although some provisions 
 of the proposal need clarity and it could do more to comprehensively prevent waste from 
 Louisianaʼs oil wells, we support its provisions to: 

 ●  Require Gas Management Planning at New Wells.  There are many economical and 
 cost-effective methods to avoid venting and flaring of natural gas at oil wells. 
 Operators of new wells are in an especially good position to avoid methane waste 
 since they are in control of when and where to drill new wells. 

 ●  Prohibit Routine Flaring at Certain Wells. LDNR proposes to prohibit routine flaring at 
 wells with gas to oil ratios greater than 2000 standard cubic feet to one barrel of oil and 
 at all horizontal wells. Because it is applicable only to some wells, this proposal does 
 not go as far as leading oil and gas producers and states have gone. However, it is a 
 step in the right direction and will reduce methane waste in Louisiana, in particular 
 from horizontal wells which are regulated for the first time.   

 ●  Narrow the Existing Economic Hardship Exception.  LDNR proposes changes to its 
 existing economic hardship exception to require an operator consider the economic 
 feasibility of alternative uses of gas to routing to sales and provide additional 
 information to justify its request.  Although we believe this exception is unnecessary 
 because of the cost-effective alternatives to methane waste and LDNRʼs retention of its 



 existing stripper well exemption, we support LDNRʼs proposed amendments to narrow 
 the applicability of the exception.   

 ●  Require Reporting of Vented and Flared Gas. We support additional reporting of 
 vented and flared gas volumes. 

 ●  Remove the Exemption for Horizontal Wells.  LDNRʼs current rule exempts horizontally 
 drilled wells from the existing prohibition on venting. We support LDNRʼs removal of 
 this exemption. 

 For these reasons, we support the increased protections to cut methane waste and pollution 
 in this proposal and also urge LDNR to take additional action in future rulemakings to further 
 reduce methane waste in Louisiana. 

 Thank you for working to prevent the waste of our natural resources and ensure a cleaner and 
 healthier Louisiana. We urge you to quickly finalize these rules. 

 Sincerely, 

 Gregory Fisk, 70435 



 August 19, 2023 

 To The Louisiana Department of Natural Resources, 

 We need to slash methane waste in all forms to protect our natural resources, the health of 
 our air and our climateʼs future.  Thatʼs why we are counting on the Louisiana Department of 
 Natural Resources to swi�ly finalize its proposed venting and flaring rule as an important step 
 in addressing methane waste in Louisiana.  

 In 2019, fossil fuel producers in Louisiana wasted 5.2 billion cubic feet of natural gas worth 
 nearly $16 million through venting and flaring alone. Thatʼs enough natural gas to fuel all the 
 households in Baton Rouge for over a year and a half. Oil and gas operators also avoid paying 
 taxes and royalties on wasted gas, so federal and state governments, as well as private 
 landowners, lose revenue when gas is vented and flared. And itʼs not just hurting our 
 pocketbooks, itʼs also hurting our health and our climate.  

 Louisiana is already on the front lines of the climate crisis. Methane, a major component of 
 natural gas, is a greenhouse gas 80 times more powerful than carbon dioxide. By adopting 
 rules to cut methane waste and pollution, we will also increase revenue, reduce smog and 
 toxic air pollution, and help safeguard our climate. This rule will also drive economic growth 
 and job creation in the methane mitigation industry which provides well-paying jobs that are 
 based in our hometowns.  

 LDNRʼs proposal represents significant improvements to its current rules, which only address 
 the venting of natural gas with several, overly broad exemptions.  Although some provisions 
 of the proposal need clarity and it could do more to comprehensively prevent waste from 
 Louisianaʼs oil wells, we support its provisions to: 

 ●  Require Gas Management Planning at New Wells.  There are many economical and 
 cost-effective methods to avoid venting and flaring of natural gas at oil wells. 
 Operators of new wells are in an especially good position to avoid methane waste 
 since they are in control of when and where to drill new wells. 

 ●  Prohibit Routine Flaring at Certain Wells. LDNR proposes to prohibit routine flaring at 
 wells with gas to oil ratios greater than 2000 standard cubic feet to one barrel of oil and 
 at all horizontal wells. Because it is applicable only to some wells, this proposal does 
 not go as far as leading oil and gas producers and states have gone. However, it is a 
 step in the right direction and will reduce methane waste in Louisiana, in particular 
 from horizontal wells which are regulated for the first time.   

 ●  Narrow the Existing Economic Hardship Exception.  LDNR proposes changes to its 
 existing economic hardship exception to require an operator consider the economic 
 feasibility of alternative uses of gas to routing to sales and provide additional 
 information to justify its request.  Although we believe this exception is unnecessary 
 because of the cost-effective alternatives to methane waste and LDNRʼs retention of its 



 existing stripper well exemption, we support LDNRʼs proposed amendments to narrow 
 the applicability of the exception.   

 ●  Require Reporting of Vented and Flared Gas. We support additional reporting of 
 vented and flared gas volumes. 

 ●  Remove the Exemption for Horizontal Wells.  LDNRʼs current rule exempts horizontally 
 drilled wells from the existing prohibition on venting. We support LDNRʼs removal of 
 this exemption. 

 For these reasons, we support the increased protections to cut methane waste and pollution 
 in this proposal and also urge LDNR to take additional action in future rulemakings to further 
 reduce methane waste in Louisiana. 

 Thank you for working to prevent the waste of our natural resources and ensure a cleaner and 
 healthier Louisiana. We urge you to quickly finalize these rules. 

 Sincerely, 

 Cli�on Labbe, 70503 



 August 19, 2023 

 To The Louisiana Department of Natural Resources, 

 We need to slash methane waste in all forms to protect our natural resources, the health of 
 our air and our climateʼs future.  Thatʼs why we are counting on the Louisiana Department of 
 Natural Resources to swi�ly finalize its proposed venting and flaring rule as an important step 
 in addressing methane waste in Louisiana.  

 In 2019, fossil fuel producers in Louisiana wasted 5.2 billion cubic feet of natural gas worth 
 nearly $16 million through venting and flaring alone. Thatʼs enough natural gas to fuel all the 
 households in Baton Rouge for over a year and a half. Oil and gas operators also avoid paying 
 taxes and royalties on wasted gas, so federal and state governments, as well as private 
 landowners, lose revenue when gas is vented and flared. And itʼs not just hurting our 
 pocketbooks, itʼs also hurting our health and our climate.  

 Louisiana is already on the front lines of the climate crisis. Methane, a major component of 
 natural gas, is a greenhouse gas 80 times more powerful than carbon dioxide. By adopting 
 rules to cut methane waste and pollution, we will also increase revenue, reduce smog and 
 toxic air pollution, and help safeguard our climate. This rule will also drive economic growth 
 and job creation in the methane mitigation industry which provides well-paying jobs that are 
 based in our hometowns.  

 LDNRʼs proposal represents significant improvements to its current rules, which only address 
 the venting of natural gas with several, overly broad exemptions.  Although some provisions 
 of the proposal need clarity and it could do more to comprehensively prevent waste from 
 Louisianaʼs oil wells, we support its provisions to: 

 ●  Require Gas Management Planning at New Wells.  There are many economical and 
 cost-effective methods to avoid venting and flaring of natural gas at oil wells. 
 Operators of new wells are in an especially good position to avoid methane waste 
 since they are in control of when and where to drill new wells. 

 ●  Prohibit Routine Flaring at Certain Wells. LDNR proposes to prohibit routine flaring at 
 wells with gas to oil ratios greater than 2000 standard cubic feet to one barrel of oil and 
 at all horizontal wells. Because it is applicable only to some wells, this proposal does 
 not go as far as leading oil and gas producers and states have gone. However, it is a 
 step in the right direction and will reduce methane waste in Louisiana, in particular 
 from horizontal wells which are regulated for the first time.   

 ●  Narrow the Existing Economic Hardship Exception.  LDNR proposes changes to its 
 existing economic hardship exception to require an operator consider the economic 
 feasibility of alternative uses of gas to routing to sales and provide additional 
 information to justify its request.  Although we believe this exception is unnecessary 
 because of the cost-effective alternatives to methane waste and LDNRʼs retention of its 



 existing stripper well exemption, we support LDNRʼs proposed amendments to narrow 
 the applicability of the exception.   

 ●  Require Reporting of Vented and Flared Gas. We support additional reporting of 
 vented and flared gas volumes. 

 ●  Remove the Exemption for Horizontal Wells.  LDNRʼs current rule exempts horizontally 
 drilled wells from the existing prohibition on venting. We support LDNRʼs removal of 
 this exemption. 

 For these reasons, we support the increased protections to cut methane waste and pollution 
 in this proposal and also urge LDNR to take additional action in future rulemakings to further 
 reduce methane waste in Louisiana. 

 Thank you for working to prevent the waste of our natural resources and ensure a cleaner and 
 healthier Louisiana. We urge you to quickly finalize these rules. 

 Sincerely, 

 Teyrianne Payne, 70092 



 August 19, 2023 

 To The Louisiana Department of Natural Resources, 

 We need to slash methane waste in all forms to protect our natural resources, the health of 
 our air and our climateʼs future.  Thatʼs why we are counting on the Louisiana Department of 
 Natural Resources to swi�ly finalize its proposed venting and flaring rule as an important step 
 in addressing methane waste in Louisiana.  

 In 2019, fossil fuel producers in Louisiana wasted 5.2 billion cubic feet of natural gas worth 
 nearly $16 million through venting and flaring alone. Thatʼs enough natural gas to fuel all the 
 households in Baton Rouge for over a year and a half. Oil and gas operators also avoid paying 
 taxes and royalties on wasted gas, so federal and state governments, as well as private 
 landowners, lose revenue when gas is vented and flared. And itʼs not just hurting our 
 pocketbooks, itʼs also hurting our health and our climate.  

 Louisiana is already on the front lines of the climate crisis. Methane, a major component of 
 natural gas, is a greenhouse gas 80 times more powerful than carbon dioxide. By adopting 
 rules to cut methane waste and pollution, we will also increase revenue, reduce smog and 
 toxic air pollution, and help safeguard our climate. This rule will also drive economic growth 
 and job creation in the methane mitigation industry which provides well-paying jobs that are 
 based in our hometowns.  

 LDNRʼs proposal represents significant improvements to its current rules, which only address 
 the venting of natural gas with several, overly broad exemptions.  Although some provisions 
 of the proposal need clarity and it could do more to comprehensively prevent waste from 
 Louisianaʼs oil wells, we support its provisions to: 

 ●  Require Gas Management Planning at New Wells.  There are many economical and 
 cost-effective methods to avoid venting and flaring of natural gas at oil wells. 
 Operators of new wells are in an especially good position to avoid methane waste 
 since they are in control of when and where to drill new wells. 

 ●  Prohibit Routine Flaring at Certain Wells. LDNR proposes to prohibit routine flaring at 
 wells with gas to oil ratios greater than 2000 standard cubic feet to one barrel of oil and 
 at all horizontal wells. Because it is applicable only to some wells, this proposal does 
 not go as far as leading oil and gas producers and states have gone. However, it is a 
 step in the right direction and will reduce methane waste in Louisiana, in particular 
 from horizontal wells which are regulated for the first time.   

 ●  Narrow the Existing Economic Hardship Exception.  LDNR proposes changes to its 
 existing economic hardship exception to require an operator consider the economic 
 feasibility of alternative uses of gas to routing to sales and provide additional 
 information to justify its request.  Although we believe this exception is unnecessary 
 because of the cost-effective alternatives to methane waste and LDNRʼs retention of its 



 existing stripper well exemption, we support LDNRʼs proposed amendments to narrow 
 the applicability of the exception.   

 ●  Require Reporting of Vented and Flared Gas. We support additional reporting of 
 vented and flared gas volumes. 

 ●  Remove the Exemption for Horizontal Wells.  LDNRʼs current rule exempts horizontally 
 drilled wells from the existing prohibition on venting. We support LDNRʼs removal of 
 this exemption. 

 For these reasons, we support the increased protections to cut methane waste and pollution 
 in this proposal and also urge LDNR to take additional action in future rulemakings to further 
 reduce methane waste in Louisiana. 

 Thank you for working to prevent the waste of our natural resources and ensure a cleaner and 
 healthier Louisiana. We urge you to quickly finalize these rules. 

 Sincerely, 

 Bonnie Kearney, 70115 



 August 19, 2023 

 To The Louisiana Department of Natural Resources, 

 We need to slash methane waste in all forms to protect our natural resources, the health of 
 our air and our climateʼs future.  Thatʼs why we are counting on the Louisiana Department of 
 Natural Resources to swi�ly finalize its proposed venting and flaring rule as an important step 
 in addressing methane waste in Louisiana.  

 In 2019, fossil fuel producers in Louisiana wasted 5.2 billion cubic feet of natural gas worth 
 nearly $16 million through venting and flaring alone. Thatʼs enough natural gas to fuel all the 
 households in Baton Rouge for over a year and a half. Oil and gas operators also avoid paying 
 taxes and royalties on wasted gas, so federal and state governments, as well as private 
 landowners, lose revenue when gas is vented and flared. And itʼs not just hurting our 
 pocketbooks, itʼs also hurting our health and our climate.  

 Louisiana is already on the front lines of the climate crisis. Methane, a major component of 
 natural gas, is a greenhouse gas 80 times more powerful than carbon dioxide. By adopting 
 rules to cut methane waste and pollution, we will also increase revenue, reduce smog and 
 toxic air pollution, and help safeguard our climate. This rule will also drive economic growth 
 and job creation in the methane mitigation industry which provides well-paying jobs that are 
 based in our hometowns.  

 LDNRʼs proposal represents significant improvements to its current rules, which only address 
 the venting of natural gas with several, overly broad exemptions.  Although some provisions 
 of the proposal need clarity and it could do more to comprehensively prevent waste from 
 Louisianaʼs oil wells, we support its provisions to: 

 ●  Require Gas Management Planning at New Wells.  There are many economical and 
 cost-effective methods to avoid venting and flaring of natural gas at oil wells. 
 Operators of new wells are in an especially good position to avoid methane waste 
 since they are in control of when and where to drill new wells. 

 ●  Prohibit Routine Flaring at Certain Wells. LDNR proposes to prohibit routine flaring at 
 wells with gas to oil ratios greater than 2000 standard cubic feet to one barrel of oil and 
 at all horizontal wells. Because it is applicable only to some wells, this proposal does 
 not go as far as leading oil and gas producers and states have gone. However, it is a 
 step in the right direction and will reduce methane waste in Louisiana, in particular 
 from horizontal wells which are regulated for the first time.   

 ●  Narrow the Existing Economic Hardship Exception.  LDNR proposes changes to its 
 existing economic hardship exception to require an operator consider the economic 
 feasibility of alternative uses of gas to routing to sales and provide additional 
 information to justify its request.  Although we believe this exception is unnecessary 
 because of the cost-effective alternatives to methane waste and LDNRʼs retention of its 



 existing stripper well exemption, we support LDNRʼs proposed amendments to narrow 
 the applicability of the exception.   

 ●  Require Reporting of Vented and Flared Gas. We support additional reporting of 
 vented and flared gas volumes. 

 ●  Remove the Exemption for Horizontal Wells.  LDNRʼs current rule exempts horizontally 
 drilled wells from the existing prohibition on venting. We support LDNRʼs removal of 
 this exemption. 

 For these reasons, we support the increased protections to cut methane waste and pollution 
 in this proposal and also urge LDNR to take additional action in future rulemakings to further 
 reduce methane waste in Louisiana. 

 Thank you for working to prevent the waste of our natural resources and ensure a cleaner and 
 healthier Louisiana. We urge you to quickly finalize these rules. 

 Sincerely, 

 Joseph Vincent, 70058 



 August 19, 2023 

 To The Louisiana Department of Natural Resources, 

 We need to slash methane waste in all forms to protect our natural resources, the health of 
 our air and our climateʼs future.  Thatʼs why we are counting on the Louisiana Department of 
 Natural Resources to swi�ly finalize its proposed venting and flaring rule as an important step 
 in addressing methane waste in Louisiana.  

 In 2019, fossil fuel producers in Louisiana wasted 5.2 billion cubic feet of natural gas worth 
 nearly $16 million through venting and flaring alone. Thatʼs enough natural gas to fuel all the 
 households in Baton Rouge for over a year and a half. Oil and gas operators also avoid paying 
 taxes and royalties on wasted gas, so federal and state governments, as well as private 
 landowners, lose revenue when gas is vented and flared. And itʼs not just hurting our 
 pocketbooks, itʼs also hurting our health and our climate.  

 Louisiana is already on the front lines of the climate crisis. Methane, a major component of 
 natural gas, is a greenhouse gas 80 times more powerful than carbon dioxide. By adopting 
 rules to cut methane waste and pollution, we will also increase revenue, reduce smog and 
 toxic air pollution, and help safeguard our climate. This rule will also drive economic growth 
 and job creation in the methane mitigation industry which provides well-paying jobs that are 
 based in our hometowns.  

 LDNRʼs proposal represents significant improvements to its current rules, which only address 
 the venting of natural gas with several, overly broad exemptions.  Although some provisions 
 of the proposal need clarity and it could do more to comprehensively prevent waste from 
 Louisianaʼs oil wells, we support its provisions to: 

 ●  Require Gas Management Planning at New Wells.  There are many economical and 
 cost-effective methods to avoid venting and flaring of natural gas at oil wells. 
 Operators of new wells are in an especially good position to avoid methane waste 
 since they are in control of when and where to drill new wells. 

 ●  Prohibit Routine Flaring at Certain Wells. LDNR proposes to prohibit routine flaring at 
 wells with gas to oil ratios greater than 2000 standard cubic feet to one barrel of oil and 
 at all horizontal wells. Because it is applicable only to some wells, this proposal does 
 not go as far as leading oil and gas producers and states have gone. However, it is a 
 step in the right direction and will reduce methane waste in Louisiana, in particular 
 from horizontal wells which are regulated for the first time.   

 ●  Narrow the Existing Economic Hardship Exception.  LDNR proposes changes to its 
 existing economic hardship exception to require an operator consider the economic 
 feasibility of alternative uses of gas to routing to sales and provide additional 
 information to justify its request.  Although we believe this exception is unnecessary 
 because of the cost-effective alternatives to methane waste and LDNRʼs retention of its 



 existing stripper well exemption, we support LDNRʼs proposed amendments to narrow 
 the applicability of the exception.   

 ●  Require Reporting of Vented and Flared Gas. We support additional reporting of 
 vented and flared gas volumes. 

 ●  Remove the Exemption for Horizontal Wells.  LDNRʼs current rule exempts horizontally 
 drilled wells from the existing prohibition on venting. We support LDNRʼs removal of 
 this exemption. 

 For these reasons, we support the increased protections to cut methane waste and pollution 
 in this proposal and also urge LDNR to take additional action in future rulemakings to further 
 reduce methane waste in Louisiana. 

 Thank you for working to prevent the waste of our natural resources and ensure a cleaner and 
 healthier Louisiana. We urge you to quickly finalize these rules. 

 Sincerely, 

 John Hill, 78213 



 August 19, 2023 

 To The Louisiana Department of Natural Resources, 

 We need to slash methane waste in all forms to protect our natural resources, the health of 
 our air and our climateʼs future.  Thatʼs why we are counting on the Louisiana Department of 
 Natural Resources to swi�ly finalize its proposed venting and flaring rule as an important step 
 in addressing methane waste in Louisiana.  

 In 2019, fossil fuel producers in Louisiana wasted 5.2 billion cubic feet of natural gas worth 
 nearly $16 million through venting and flaring alone. Thatʼs enough natural gas to fuel all the 
 households in Baton Rouge for over a year and a half. Oil and gas operators also avoid paying 
 taxes and royalties on wasted gas, so federal and state governments, as well as private 
 landowners, lose revenue when gas is vented and flared. And itʼs not just hurting our 
 pocketbooks, itʼs also hurting our health and our climate.  

 Louisiana is already on the front lines of the climate crisis. Methane, a major component of 
 natural gas, is a greenhouse gas 80 times more powerful than carbon dioxide. By adopting 
 rules to cut methane waste and pollution, we will also increase revenue, reduce smog and 
 toxic air pollution, and help safeguard our climate. This rule will also drive economic growth 
 and job creation in the methane mitigation industry which provides well-paying jobs that are 
 based in our hometowns.  

 LDNRʼs proposal represents significant improvements to its current rules, which only address 
 the venting of natural gas with several, overly broad exemptions.  Although some provisions 
 of the proposal need clarity and it could do more to comprehensively prevent waste from 
 Louisianaʼs oil wells, we support its provisions to: 

 ●  Require Gas Management Planning at New Wells.  There are many economical and 
 cost-effective methods to avoid venting and flaring of natural gas at oil wells. 
 Operators of new wells are in an especially good position to avoid methane waste 
 since they are in control of when and where to drill new wells. 

 ●  Prohibit Routine Flaring at Certain Wells. LDNR proposes to prohibit routine flaring at 
 wells with gas to oil ratios greater than 2000 standard cubic feet to one barrel of oil and 
 at all horizontal wells. Because it is applicable only to some wells, this proposal does 
 not go as far as leading oil and gas producers and states have gone. However, it is a 
 step in the right direction and will reduce methane waste in Louisiana, in particular 
 from horizontal wells which are regulated for the first time.   

 ●  Narrow the Existing Economic Hardship Exception.  LDNR proposes changes to its 
 existing economic hardship exception to require an operator consider the economic 
 feasibility of alternative uses of gas to routing to sales and provide additional 
 information to justify its request.  Although we believe this exception is unnecessary 
 because of the cost-effective alternatives to methane waste and LDNRʼs retention of its 



 existing stripper well exemption, we support LDNRʼs proposed amendments to narrow 
 the applicability of the exception.   

 ●  Require Reporting of Vented and Flared Gas. We support additional reporting of 
 vented and flared gas volumes. 

 ●  Remove the Exemption for Horizontal Wells.  LDNRʼs current rule exempts horizontally 
 drilled wells from the existing prohibition on venting. We support LDNRʼs removal of 
 this exemption. 

 For these reasons, we support the increased protections to cut methane waste and pollution 
 in this proposal and also urge LDNR to take additional action in future rulemakings to further 
 reduce methane waste in Louisiana. 

 Thank you for working to prevent the waste of our natural resources and ensure a cleaner and 
 healthier Louisiana. We urge you to quickly finalize these rules. 

 Sincerely, 

 Kenneth LaBry, 70508 



 August 19, 2023 

 To The Louisiana Department of Natural Resources, 

 We need to slash methane waste in all forms to protect our natural resources, the health of 
 our air and our climateʼs future.  Thatʼs why we are counting on the Louisiana Department of 
 Natural Resources to swi�ly finalize its proposed venting and flaring rule as an important step 
 in addressing methane waste in Louisiana.  

 In 2019, fossil fuel producers in Louisiana wasted 5.2 billion cubic feet of natural gas worth 
 nearly $16 million through venting and flaring alone. Thatʼs enough natural gas to fuel all the 
 households in Baton Rouge for over a year and a half. Oil and gas operators also avoid paying 
 taxes and royalties on wasted gas, so federal and state governments, as well as private 
 landowners, lose revenue when gas is vented and flared. And itʼs not just hurting our 
 pocketbooks, itʼs also hurting our health and our climate.  

 Louisiana is already on the front lines of the climate crisis. Methane, a major component of 
 natural gas, is a greenhouse gas 80 times more powerful than carbon dioxide. By adopting 
 rules to cut methane waste and pollution, we will also increase revenue, reduce smog and 
 toxic air pollution, and help safeguard our climate. This rule will also drive economic growth 
 and job creation in the methane mitigation industry which provides well-paying jobs that are 
 based in our hometowns.  

 LDNRʼs proposal represents significant improvements to its current rules, which only address 
 the venting of natural gas with several, overly broad exemptions.  Although some provisions 
 of the proposal need clarity and it could do more to comprehensively prevent waste from 
 Louisianaʼs oil wells, we support its provisions to: 

 ●  Require Gas Management Planning at New Wells.  There are many economical and 
 cost-effective methods to avoid venting and flaring of natural gas at oil wells. 
 Operators of new wells are in an especially good position to avoid methane waste 
 since they are in control of when and where to drill new wells. 

 ●  Prohibit Routine Flaring at Certain Wells. LDNR proposes to prohibit routine flaring at 
 wells with gas to oil ratios greater than 2000 standard cubic feet to one barrel of oil and 
 at all horizontal wells. Because it is applicable only to some wells, this proposal does 
 not go as far as leading oil and gas producers and states have gone. However, it is a 
 step in the right direction and will reduce methane waste in Louisiana, in particular 
 from horizontal wells which are regulated for the first time.   

 ●  Narrow the Existing Economic Hardship Exception.  LDNR proposes changes to its 
 existing economic hardship exception to require an operator consider the economic 
 feasibility of alternative uses of gas to routing to sales and provide additional 
 information to justify its request.  Although we believe this exception is unnecessary 
 because of the cost-effective alternatives to methane waste and LDNRʼs retention of its 



 existing stripper well exemption, we support LDNRʼs proposed amendments to narrow 
 the applicability of the exception.   

 ●  Require Reporting of Vented and Flared Gas. We support additional reporting of 
 vented and flared gas volumes. 

 ●  Remove the Exemption for Horizontal Wells.  LDNRʼs current rule exempts horizontally 
 drilled wells from the existing prohibition on venting. We support LDNRʼs removal of 
 this exemption. 

 For these reasons, we support the increased protections to cut methane waste and pollution 
 in this proposal and also urge LDNR to take additional action in future rulemakings to further 
 reduce methane waste in Louisiana. 

 Thank you for working to prevent the waste of our natural resources and ensure a cleaner and 
 healthier Louisiana. We urge you to quickly finalize these rules. 

 Sincerely, 

 Chad Leming, 70114 



 August 19, 2023 

 To The Louisiana Department of Natural Resources, 

 We need to slash methane waste in all forms to protect our natural resources, the health of 
 our air and our climateʼs future.  Thatʼs why we are counting on the Louisiana Department of 
 Natural Resources to swi�ly finalize its proposed venting and flaring rule as an important step 
 in addressing methane waste in Louisiana.  

 In 2019, fossil fuel producers in Louisiana wasted 5.2 billion cubic feet of natural gas worth 
 nearly $16 million through venting and flaring alone. Thatʼs enough natural gas to fuel all the 
 households in Baton Rouge for over a year and a half. Oil and gas operators also avoid paying 
 taxes and royalties on wasted gas, so federal and state governments, as well as private 
 landowners, lose revenue when gas is vented and flared. And itʼs not just hurting our 
 pocketbooks, itʼs also hurting our health and our climate.  

 Louisiana is already on the front lines of the climate crisis. Methane, a major component of 
 natural gas, is a greenhouse gas 80 times more powerful than carbon dioxide. By adopting 
 rules to cut methane waste and pollution, we will also increase revenue, reduce smog and 
 toxic air pollution, and help safeguard our climate. This rule will also drive economic growth 
 and job creation in the methane mitigation industry which provides well-paying jobs that are 
 based in our hometowns.  

 LDNRʼs proposal represents significant improvements to its current rules, which only address 
 the venting of natural gas with several, overly broad exemptions.  Although some provisions 
 of the proposal need clarity and it could do more to comprehensively prevent waste from 
 Louisianaʼs oil wells, we support its provisions to: 

 ●  Require Gas Management Planning at New Wells.  There are many economical and 
 cost-effective methods to avoid venting and flaring of natural gas at oil wells. 
 Operators of new wells are in an especially good position to avoid methane waste 
 since they are in control of when and where to drill new wells. 

 ●  Prohibit Routine Flaring at Certain Wells. LDNR proposes to prohibit routine flaring at 
 wells with gas to oil ratios greater than 2000 standard cubic feet to one barrel of oil and 
 at all horizontal wells. Because it is applicable only to some wells, this proposal does 
 not go as far as leading oil and gas producers and states have gone. However, it is a 
 step in the right direction and will reduce methane waste in Louisiana, in particular 
 from horizontal wells which are regulated for the first time.   

 ●  Narrow the Existing Economic Hardship Exception.  LDNR proposes changes to its 
 existing economic hardship exception to require an operator consider the economic 
 feasibility of alternative uses of gas to routing to sales and provide additional 
 information to justify its request.  Although we believe this exception is unnecessary 
 because of the cost-effective alternatives to methane waste and LDNRʼs retention of its 



 existing stripper well exemption, we support LDNRʼs proposed amendments to narrow 
 the applicability of the exception.   

 ●  Require Reporting of Vented and Flared Gas. We support additional reporting of 
 vented and flared gas volumes. 

 ●  Remove the Exemption for Horizontal Wells.  LDNRʼs current rule exempts horizontally 
 drilled wells from the existing prohibition on venting. We support LDNRʼs removal of 
 this exemption. 

 For these reasons, we support the increased protections to cut methane waste and pollution 
 in this proposal and also urge LDNR to take additional action in future rulemakings to further 
 reduce methane waste in Louisiana. 

 Thank you for working to prevent the waste of our natural resources and ensure a cleaner and 
 healthier Louisiana. We urge you to quickly finalize these rules. 

 Sincerely, 

 Sandy Rhein, 70003-2550 



 August 19, 2023 

 To The Louisiana Department of Natural Resources, 

 We need to slash methane waste in all forms to protect our natural resources, the health of 
 our air and our climateʼs future.  Thatʼs why we are counting on the Louisiana Department of 
 Natural Resources to swi�ly finalize its proposed venting and flaring rule as an important step 
 in addressing methane waste in Louisiana.  

 In 2019, fossil fuel producers in Louisiana wasted 5.2 billion cubic feet of natural gas worth 
 nearly $16 million through venting and flaring alone. Thatʼs enough natural gas to fuel all the 
 households in Baton Rouge for over a year and a half. Oil and gas operators also avoid paying 
 taxes and royalties on wasted gas, so federal and state governments, as well as private 
 landowners, lose revenue when gas is vented and flared. And itʼs not just hurting our 
 pocketbooks, itʼs also hurting our health and our climate.  

 Louisiana is already on the front lines of the climate crisis. Methane, a major component of 
 natural gas, is a greenhouse gas 80 times more powerful than carbon dioxide. By adopting 
 rules to cut methane waste and pollution, we will also increase revenue, reduce smog and 
 toxic air pollution, and help safeguard our climate. This rule will also drive economic growth 
 and job creation in the methane mitigation industry which provides well-paying jobs that are 
 based in our hometowns.  

 LDNRʼs proposal represents significant improvements to its current rules, which only address 
 the venting of natural gas with several, overly broad exemptions.  Although some provisions 
 of the proposal need clarity and it could do more to comprehensively prevent waste from 
 Louisianaʼs oil wells, we support its provisions to: 

 ●  Require Gas Management Planning at New Wells.  There are many economical and 
 cost-effective methods to avoid venting and flaring of natural gas at oil wells. 
 Operators of new wells are in an especially good position to avoid methane waste 
 since they are in control of when and where to drill new wells. 

 ●  Prohibit Routine Flaring at Certain Wells. LDNR proposes to prohibit routine flaring at 
 wells with gas to oil ratios greater than 2000 standard cubic feet to one barrel of oil and 
 at all horizontal wells. Because it is applicable only to some wells, this proposal does 
 not go as far as leading oil and gas producers and states have gone. However, it is a 
 step in the right direction and will reduce methane waste in Louisiana, in particular 
 from horizontal wells which are regulated for the first time.   

 ●  Narrow the Existing Economic Hardship Exception.  LDNR proposes changes to its 
 existing economic hardship exception to require an operator consider the economic 
 feasibility of alternative uses of gas to routing to sales and provide additional 
 information to justify its request.  Although we believe this exception is unnecessary 
 because of the cost-effective alternatives to methane waste and LDNRʼs retention of its 



 existing stripper well exemption, we support LDNRʼs proposed amendments to narrow 
 the applicability of the exception.   

 ●  Require Reporting of Vented and Flared Gas. We support additional reporting of 
 vented and flared gas volumes. 

 ●  Remove the Exemption for Horizontal Wells.  LDNRʼs current rule exempts horizontally 
 drilled wells from the existing prohibition on venting. We support LDNRʼs removal of 
 this exemption. 

 For these reasons, we support the increased protections to cut methane waste and pollution 
 in this proposal and also urge LDNR to take additional action in future rulemakings to further 
 reduce methane waste in Louisiana. 

 Thank you for working to prevent the waste of our natural resources and ensure a cleaner and 
 healthier Louisiana. We urge you to quickly finalize these rules. 

 Sincerely, 

 Lorraine J, 70119-6251 



 August 19, 2023 

 To The Louisiana Department of Natural Resources, 

 We need to slash methane waste in all forms to protect our natural resources, the health of 
 our air and our climateʼs future.  Thatʼs why we are counting on the Louisiana Department of 
 Natural Resources to swi�ly finalize its proposed venting and flaring rule as an important step 
 in addressing methane waste in Louisiana.  

 In 2019, fossil fuel producers in Louisiana wasted 5.2 billion cubic feet of natural gas worth 
 nearly $16 million through venting and flaring alone. Thatʼs enough natural gas to fuel all the 
 households in Baton Rouge for over a year and a half. Oil and gas operators also avoid paying 
 taxes and royalties on wasted gas, so federal and state governments, as well as private 
 landowners, lose revenue when gas is vented and flared. And itʼs not just hurting our 
 pocketbooks, itʼs also hurting our health and our climate.  

 Louisiana is already on the front lines of the climate crisis. Methane, a major component of 
 natural gas, is a greenhouse gas 80 times more powerful than carbon dioxide. By adopting 
 rules to cut methane waste and pollution, we will also increase revenue, reduce smog and 
 toxic air pollution, and help safeguard our climate. This rule will also drive economic growth 
 and job creation in the methane mitigation industry which provides well-paying jobs that are 
 based in our hometowns.  

 LDNRʼs proposal represents significant improvements to its current rules, which only address 
 the venting of natural gas with several, overly broad exemptions.  Although some provisions 
 of the proposal need clarity and it could do more to comprehensively prevent waste from 
 Louisianaʼs oil wells, we support its provisions to: 

 ●  Require Gas Management Planning at New Wells.  There are many economical and 
 cost-effective methods to avoid venting and flaring of natural gas at oil wells. 
 Operators of new wells are in an especially good position to avoid methane waste 
 since they are in control of when and where to drill new wells. 

 ●  Prohibit Routine Flaring at Certain Wells. LDNR proposes to prohibit routine flaring at 
 wells with gas to oil ratios greater than 2000 standard cubic feet to one barrel of oil and 
 at all horizontal wells. Because it is applicable only to some wells, this proposal does 
 not go as far as leading oil and gas producers and states have gone. However, it is a 
 step in the right direction and will reduce methane waste in Louisiana, in particular 
 from horizontal wells which are regulated for the first time.   

 ●  Narrow the Existing Economic Hardship Exception.  LDNR proposes changes to its 
 existing economic hardship exception to require an operator consider the economic 
 feasibility of alternative uses of gas to routing to sales and provide additional 
 information to justify its request.  Although we believe this exception is unnecessary 
 because of the cost-effective alternatives to methane waste and LDNRʼs retention of its 



 existing stripper well exemption, we support LDNRʼs proposed amendments to narrow 
 the applicability of the exception.   

 ●  Require Reporting of Vented and Flared Gas. We support additional reporting of 
 vented and flared gas volumes. 

 ●  Remove the Exemption for Horizontal Wells.  LDNRʼs current rule exempts horizontally 
 drilled wells from the existing prohibition on venting. We support LDNRʼs removal of 
 this exemption. 

 For these reasons, we support the increased protections to cut methane waste and pollution 
 in this proposal and also urge LDNR to take additional action in future rulemakings to further 
 reduce methane waste in Louisiana. 

 Thank you for working to prevent the waste of our natural resources and ensure a cleaner and 
 healthier Louisiana. We urge you to quickly finalize these rules. 

 Sincerely, 

 Terron Harrison, 70058 



 August 19, 2023 

 To The Louisiana Department of Natural Resources, 

 We need to slash methane waste in all forms to protect our natural resources, the health of 
 our air and our climateʼs future.  Thatʼs why we are counting on the Louisiana Department of 
 Natural Resources to swi�ly finalize its proposed venting and flaring rule as an important step 
 in addressing methane waste in Louisiana.  

 In 2019, fossil fuel producers in Louisiana wasted 5.2 billion cubic feet of natural gas worth 
 nearly $16 million through venting and flaring alone. Thatʼs enough natural gas to fuel all the 
 households in Baton Rouge for over a year and a half. Oil and gas operators also avoid paying 
 taxes and royalties on wasted gas, so federal and state governments, as well as private 
 landowners, lose revenue when gas is vented and flared. And itʼs not just hurting our 
 pocketbooks, itʼs also hurting our health and our climate.  

 Louisiana is already on the front lines of the climate crisis. Methane, a major component of 
 natural gas, is a greenhouse gas 80 times more powerful than carbon dioxide. By adopting 
 rules to cut methane waste and pollution, we will also increase revenue, reduce smog and 
 toxic air pollution, and help safeguard our climate. This rule will also drive economic growth 
 and job creation in the methane mitigation industry which provides well-paying jobs that are 
 based in our hometowns.  

 LDNRʼs proposal represents significant improvements to its current rules, which only address 
 the venting of natural gas with several, overly broad exemptions.  Although some provisions 
 of the proposal need clarity and it could do more to comprehensively prevent waste from 
 Louisianaʼs oil wells, we support its provisions to: 

 ●  Require Gas Management Planning at New Wells.  There are many economical and 
 cost-effective methods to avoid venting and flaring of natural gas at oil wells. 
 Operators of new wells are in an especially good position to avoid methane waste 
 since they are in control of when and where to drill new wells. 

 ●  Prohibit Routine Flaring at Certain Wells. LDNR proposes to prohibit routine flaring at 
 wells with gas to oil ratios greater than 2000 standard cubic feet to one barrel of oil and 
 at all horizontal wells. Because it is applicable only to some wells, this proposal does 
 not go as far as leading oil and gas producers and states have gone. However, it is a 
 step in the right direction and will reduce methane waste in Louisiana, in particular 
 from horizontal wells which are regulated for the first time.   

 ●  Narrow the Existing Economic Hardship Exception.  LDNR proposes changes to its 
 existing economic hardship exception to require an operator consider the economic 
 feasibility of alternative uses of gas to routing to sales and provide additional 
 information to justify its request.  Although we believe this exception is unnecessary 
 because of the cost-effective alternatives to methane waste and LDNRʼs retention of its 



 existing stripper well exemption, we support LDNRʼs proposed amendments to narrow 
 the applicability of the exception.   

 ●  Require Reporting of Vented and Flared Gas. We support additional reporting of 
 vented and flared gas volumes. 

 ●  Remove the Exemption for Horizontal Wells.  LDNRʼs current rule exempts horizontally 
 drilled wells from the existing prohibition on venting. We support LDNRʼs removal of 
 this exemption. 

 For these reasons, we support the increased protections to cut methane waste and pollution 
 in this proposal and also urge LDNR to take additional action in future rulemakings to further 
 reduce methane waste in Louisiana. 

 Thank you for working to prevent the waste of our natural resources and ensure a cleaner and 
 healthier Louisiana. We urge you to quickly finalize these rules. 

 Sincerely, 

 Carol Leake, 70118 



 August 19, 2023 

 To The Louisiana Department of Natural Resources, 

 We need to slash methane waste in all forms to protect our natural resources, the health of 
 our air and our climateʼs future.  Thatʼs why we are counting on the Louisiana Department of 
 Natural Resources to swi�ly finalize its proposed venting and flaring rule as an important step 
 in addressing methane waste in Louisiana.  

 In 2019, fossil fuel producers in Louisiana wasted 5.2 billion cubic feet of natural gas worth 
 nearly $16 million through venting and flaring alone. Thatʼs enough natural gas to fuel all the 
 households in Baton Rouge for over a year and a half. Oil and gas operators also avoid paying 
 taxes and royalties on wasted gas, so federal and state governments, as well as private 
 landowners, lose revenue when gas is vented and flared. And itʼs not just hurting our 
 pocketbooks, itʼs also hurting our health and our climate.  

 Louisiana is already on the front lines of the climate crisis. Methane, a major component of 
 natural gas, is a greenhouse gas 80 times more powerful than carbon dioxide. By adopting 
 rules to cut methane waste and pollution, we will also increase revenue, reduce smog and 
 toxic air pollution, and help safeguard our climate. This rule will also drive economic growth 
 and job creation in the methane mitigation industry which provides well-paying jobs that are 
 based in our hometowns.  

 LDNRʼs proposal represents significant improvements to its current rules, which only address 
 the venting of natural gas with several, overly broad exemptions.  Although some provisions 
 of the proposal need clarity and it could do more to comprehensively prevent waste from 
 Louisianaʼs oil wells, we support its provisions to: 

 ●  Require Gas Management Planning at New Wells.  There are many economical and 
 cost-effective methods to avoid venting and flaring of natural gas at oil wells. 
 Operators of new wells are in an especially good position to avoid methane waste 
 since they are in control of when and where to drill new wells. 

 ●  Prohibit Routine Flaring at Certain Wells. LDNR proposes to prohibit routine flaring at 
 wells with gas to oil ratios greater than 2000 standard cubic feet to one barrel of oil and 
 at all horizontal wells. Because it is applicable only to some wells, this proposal does 
 not go as far as leading oil and gas producers and states have gone. However, it is a 
 step in the right direction and will reduce methane waste in Louisiana, in particular 
 from horizontal wells which are regulated for the first time.   

 ●  Narrow the Existing Economic Hardship Exception.  LDNR proposes changes to its 
 existing economic hardship exception to require an operator consider the economic 
 feasibility of alternative uses of gas to routing to sales and provide additional 
 information to justify its request.  Although we believe this exception is unnecessary 
 because of the cost-effective alternatives to methane waste and LDNRʼs retention of its 



 existing stripper well exemption, we support LDNRʼs proposed amendments to narrow 
 the applicability of the exception.   

 ●  Require Reporting of Vented and Flared Gas. We support additional reporting of 
 vented and flared gas volumes. 

 ●  Remove the Exemption for Horizontal Wells.  LDNRʼs current rule exempts horizontally 
 drilled wells from the existing prohibition on venting. We support LDNRʼs removal of 
 this exemption. 

 For these reasons, we support the increased protections to cut methane waste and pollution 
 in this proposal and also urge LDNR to take additional action in future rulemakings to further 
 reduce methane waste in Louisiana. 

 Thank you for working to prevent the waste of our natural resources and ensure a cleaner and 
 healthier Louisiana. We urge you to quickly finalize these rules. 

 Sincerely, 

 Andrew Jackson, 71103 



 August 19, 2023 

 To The Louisiana Department of Natural Resources, 

 We need to slash methane waste in all forms to protect our natural resources, the health of 
 our air and our climateʼs future.  Thatʼs why we are counting on the Louisiana Department of 
 Natural Resources to swi�ly finalize its proposed venting and flaring rule as an important step 
 in addressing methane waste in Louisiana.  

 In 2019, fossil fuel producers in Louisiana wasted 5.2 billion cubic feet of natural gas worth 
 nearly $16 million through venting and flaring alone. Thatʼs enough natural gas to fuel all the 
 households in Baton Rouge for over a year and a half. Oil and gas operators also avoid paying 
 taxes and royalties on wasted gas, so federal and state governments, as well as private 
 landowners, lose revenue when gas is vented and flared. And itʼs not just hurting our 
 pocketbooks, itʼs also hurting our health and our climate.  

 Louisiana is already on the front lines of the climate crisis. Methane, a major component of 
 natural gas, is a greenhouse gas 80 times more powerful than carbon dioxide. By adopting 
 rules to cut methane waste and pollution, we will also increase revenue, reduce smog and 
 toxic air pollution, and help safeguard our climate. This rule will also drive economic growth 
 and job creation in the methane mitigation industry which provides well-paying jobs that are 
 based in our hometowns.  

 LDNRʼs proposal represents significant improvements to its current rules, which only address 
 the venting of natural gas with several, overly broad exemptions.  Although some provisions 
 of the proposal need clarity and it could do more to comprehensively prevent waste from 
 Louisianaʼs oil wells, we support its provisions to: 

 ●  Require Gas Management Planning at New Wells.  There are many economical and 
 cost-effective methods to avoid venting and flaring of natural gas at oil wells. 
 Operators of new wells are in an especially good position to avoid methane waste 
 since they are in control of when and where to drill new wells. 

 ●  Prohibit Routine Flaring at Certain Wells. LDNR proposes to prohibit routine flaring at 
 wells with gas to oil ratios greater than 2000 standard cubic feet to one barrel of oil and 
 at all horizontal wells. Because it is applicable only to some wells, this proposal does 
 not go as far as leading oil and gas producers and states have gone. However, it is a 
 step in the right direction and will reduce methane waste in Louisiana, in particular 
 from horizontal wells which are regulated for the first time.   

 ●  Narrow the Existing Economic Hardship Exception.  LDNR proposes changes to its 
 existing economic hardship exception to require an operator consider the economic 
 feasibility of alternative uses of gas to routing to sales and provide additional 
 information to justify its request.  Although we believe this exception is unnecessary 
 because of the cost-effective alternatives to methane waste and LDNRʼs retention of its 



 existing stripper well exemption, we support LDNRʼs proposed amendments to narrow 
 the applicability of the exception.   

 ●  Require Reporting of Vented and Flared Gas. We support additional reporting of 
 vented and flared gas volumes. 

 ●  Remove the Exemption for Horizontal Wells.  LDNRʼs current rule exempts horizontally 
 drilled wells from the existing prohibition on venting. We support LDNRʼs removal of 
 this exemption. 

 For these reasons, we support the increased protections to cut methane waste and pollution 
 in this proposal and also urge LDNR to take additional action in future rulemakings to further 
 reduce methane waste in Louisiana. 

 Thank you for working to prevent the waste of our natural resources and ensure a cleaner and 
 healthier Louisiana. We urge you to quickly finalize these rules. 

 Sincerely, 

 Durriya Sarkar, 70808 



 August 19, 2023 

 To The Louisiana Department of Natural Resources, 

 We need to slash methane waste in all forms to protect our natural resources, the health of 
 our air and our climateʼs future.  Thatʼs why we are counting on the Louisiana Department of 
 Natural Resources to swi�ly finalize its proposed venting and flaring rule as an important step 
 in addressing methane waste in Louisiana.  

 In 2019, fossil fuel producers in Louisiana wasted 5.2 billion cubic feet of natural gas worth 
 nearly $16 million through venting and flaring alone. Thatʼs enough natural gas to fuel all the 
 households in Baton Rouge for over a year and a half. Oil and gas operators also avoid paying 
 taxes and royalties on wasted gas, so federal and state governments, as well as private 
 landowners, lose revenue when gas is vented and flared. And itʼs not just hurting our 
 pocketbooks, itʼs also hurting our health and our climate.  

 Louisiana is already on the front lines of the climate crisis. Methane, a major component of 
 natural gas, is a greenhouse gas 80 times more powerful than carbon dioxide. By adopting 
 rules to cut methane waste and pollution, we will also increase revenue, reduce smog and 
 toxic air pollution, and help safeguard our climate. This rule will also drive economic growth 
 and job creation in the methane mitigation industry which provides well-paying jobs that are 
 based in our hometowns.  

 LDNRʼs proposal represents significant improvements to its current rules, which only address 
 the venting of natural gas with several, overly broad exemptions.  Although some provisions 
 of the proposal need clarity and it could do more to comprehensively prevent waste from 
 Louisianaʼs oil wells, we support its provisions to: 

 ●  Require Gas Management Planning at New Wells.  There are many economical and 
 cost-effective methods to avoid venting and flaring of natural gas at oil wells. 
 Operators of new wells are in an especially good position to avoid methane waste 
 since they are in control of when and where to drill new wells. 

 ●  Prohibit Routine Flaring at Certain Wells. LDNR proposes to prohibit routine flaring at 
 wells with gas to oil ratios greater than 2000 standard cubic feet to one barrel of oil and 
 at all horizontal wells. Because it is applicable only to some wells, this proposal does 
 not go as far as leading oil and gas producers and states have gone. However, it is a 
 step in the right direction and will reduce methane waste in Louisiana, in particular 
 from horizontal wells which are regulated for the first time.   

 ●  Narrow the Existing Economic Hardship Exception.  LDNR proposes changes to its 
 existing economic hardship exception to require an operator consider the economic 
 feasibility of alternative uses of gas to routing to sales and provide additional 
 information to justify its request.  Although we believe this exception is unnecessary 
 because of the cost-effective alternatives to methane waste and LDNRʼs retention of its 



 existing stripper well exemption, we support LDNRʼs proposed amendments to narrow 
 the applicability of the exception.   

 ●  Require Reporting of Vented and Flared Gas. We support additional reporting of 
 vented and flared gas volumes. 

 ●  Remove the Exemption for Horizontal Wells.  LDNRʼs current rule exempts horizontally 
 drilled wells from the existing prohibition on venting. We support LDNRʼs removal of 
 this exemption. 

 For these reasons, we support the increased protections to cut methane waste and pollution 
 in this proposal and also urge LDNR to take additional action in future rulemakings to further 
 reduce methane waste in Louisiana. 

 Thank you for working to prevent the waste of our natural resources and ensure a cleaner and 
 healthier Louisiana. We urge you to quickly finalize these rules. 

 Sincerely, 

 Husain Sarkar, 70808 



 August 19, 2023 

 To The Louisiana Department of Natural Resources, 

 We need to slash methane waste in all forms to protect our natural resources, the health of 
 our air and our climateʼs future.  Thatʼs why we are counting on the Louisiana Department of 
 Natural Resources to swi�ly finalize its proposed venting and flaring rule as an important step 
 in addressing methane waste in Louisiana.  

 In 2019, fossil fuel producers in Louisiana wasted 5.2 billion cubic feet of natural gas worth 
 nearly $16 million through venting and flaring alone. Thatʼs enough natural gas to fuel all the 
 households in Baton Rouge for over a year and a half. Oil and gas operators also avoid paying 
 taxes and royalties on wasted gas, so federal and state governments, as well as private 
 landowners, lose revenue when gas is vented and flared. And itʼs not just hurting our 
 pocketbooks, itʼs also hurting our health and our climate.  

 Louisiana is already on the front lines of the climate crisis. Methane, a major component of 
 natural gas, is a greenhouse gas 80 times more powerful than carbon dioxide. By adopting 
 rules to cut methane waste and pollution, we will also increase revenue, reduce smog and 
 toxic air pollution, and help safeguard our climate. This rule will also drive economic growth 
 and job creation in the methane mitigation industry which provides well-paying jobs that are 
 based in our hometowns.  

 LDNRʼs proposal represents significant improvements to its current rules, which only address 
 the venting of natural gas with several, overly broad exemptions.  Although some provisions 
 of the proposal need clarity and it could do more to comprehensively prevent waste from 
 Louisianaʼs oil wells, we support its provisions to: 

 ●  Require Gas Management Planning at New Wells.  There are many economical and 
 cost-effective methods to avoid venting and flaring of natural gas at oil wells. 
 Operators of new wells are in an especially good position to avoid methane waste 
 since they are in control of when and where to drill new wells. 

 ●  Prohibit Routine Flaring at Certain Wells. LDNR proposes to prohibit routine flaring at 
 wells with gas to oil ratios greater than 2000 standard cubic feet to one barrel of oil and 
 at all horizontal wells. Because it is applicable only to some wells, this proposal does 
 not go as far as leading oil and gas producers and states have gone. However, it is a 
 step in the right direction and will reduce methane waste in Louisiana, in particular 
 from horizontal wells which are regulated for the first time.   

 ●  Narrow the Existing Economic Hardship Exception.  LDNR proposes changes to its 
 existing economic hardship exception to require an operator consider the economic 
 feasibility of alternative uses of gas to routing to sales and provide additional 
 information to justify its request.  Although we believe this exception is unnecessary 
 because of the cost-effective alternatives to methane waste and LDNRʼs retention of its 



 existing stripper well exemption, we support LDNRʼs proposed amendments to narrow 
 the applicability of the exception.   

 ●  Require Reporting of Vented and Flared Gas. We support additional reporting of 
 vented and flared gas volumes. 

 ●  Remove the Exemption for Horizontal Wells.  LDNRʼs current rule exempts horizontally 
 drilled wells from the existing prohibition on venting. We support LDNRʼs removal of 
 this exemption. 

 For these reasons, we support the increased protections to cut methane waste and pollution 
 in this proposal and also urge LDNR to take additional action in future rulemakings to further 
 reduce methane waste in Louisiana. 

 Thank you for working to prevent the waste of our natural resources and ensure a cleaner and 
 healthier Louisiana. We urge you to quickly finalize these rules. 

 Sincerely, 

 Jim Green, 70065 



 August 19, 2023 

 To The Louisiana Department of Natural Resources, 

 We need to slash methane waste in all forms to protect our natural resources, the health of 
 our air and our climateʼs future.  Thatʼs why we are counting on the Louisiana Department of 
 Natural Resources to swi�ly finalize its proposed venting and flaring rule as an important step 
 in addressing methane waste in Louisiana.  

 In 2019, fossil fuel producers in Louisiana wasted 5.2 billion cubic feet of natural gas worth 
 nearly $16 million through venting and flaring alone. Thatʼs enough natural gas to fuel all the 
 households in Baton Rouge for over a year and a half. Oil and gas operators also avoid paying 
 taxes and royalties on wasted gas, so federal and state governments, as well as private 
 landowners, lose revenue when gas is vented and flared. And itʼs not just hurting our 
 pocketbooks, itʼs also hurting our health and our climate.  

 Louisiana is already on the front lines of the climate crisis. Methane, a major component of 
 natural gas, is a greenhouse gas 80 times more powerful than carbon dioxide. By adopting 
 rules to cut methane waste and pollution, we will also increase revenue, reduce smog and 
 toxic air pollution, and help safeguard our climate. This rule will also drive economic growth 
 and job creation in the methane mitigation industry which provides well-paying jobs that are 
 based in our hometowns.  

 LDNRʼs proposal represents significant improvements to its current rules, which only address 
 the venting of natural gas with several, overly broad exemptions.  Although some provisions 
 of the proposal need clarity and it could do more to comprehensively prevent waste from 
 Louisianaʼs oil wells, we support its provisions to: 

 ●  Require Gas Management Planning at New Wells.  There are many economical and 
 cost-effective methods to avoid venting and flaring of natural gas at oil wells. 
 Operators of new wells are in an especially good position to avoid methane waste 
 since they are in control of when and where to drill new wells. 

 ●  Prohibit Routine Flaring at Certain Wells. LDNR proposes to prohibit routine flaring at 
 wells with gas to oil ratios greater than 2000 standard cubic feet to one barrel of oil and 
 at all horizontal wells. Because it is applicable only to some wells, this proposal does 
 not go as far as leading oil and gas producers and states have gone. However, it is a 
 step in the right direction and will reduce methane waste in Louisiana, in particular 
 from horizontal wells which are regulated for the first time.   

 ●  Narrow the Existing Economic Hardship Exception.  LDNR proposes changes to its 
 existing economic hardship exception to require an operator consider the economic 
 feasibility of alternative uses of gas to routing to sales and provide additional 
 information to justify its request.  Although we believe this exception is unnecessary 
 because of the cost-effective alternatives to methane waste and LDNRʼs retention of its 



 existing stripper well exemption, we support LDNRʼs proposed amendments to narrow 
 the applicability of the exception.   

 ●  Require Reporting of Vented and Flared Gas. We support additional reporting of 
 vented and flared gas volumes. 

 ●  Remove the Exemption for Horizontal Wells.  LDNRʼs current rule exempts horizontally 
 drilled wells from the existing prohibition on venting. We support LDNRʼs removal of 
 this exemption. 

 For these reasons, we support the increased protections to cut methane waste and pollution 
 in this proposal and also urge LDNR to take additional action in future rulemakings to further 
 reduce methane waste in Louisiana. 

 Thank you for working to prevent the waste of our natural resources and ensure a cleaner and 
 healthier Louisiana. We urge you to quickly finalize these rules. 

 Sincerely, 

 Dave Saze, 70820 



 August 19, 2023 

 To The Louisiana Department of Natural Resources, 

 We need to slash methane waste in all forms to protect our natural resources, the health of 
 our air and our climateʼs future.  Thatʼs why we are counting on the Louisiana Department of 
 Natural Resources to swi�ly finalize its proposed venting and flaring rule as an important step 
 in addressing methane waste in Louisiana.  

 In 2019, fossil fuel producers in Louisiana wasted 5.2 billion cubic feet of natural gas worth 
 nearly $16 million through venting and flaring alone. Thatʼs enough natural gas to fuel all the 
 households in Baton Rouge for over a year and a half. Oil and gas operators also avoid paying 
 taxes and royalties on wasted gas, so federal and state governments, as well as private 
 landowners, lose revenue when gas is vented and flared. And itʼs not just hurting our 
 pocketbooks, itʼs also hurting our health and our climate.  

 Louisiana is already on the front lines of the climate crisis. Methane, a major component of 
 natural gas, is a greenhouse gas 80 times more powerful than carbon dioxide. By adopting 
 rules to cut methane waste and pollution, we will also increase revenue, reduce smog and 
 toxic air pollution, and help safeguard our climate. This rule will also drive economic growth 
 and job creation in the methane mitigation industry which provides well-paying jobs that are 
 based in our hometowns.  

 LDNRʼs proposal represents significant improvements to its current rules, which only address 
 the venting of natural gas with several, overly broad exemptions.  Although some provisions 
 of the proposal need clarity and it could do more to comprehensively prevent waste from 
 Louisianaʼs oil wells, we support its provisions to: 

 ●  Require Gas Management Planning at New Wells.  There are many economical and 
 cost-effective methods to avoid venting and flaring of natural gas at oil wells. 
 Operators of new wells are in an especially good position to avoid methane waste 
 since they are in control of when and where to drill new wells. 

 ●  Prohibit Routine Flaring at Certain Wells. LDNR proposes to prohibit routine flaring at 
 wells with gas to oil ratios greater than 2000 standard cubic feet to one barrel of oil and 
 at all horizontal wells. Because it is applicable only to some wells, this proposal does 
 not go as far as leading oil and gas producers and states have gone. However, it is a 
 step in the right direction and will reduce methane waste in Louisiana, in particular 
 from horizontal wells which are regulated for the first time.   

 ●  Narrow the Existing Economic Hardship Exception.  LDNR proposes changes to its 
 existing economic hardship exception to require an operator consider the economic 
 feasibility of alternative uses of gas to routing to sales and provide additional 
 information to justify its request.  Although we believe this exception is unnecessary 
 because of the cost-effective alternatives to methane waste and LDNRʼs retention of its 



 existing stripper well exemption, we support LDNRʼs proposed amendments to narrow 
 the applicability of the exception.   

 ●  Require Reporting of Vented and Flared Gas. We support additional reporting of 
 vented and flared gas volumes. 

 ●  Remove the Exemption for Horizontal Wells.  LDNRʼs current rule exempts horizontally 
 drilled wells from the existing prohibition on venting. We support LDNRʼs removal of 
 this exemption. 

 For these reasons, we support the increased protections to cut methane waste and pollution 
 in this proposal and also urge LDNR to take additional action in future rulemakings to further 
 reduce methane waste in Louisiana. 

 Thank you for working to prevent the waste of our natural resources and ensure a cleaner and 
 healthier Louisiana. We urge you to quickly finalize these rules. 

 Sincerely, 

 Pierre Champagne, 70124 



 August 19, 2023 

 To The Louisiana Department of Natural Resources, 

 We need to slash methane waste in all forms to protect our natural resources, the health of 
 our air and our climateʼs future.  Thatʼs why we are counting on the Louisiana Department of 
 Natural Resources to swi�ly finalize its proposed venting and flaring rule as an important step 
 in addressing methane waste in Louisiana.  

 In 2019, fossil fuel producers in Louisiana wasted 5.2 billion cubic feet of natural gas worth 
 nearly $16 million through venting and flaring alone. Thatʼs enough natural gas to fuel all the 
 households in Baton Rouge for over a year and a half. Oil and gas operators also avoid paying 
 taxes and royalties on wasted gas, so federal and state governments, as well as private 
 landowners, lose revenue when gas is vented and flared. And itʼs not just hurting our 
 pocketbooks, itʼs also hurting our health and our climate.  

 Louisiana is already on the front lines of the climate crisis. Methane, a major component of 
 natural gas, is a greenhouse gas 80 times more powerful than carbon dioxide. By adopting 
 rules to cut methane waste and pollution, we will also increase revenue, reduce smog and 
 toxic air pollution, and help safeguard our climate. This rule will also drive economic growth 
 and job creation in the methane mitigation industry which provides well-paying jobs that are 
 based in our hometowns.  

 LDNRʼs proposal represents significant improvements to its current rules, which only address 
 the venting of natural gas with several, overly broad exemptions.  Although some provisions 
 of the proposal need clarity and it could do more to comprehensively prevent waste from 
 Louisianaʼs oil wells, we support its provisions to: 

 ●  Require Gas Management Planning at New Wells.  There are many economical and 
 cost-effective methods to avoid venting and flaring of natural gas at oil wells. 
 Operators of new wells are in an especially good position to avoid methane waste 
 since they are in control of when and where to drill new wells. 

 ●  Prohibit Routine Flaring at Certain Wells. LDNR proposes to prohibit routine flaring at 
 wells with gas to oil ratios greater than 2000 standard cubic feet to one barrel of oil and 
 at all horizontal wells. Because it is applicable only to some wells, this proposal does 
 not go as far as leading oil and gas producers and states have gone. However, it is a 
 step in the right direction and will reduce methane waste in Louisiana, in particular 
 from horizontal wells which are regulated for the first time.   

 ●  Narrow the Existing Economic Hardship Exception.  LDNR proposes changes to its 
 existing economic hardship exception to require an operator consider the economic 
 feasibility of alternative uses of gas to routing to sales and provide additional 
 information to justify its request.  Although we believe this exception is unnecessary 
 because of the cost-effective alternatives to methane waste and LDNRʼs retention of its 



 existing stripper well exemption, we support LDNRʼs proposed amendments to narrow 
 the applicability of the exception.   

 ●  Require Reporting of Vented and Flared Gas. We support additional reporting of 
 vented and flared gas volumes. 

 ●  Remove the Exemption for Horizontal Wells.  LDNRʼs current rule exempts horizontally 
 drilled wells from the existing prohibition on venting. We support LDNRʼs removal of 
 this exemption. 

 For these reasons, we support the increased protections to cut methane waste and pollution 
 in this proposal and also urge LDNR to take additional action in future rulemakings to further 
 reduce methane waste in Louisiana. 

 Thank you for working to prevent the waste of our natural resources and ensure a cleaner and 
 healthier Louisiana. We urge you to quickly finalize these rules. 

 Sincerely, 

 MC Bernard, 70115 



 August 19, 2023 

 To The Louisiana Department of Natural Resources, 

 We need to slash methane waste in all forms to protect our natural resources, the health of 
 our air and our climateʼs future.  Thatʼs why we are counting on the Louisiana Department of 
 Natural Resources to swi�ly finalize its proposed venting and flaring rule as an important step 
 in addressing methane waste in Louisiana.  

 In 2019, fossil fuel producers in Louisiana wasted 5.2 billion cubic feet of natural gas worth 
 nearly $16 million through venting and flaring alone. Thatʼs enough natural gas to fuel all the 
 households in Baton Rouge for over a year and a half. Oil and gas operators also avoid paying 
 taxes and royalties on wasted gas, so federal and state governments, as well as private 
 landowners, lose revenue when gas is vented and flared. And itʼs not just hurting our 
 pocketbooks, itʼs also hurting our health and our climate.  

 Louisiana is already on the front lines of the climate crisis. Methane, a major component of 
 natural gas, is a greenhouse gas 80 times more powerful than carbon dioxide. By adopting 
 rules to cut methane waste and pollution, we will also increase revenue, reduce smog and 
 toxic air pollution, and help safeguard our climate. This rule will also drive economic growth 
 and job creation in the methane mitigation industry which provides well-paying jobs that are 
 based in our hometowns.  

 LDNRʼs proposal represents significant improvements to its current rules, which only address 
 the venting of natural gas with several, overly broad exemptions.  Although some provisions 
 of the proposal need clarity and it could do more to comprehensively prevent waste from 
 Louisianaʼs oil wells, we support its provisions to: 

 ●  Require Gas Management Planning at New Wells.  There are many economical and 
 cost-effective methods to avoid venting and flaring of natural gas at oil wells. 
 Operators of new wells are in an especially good position to avoid methane waste 
 since they are in control of when and where to drill new wells. 

 ●  Prohibit Routine Flaring at Certain Wells. LDNR proposes to prohibit routine flaring at 
 wells with gas to oil ratios greater than 2000 standard cubic feet to one barrel of oil and 
 at all horizontal wells. Because it is applicable only to some wells, this proposal does 
 not go as far as leading oil and gas producers and states have gone. However, it is a 
 step in the right direction and will reduce methane waste in Louisiana, in particular 
 from horizontal wells which are regulated for the first time.   

 ●  Narrow the Existing Economic Hardship Exception.  LDNR proposes changes to its 
 existing economic hardship exception to require an operator consider the economic 
 feasibility of alternative uses of gas to routing to sales and provide additional 
 information to justify its request.  Although we believe this exception is unnecessary 
 because of the cost-effective alternatives to methane waste and LDNRʼs retention of its 



 existing stripper well exemption, we support LDNRʼs proposed amendments to narrow 
 the applicability of the exception.   

 ●  Require Reporting of Vented and Flared Gas. We support additional reporting of 
 vented and flared gas volumes. 

 ●  Remove the Exemption for Horizontal Wells.  LDNRʼs current rule exempts horizontally 
 drilled wells from the existing prohibition on venting. We support LDNRʼs removal of 
 this exemption. 

 For these reasons, we support the increased protections to cut methane waste and pollution 
 in this proposal and also urge LDNR to take additional action in future rulemakings to further 
 reduce methane waste in Louisiana. 

 Thank you for working to prevent the waste of our natural resources and ensure a cleaner and 
 healthier Louisiana. We urge you to quickly finalize these rules. 

 Sincerely, 

 Linda Majdoch, 70118 



 August 19, 2023 

 To The Louisiana Department of Natural Resources, 

 We need to slash methane waste in all forms to protect our natural resources, the health of 
 our air and our climateʼs future.  Thatʼs why we are counting on the Louisiana Department of 
 Natural Resources to swi�ly finalize its proposed venting and flaring rule as an important step 
 in addressing methane waste in Louisiana.  

 In 2019, fossil fuel producers in Louisiana wasted 5.2 billion cubic feet of natural gas worth 
 nearly $16 million through venting and flaring alone. Thatʼs enough natural gas to fuel all the 
 households in Baton Rouge for over a year and a half. Oil and gas operators also avoid paying 
 taxes and royalties on wasted gas, so federal and state governments, as well as private 
 landowners, lose revenue when gas is vented and flared. And itʼs not just hurting our 
 pocketbooks, itʼs also hurting our health and our climate.  

 Louisiana is already on the front lines of the climate crisis. Methane, a major component of 
 natural gas, is a greenhouse gas 80 times more powerful than carbon dioxide. By adopting 
 rules to cut methane waste and pollution, we will also increase revenue, reduce smog and 
 toxic air pollution, and help safeguard our climate. This rule will also drive economic growth 
 and job creation in the methane mitigation industry which provides well-paying jobs that are 
 based in our hometowns.  

 LDNRʼs proposal represents significant improvements to its current rules, which only address 
 the venting of natural gas with several, overly broad exemptions.  Although some provisions 
 of the proposal need clarity and it could do more to comprehensively prevent waste from 
 Louisianaʼs oil wells, we support its provisions to: 

 ●  Require Gas Management Planning at New Wells.  There are many economical and 
 cost-effective methods to avoid venting and flaring of natural gas at oil wells. 
 Operators of new wells are in an especially good position to avoid methane waste 
 since they are in control of when and where to drill new wells. 

 ●  Prohibit Routine Flaring at Certain Wells. LDNR proposes to prohibit routine flaring at 
 wells with gas to oil ratios greater than 2000 standard cubic feet to one barrel of oil and 
 at all horizontal wells. Because it is applicable only to some wells, this proposal does 
 not go as far as leading oil and gas producers and states have gone. However, it is a 
 step in the right direction and will reduce methane waste in Louisiana, in particular 
 from horizontal wells which are regulated for the first time.   

 ●  Narrow the Existing Economic Hardship Exception.  LDNR proposes changes to its 
 existing economic hardship exception to require an operator consider the economic 
 feasibility of alternative uses of gas to routing to sales and provide additional 
 information to justify its request.  Although we believe this exception is unnecessary 
 because of the cost-effective alternatives to methane waste and LDNRʼs retention of its 



 existing stripper well exemption, we support LDNRʼs proposed amendments to narrow 
 the applicability of the exception.   

 ●  Require Reporting of Vented and Flared Gas. We support additional reporting of 
 vented and flared gas volumes. 

 ●  Remove the Exemption for Horizontal Wells.  LDNRʼs current rule exempts horizontally 
 drilled wells from the existing prohibition on venting. We support LDNRʼs removal of 
 this exemption. 

 For these reasons, we support the increased protections to cut methane waste and pollution 
 in this proposal and also urge LDNR to take additional action in future rulemakings to further 
 reduce methane waste in Louisiana. 

 Thank you for working to prevent the waste of our natural resources and ensure a cleaner and 
 healthier Louisiana. We urge you to quickly finalize these rules. 

 Sincerely, 

 Arthur Walter, 71135 



 August 19, 2023 

 To The Louisiana Department of Natural Resources, 

 We need to slash methane waste in all forms to protect our natural resources, the health of 
 our air and our climateʼs future.  Thatʼs why we are counting on the Louisiana Department of 
 Natural Resources to swi�ly finalize its proposed venting and flaring rule as an important step 
 in addressing methane waste in Louisiana.  

 In 2019, fossil fuel producers in Louisiana wasted 5.2 billion cubic feet of natural gas worth 
 nearly $16 million through venting and flaring alone. Thatʼs enough natural gas to fuel all the 
 households in Baton Rouge for over a year and a half. Oil and gas operators also avoid paying 
 taxes and royalties on wasted gas, so federal and state governments, as well as private 
 landowners, lose revenue when gas is vented and flared. And itʼs not just hurting our 
 pocketbooks, itʼs also hurting our health and our climate.  

 Louisiana is already on the front lines of the climate crisis. Methane, a major component of 
 natural gas, is a greenhouse gas 80 times more powerful than carbon dioxide. By adopting 
 rules to cut methane waste and pollution, we will also increase revenue, reduce smog and 
 toxic air pollution, and help safeguard our climate. This rule will also drive economic growth 
 and job creation in the methane mitigation industry which provides well-paying jobs that are 
 based in our hometowns.  

 LDNRʼs proposal represents significant improvements to its current rules, which only address 
 the venting of natural gas with several, overly broad exemptions.  Although some provisions 
 of the proposal need clarity and it could do more to comprehensively prevent waste from 
 Louisianaʼs oil wells, we support its provisions to: 

 ●  Require Gas Management Planning at New Wells.  There are many economical and 
 cost-effective methods to avoid venting and flaring of natural gas at oil wells. 
 Operators of new wells are in an especially good position to avoid methane waste 
 since they are in control of when and where to drill new wells. 

 ●  Prohibit Routine Flaring at Certain Wells. LDNR proposes to prohibit routine flaring at 
 wells with gas to oil ratios greater than 2000 standard cubic feet to one barrel of oil and 
 at all horizontal wells. Because it is applicable only to some wells, this proposal does 
 not go as far as leading oil and gas producers and states have gone. However, it is a 
 step in the right direction and will reduce methane waste in Louisiana, in particular 
 from horizontal wells which are regulated for the first time.   

 ●  Narrow the Existing Economic Hardship Exception.  LDNR proposes changes to its 
 existing economic hardship exception to require an operator consider the economic 
 feasibility of alternative uses of gas to routing to sales and provide additional 
 information to justify its request.  Although we believe this exception is unnecessary 
 because of the cost-effective alternatives to methane waste and LDNRʼs retention of its 



 existing stripper well exemption, we support LDNRʼs proposed amendments to narrow 
 the applicability of the exception.   

 ●  Require Reporting of Vented and Flared Gas. We support additional reporting of 
 vented and flared gas volumes. 

 ●  Remove the Exemption for Horizontal Wells.  LDNRʼs current rule exempts horizontally 
 drilled wells from the existing prohibition on venting. We support LDNRʼs removal of 
 this exemption. 

 For these reasons, we support the increased protections to cut methane waste and pollution 
 in this proposal and also urge LDNR to take additional action in future rulemakings to further 
 reduce methane waste in Louisiana. 

 Thank you for working to prevent the waste of our natural resources and ensure a cleaner and 
 healthier Louisiana. We urge you to quickly finalize these rules. 

 Sincerely, 

 Charlene Cronin, 70506 



 August 19, 2023 

 To The Louisiana Department of Natural Resources, 

 We need to slash methane waste in all forms to protect our natural resources, the health of 
 our air and our climateʼs future.  Thatʼs why we are counting on the Louisiana Department of 
 Natural Resources to swi�ly finalize its proposed venting and flaring rule as an important step 
 in addressing methane waste in Louisiana.  

 In 2019, fossil fuel producers in Louisiana wasted 5.2 billion cubic feet of natural gas worth 
 nearly $16 million through venting and flaring alone. Thatʼs enough natural gas to fuel all the 
 households in Baton Rouge for over a year and a half. Oil and gas operators also avoid paying 
 taxes and royalties on wasted gas, so federal and state governments, as well as private 
 landowners, lose revenue when gas is vented and flared. And itʼs not just hurting our 
 pocketbooks, itʼs also hurting our health and our climate.  

 Louisiana is already on the front lines of the climate crisis. Methane, a major component of 
 natural gas, is a greenhouse gas 80 times more powerful than carbon dioxide. By adopting 
 rules to cut methane waste and pollution, we will also increase revenue, reduce smog and 
 toxic air pollution, and help safeguard our climate. This rule will also drive economic growth 
 and job creation in the methane mitigation industry which provides well-paying jobs that are 
 based in our hometowns.  

 LDNRʼs proposal represents significant improvements to its current rules, which only address 
 the venting of natural gas with several, overly broad exemptions.  Although some provisions 
 of the proposal need clarity and it could do more to comprehensively prevent waste from 
 Louisianaʼs oil wells, we support its provisions to: 

 ●  Require Gas Management Planning at New Wells.  There are many economical and 
 cost-effective methods to avoid venting and flaring of natural gas at oil wells. 
 Operators of new wells are in an especially good position to avoid methane waste 
 since they are in control of when and where to drill new wells. 

 ●  Prohibit Routine Flaring at Certain Wells. LDNR proposes to prohibit routine flaring at 
 wells with gas to oil ratios greater than 2000 standard cubic feet to one barrel of oil and 
 at all horizontal wells. Because it is applicable only to some wells, this proposal does 
 not go as far as leading oil and gas producers and states have gone. However, it is a 
 step in the right direction and will reduce methane waste in Louisiana, in particular 
 from horizontal wells which are regulated for the first time.   

 ●  Narrow the Existing Economic Hardship Exception.  LDNR proposes changes to its 
 existing economic hardship exception to require an operator consider the economic 
 feasibility of alternative uses of gas to routing to sales and provide additional 
 information to justify its request.  Although we believe this exception is unnecessary 
 because of the cost-effective alternatives to methane waste and LDNRʼs retention of its 



 existing stripper well exemption, we support LDNRʼs proposed amendments to narrow 
 the applicability of the exception.   

 ●  Require Reporting of Vented and Flared Gas. We support additional reporting of 
 vented and flared gas volumes. 

 ●  Remove the Exemption for Horizontal Wells.  LDNRʼs current rule exempts horizontally 
 drilled wells from the existing prohibition on venting. We support LDNRʼs removal of 
 this exemption. 

 For these reasons, we support the increased protections to cut methane waste and pollution 
 in this proposal and also urge LDNR to take additional action in future rulemakings to further 
 reduce methane waste in Louisiana. 

 Thank you for working to prevent the waste of our natural resources and ensure a cleaner and 
 healthier Louisiana. We urge you to quickly finalize these rules. 

 Sincerely, 

 Ramona Rogers, 70601 



 August 19, 2023 

 To The Louisiana Department of Natural Resources, 

 We need to slash methane waste in all forms to protect our natural resources, the health of 
 our air and our climateʼs future.  Thatʼs why we are counting on the Louisiana Department of 
 Natural Resources to swi�ly finalize its proposed venting and flaring rule as an important step 
 in addressing methane waste in Louisiana.  

 In 2019, fossil fuel producers in Louisiana wasted 5.2 billion cubic feet of natural gas worth 
 nearly $16 million through venting and flaring alone. Thatʼs enough natural gas to fuel all the 
 households in Baton Rouge for over a year and a half. Oil and gas operators also avoid paying 
 taxes and royalties on wasted gas, so federal and state governments, as well as private 
 landowners, lose revenue when gas is vented and flared. And itʼs not just hurting our 
 pocketbooks, itʼs also hurting our health and our climate.  

 Louisiana is already on the front lines of the climate crisis. Methane, a major component of 
 natural gas, is a greenhouse gas 80 times more powerful than carbon dioxide. By adopting 
 rules to cut methane waste and pollution, we will also increase revenue, reduce smog and 
 toxic air pollution, and help safeguard our climate. This rule will also drive economic growth 
 and job creation in the methane mitigation industry which provides well-paying jobs that are 
 based in our hometowns.  

 LDNRʼs proposal represents significant improvements to its current rules, which only address 
 the venting of natural gas with several, overly broad exemptions.  Although some provisions 
 of the proposal need clarity and it could do more to comprehensively prevent waste from 
 Louisianaʼs oil wells, we support its provisions to: 

 ●  Require Gas Management Planning at New Wells.  There are many economical and 
 cost-effective methods to avoid venting and flaring of natural gas at oil wells. 
 Operators of new wells are in an especially good position to avoid methane waste 
 since they are in control of when and where to drill new wells. 

 ●  Prohibit Routine Flaring at Certain Wells. LDNR proposes to prohibit routine flaring at 
 wells with gas to oil ratios greater than 2000 standard cubic feet to one barrel of oil and 
 at all horizontal wells. Because it is applicable only to some wells, this proposal does 
 not go as far as leading oil and gas producers and states have gone. However, it is a 
 step in the right direction and will reduce methane waste in Louisiana, in particular 
 from horizontal wells which are regulated for the first time.   

 ●  Narrow the Existing Economic Hardship Exception.  LDNR proposes changes to its 
 existing economic hardship exception to require an operator consider the economic 
 feasibility of alternative uses of gas to routing to sales and provide additional 
 information to justify its request.  Although we believe this exception is unnecessary 
 because of the cost-effective alternatives to methane waste and LDNRʼs retention of its 



 existing stripper well exemption, we support LDNRʼs proposed amendments to narrow 
 the applicability of the exception.   

 ●  Require Reporting of Vented and Flared Gas. We support additional reporting of 
 vented and flared gas volumes. 

 ●  Remove the Exemption for Horizontal Wells.  LDNRʼs current rule exempts horizontally 
 drilled wells from the existing prohibition on venting. We support LDNRʼs removal of 
 this exemption. 

 For these reasons, we support the increased protections to cut methane waste and pollution 
 in this proposal and also urge LDNR to take additional action in future rulemakings to further 
 reduce methane waste in Louisiana. 

 Thank you for working to prevent the waste of our natural resources and ensure a cleaner and 
 healthier Louisiana. We urge you to quickly finalize these rules. 

 Sincerely, 

 Linda Van Aman, 70032 



 August 19, 2023 

 To The Louisiana Department of Natural Resources, 

 We need to slash methane waste in all forms to protect our natural resources, the health of 
 our air and our climateʼs future.  Thatʼs why we are counting on the Louisiana Department of 
 Natural Resources to swi�ly finalize its proposed venting and flaring rule as an important step 
 in addressing methane waste in Louisiana.  

 In 2019, fossil fuel producers in Louisiana wasted 5.2 billion cubic feet of natural gas worth 
 nearly $16 million through venting and flaring alone. Thatʼs enough natural gas to fuel all the 
 households in Baton Rouge for over a year and a half. Oil and gas operators also avoid paying 
 taxes and royalties on wasted gas, so federal and state governments, as well as private 
 landowners, lose revenue when gas is vented and flared. And itʼs not just hurting our 
 pocketbooks, itʼs also hurting our health and our climate.  

 Louisiana is already on the front lines of the climate crisis. Methane, a major component of 
 natural gas, is a greenhouse gas 80 times more powerful than carbon dioxide. By adopting 
 rules to cut methane waste and pollution, we will also increase revenue, reduce smog and 
 toxic air pollution, and help safeguard our climate. This rule will also drive economic growth 
 and job creation in the methane mitigation industry which provides well-paying jobs that are 
 based in our hometowns.  

 LDNRʼs proposal represents significant improvements to its current rules, which only address 
 the venting of natural gas with several, overly broad exemptions.  Although some provisions 
 of the proposal need clarity and it could do more to comprehensively prevent waste from 
 Louisianaʼs oil wells, we support its provisions to: 

 ●  Require Gas Management Planning at New Wells.  There are many economical and 
 cost-effective methods to avoid venting and flaring of natural gas at oil wells. 
 Operators of new wells are in an especially good position to avoid methane waste 
 since they are in control of when and where to drill new wells. 

 ●  Prohibit Routine Flaring at Certain Wells. LDNR proposes to prohibit routine flaring at 
 wells with gas to oil ratios greater than 2000 standard cubic feet to one barrel of oil and 
 at all horizontal wells. Because it is applicable only to some wells, this proposal does 
 not go as far as leading oil and gas producers and states have gone. However, it is a 
 step in the right direction and will reduce methane waste in Louisiana, in particular 
 from horizontal wells which are regulated for the first time.   

 ●  Narrow the Existing Economic Hardship Exception.  LDNR proposes changes to its 
 existing economic hardship exception to require an operator consider the economic 
 feasibility of alternative uses of gas to routing to sales and provide additional 
 information to justify its request.  Although we believe this exception is unnecessary 
 because of the cost-effective alternatives to methane waste and LDNRʼs retention of its 



 existing stripper well exemption, we support LDNRʼs proposed amendments to narrow 
 the applicability of the exception.   

 ●  Require Reporting of Vented and Flared Gas. We support additional reporting of 
 vented and flared gas volumes. 

 ●  Remove the Exemption for Horizontal Wells.  LDNRʼs current rule exempts horizontally 
 drilled wells from the existing prohibition on venting. We support LDNRʼs removal of 
 this exemption. 

 For these reasons, we support the increased protections to cut methane waste and pollution 
 in this proposal and also urge LDNR to take additional action in future rulemakings to further 
 reduce methane waste in Louisiana. 

 Thank you for working to prevent the waste of our natural resources and ensure a cleaner and 
 healthier Louisiana. We urge you to quickly finalize these rules. 

 Sincerely, 

 Louella Green, 70058 



 August 19, 2023 

 To The Louisiana Department of Natural Resources, 

 We need to slash methane waste in all forms to protect our natural resources, the health of 
 our air and our climateʼs future.  Thatʼs why we are counting on the Louisiana Department of 
 Natural Resources to swi�ly finalize its proposed venting and flaring rule as an important step 
 in addressing methane waste in Louisiana.  

 In 2019, fossil fuel producers in Louisiana wasted 5.2 billion cubic feet of natural gas worth 
 nearly $16 million through venting and flaring alone. Thatʼs enough natural gas to fuel all the 
 households in Baton Rouge for over a year and a half. Oil and gas operators also avoid paying 
 taxes and royalties on wasted gas, so federal and state governments, as well as private 
 landowners, lose revenue when gas is vented and flared. And itʼs not just hurting our 
 pocketbooks, itʼs also hurting our health and our climate.  

 Louisiana is already on the front lines of the climate crisis. Methane, a major component of 
 natural gas, is a greenhouse gas 80 times more powerful than carbon dioxide. By adopting 
 rules to cut methane waste and pollution, we will also increase revenue, reduce smog and 
 toxic air pollution, and help safeguard our climate. This rule will also drive economic growth 
 and job creation in the methane mitigation industry which provides well-paying jobs that are 
 based in our hometowns.  

 LDNRʼs proposal represents significant improvements to its current rules, which only address 
 the venting of natural gas with several, overly broad exemptions.  Although some provisions 
 of the proposal need clarity and it could do more to comprehensively prevent waste from 
 Louisianaʼs oil wells, we support its provisions to: 

 ●  Require Gas Management Planning at New Wells.  There are many economical and 
 cost-effective methods to avoid venting and flaring of natural gas at oil wells. 
 Operators of new wells are in an especially good position to avoid methane waste 
 since they are in control of when and where to drill new wells. 

 ●  Prohibit Routine Flaring at Certain Wells. LDNR proposes to prohibit routine flaring at 
 wells with gas to oil ratios greater than 2000 standard cubic feet to one barrel of oil and 
 at all horizontal wells. Because it is applicable only to some wells, this proposal does 
 not go as far as leading oil and gas producers and states have gone. However, it is a 
 step in the right direction and will reduce methane waste in Louisiana, in particular 
 from horizontal wells which are regulated for the first time.   

 ●  Narrow the Existing Economic Hardship Exception.  LDNR proposes changes to its 
 existing economic hardship exception to require an operator consider the economic 
 feasibility of alternative uses of gas to routing to sales and provide additional 
 information to justify its request.  Although we believe this exception is unnecessary 
 because of the cost-effective alternatives to methane waste and LDNRʼs retention of its 



 existing stripper well exemption, we support LDNRʼs proposed amendments to narrow 
 the applicability of the exception.   

 ●  Require Reporting of Vented and Flared Gas. We support additional reporting of 
 vented and flared gas volumes. 

 ●  Remove the Exemption for Horizontal Wells.  LDNRʼs current rule exempts horizontally 
 drilled wells from the existing prohibition on venting. We support LDNRʼs removal of 
 this exemption. 

 For these reasons, we support the increased protections to cut methane waste and pollution 
 in this proposal and also urge LDNR to take additional action in future rulemakings to further 
 reduce methane waste in Louisiana. 

 Thank you for working to prevent the waste of our natural resources and ensure a cleaner and 
 healthier Louisiana. We urge you to quickly finalize these rules. 

 Sincerely, 

 Dhaval Patel, 70094 



 August 19, 2023 

 To The Louisiana Department of Natural Resources, 

 We need to slash methane waste in all forms to protect our natural resources, the health of 
 our air and our climateʼs future.  Thatʼs why we are counting on the Louisiana Department of 
 Natural Resources to swi�ly finalize its proposed venting and flaring rule as an important step 
 in addressing methane waste in Louisiana.  

 In 2019, fossil fuel producers in Louisiana wasted 5.2 billion cubic feet of natural gas worth 
 nearly $16 million through venting and flaring alone. Thatʼs enough natural gas to fuel all the 
 households in Baton Rouge for over a year and a half. Oil and gas operators also avoid paying 
 taxes and royalties on wasted gas, so federal and state governments, as well as private 
 landowners, lose revenue when gas is vented and flared. And itʼs not just hurting our 
 pocketbooks, itʼs also hurting our health and our climate.  

 Louisiana is already on the front lines of the climate crisis. Methane, a major component of 
 natural gas, is a greenhouse gas 80 times more powerful than carbon dioxide. By adopting 
 rules to cut methane waste and pollution, we will also increase revenue, reduce smog and 
 toxic air pollution, and help safeguard our climate. This rule will also drive economic growth 
 and job creation in the methane mitigation industry which provides well-paying jobs that are 
 based in our hometowns.  

 LDNRʼs proposal represents significant improvements to its current rules, which only address 
 the venting of natural gas with several, overly broad exemptions.  Although some provisions 
 of the proposal need clarity and it could do more to comprehensively prevent waste from 
 Louisianaʼs oil wells, we support its provisions to: 

 ●  Require Gas Management Planning at New Wells.  There are many economical and 
 cost-effective methods to avoid venting and flaring of natural gas at oil wells. 
 Operators of new wells are in an especially good position to avoid methane waste 
 since they are in control of when and where to drill new wells. 

 ●  Prohibit Routine Flaring at Certain Wells. LDNR proposes to prohibit routine flaring at 
 wells with gas to oil ratios greater than 2000 standard cubic feet to one barrel of oil and 
 at all horizontal wells. Because it is applicable only to some wells, this proposal does 
 not go as far as leading oil and gas producers and states have gone. However, it is a 
 step in the right direction and will reduce methane waste in Louisiana, in particular 
 from horizontal wells which are regulated for the first time.   

 ●  Narrow the Existing Economic Hardship Exception.  LDNR proposes changes to its 
 existing economic hardship exception to require an operator consider the economic 
 feasibility of alternative uses of gas to routing to sales and provide additional 
 information to justify its request.  Although we believe this exception is unnecessary 
 because of the cost-effective alternatives to methane waste and LDNRʼs retention of its 



 existing stripper well exemption, we support LDNRʼs proposed amendments to narrow 
 the applicability of the exception.   

 ●  Require Reporting of Vented and Flared Gas. We support additional reporting of 
 vented and flared gas volumes. 

 ●  Remove the Exemption for Horizontal Wells.  LDNRʼs current rule exempts horizontally 
 drilled wells from the existing prohibition on venting. We support LDNRʼs removal of 
 this exemption. 

 For these reasons, we support the increased protections to cut methane waste and pollution 
 in this proposal and also urge LDNR to take additional action in future rulemakings to further 
 reduce methane waste in Louisiana. 

 Thank you for working to prevent the waste of our natural resources and ensure a cleaner and 
 healthier Louisiana. We urge you to quickly finalize these rules. 

 Sincerely, 

 Lire Stein-Donaldson, 70047 



 August 19, 2023 

 To The Louisiana Department of Natural Resources, 

 We need to slash methane waste in all forms to protect our natural resources, the health of 
 our air and our climateʼs future.  Thatʼs why we are counting on the Louisiana Department of 
 Natural Resources to swi�ly finalize its proposed venting and flaring rule as an important step 
 in addressing methane waste in Louisiana.  

 In 2019, fossil fuel producers in Louisiana wasted 5.2 billion cubic feet of natural gas worth 
 nearly $16 million through venting and flaring alone. Thatʼs enough natural gas to fuel all the 
 households in Baton Rouge for over a year and a half. Oil and gas operators also avoid paying 
 taxes and royalties on wasted gas, so federal and state governments, as well as private 
 landowners, lose revenue when gas is vented and flared. And itʼs not just hurting our 
 pocketbooks, itʼs also hurting our health and our climate.  

 Louisiana is already on the front lines of the climate crisis. Methane, a major component of 
 natural gas, is a greenhouse gas 80 times more powerful than carbon dioxide. By adopting 
 rules to cut methane waste and pollution, we will also increase revenue, reduce smog and 
 toxic air pollution, and help safeguard our climate. This rule will also drive economic growth 
 and job creation in the methane mitigation industry which provides well-paying jobs that are 
 based in our hometowns.  

 LDNRʼs proposal represents significant improvements to its current rules, which only address 
 the venting of natural gas with several, overly broad exemptions.  Although some provisions 
 of the proposal need clarity and it could do more to comprehensively prevent waste from 
 Louisianaʼs oil wells, we support its provisions to: 

 ●  Require Gas Management Planning at New Wells.  There are many economical and 
 cost-effective methods to avoid venting and flaring of natural gas at oil wells. 
 Operators of new wells are in an especially good position to avoid methane waste 
 since they are in control of when and where to drill new wells. 

 ●  Prohibit Routine Flaring at Certain Wells. LDNR proposes to prohibit routine flaring at 
 wells with gas to oil ratios greater than 2000 standard cubic feet to one barrel of oil and 
 at all horizontal wells. Because it is applicable only to some wells, this proposal does 
 not go as far as leading oil and gas producers and states have gone. However, it is a 
 step in the right direction and will reduce methane waste in Louisiana, in particular 
 from horizontal wells which are regulated for the first time.   

 ●  Narrow the Existing Economic Hardship Exception.  LDNR proposes changes to its 
 existing economic hardship exception to require an operator consider the economic 
 feasibility of alternative uses of gas to routing to sales and provide additional 
 information to justify its request.  Although we believe this exception is unnecessary 
 because of the cost-effective alternatives to methane waste and LDNRʼs retention of its 



 existing stripper well exemption, we support LDNRʼs proposed amendments to narrow 
 the applicability of the exception.   

 ●  Require Reporting of Vented and Flared Gas. We support additional reporting of 
 vented and flared gas volumes. 

 ●  Remove the Exemption for Horizontal Wells.  LDNRʼs current rule exempts horizontally 
 drilled wells from the existing prohibition on venting. We support LDNRʼs removal of 
 this exemption. 

 For these reasons, we support the increased protections to cut methane waste and pollution 
 in this proposal and also urge LDNR to take additional action in future rulemakings to further 
 reduce methane waste in Louisiana. 

 Thank you for working to prevent the waste of our natural resources and ensure a cleaner and 
 healthier Louisiana. We urge you to quickly finalize these rules. 

 Sincerely, 

 Sara Smith, 70058 



 August 19, 2023 

 To The Louisiana Department of Natural Resources, 

 We need to slash methane waste in all forms to protect our natural resources, the health of 
 our air and our climateʼs future.  Thatʼs why we are counting on the Louisiana Department of 
 Natural Resources to swi�ly finalize its proposed venting and flaring rule as an important step 
 in addressing methane waste in Louisiana.  

 In 2019, fossil fuel producers in Louisiana wasted 5.2 billion cubic feet of natural gas worth 
 nearly $16 million through venting and flaring alone. Thatʼs enough natural gas to fuel all the 
 households in Baton Rouge for over a year and a half. Oil and gas operators also avoid paying 
 taxes and royalties on wasted gas, so federal and state governments, as well as private 
 landowners, lose revenue when gas is vented and flared. And itʼs not just hurting our 
 pocketbooks, itʼs also hurting our health and our climate.  

 Louisiana is already on the front lines of the climate crisis. Methane, a major component of 
 natural gas, is a greenhouse gas 80 times more powerful than carbon dioxide. By adopting 
 rules to cut methane waste and pollution, we will also increase revenue, reduce smog and 
 toxic air pollution, and help safeguard our climate. This rule will also drive economic growth 
 and job creation in the methane mitigation industry which provides well-paying jobs that are 
 based in our hometowns.  

 LDNRʼs proposal represents significant improvements to its current rules, which only address 
 the venting of natural gas with several, overly broad exemptions.  Although some provisions 
 of the proposal need clarity and it could do more to comprehensively prevent waste from 
 Louisianaʼs oil wells, we support its provisions to: 

 ●  Require Gas Management Planning at New Wells.  There are many economical and 
 cost-effective methods to avoid venting and flaring of natural gas at oil wells. 
 Operators of new wells are in an especially good position to avoid methane waste 
 since they are in control of when and where to drill new wells. 

 ●  Prohibit Routine Flaring at Certain Wells. LDNR proposes to prohibit routine flaring at 
 wells with gas to oil ratios greater than 2000 standard cubic feet to one barrel of oil and 
 at all horizontal wells. Because it is applicable only to some wells, this proposal does 
 not go as far as leading oil and gas producers and states have gone. However, it is a 
 step in the right direction and will reduce methane waste in Louisiana, in particular 
 from horizontal wells which are regulated for the first time.   

 ●  Narrow the Existing Economic Hardship Exception.  LDNR proposes changes to its 
 existing economic hardship exception to require an operator consider the economic 
 feasibility of alternative uses of gas to routing to sales and provide additional 
 information to justify its request.  Although we believe this exception is unnecessary 
 because of the cost-effective alternatives to methane waste and LDNRʼs retention of its 



 existing stripper well exemption, we support LDNRʼs proposed amendments to narrow 
 the applicability of the exception.   

 ●  Require Reporting of Vented and Flared Gas. We support additional reporting of 
 vented and flared gas volumes. 

 ●  Remove the Exemption for Horizontal Wells.  LDNRʼs current rule exempts horizontally 
 drilled wells from the existing prohibition on venting. We support LDNRʼs removal of 
 this exemption. 

 For these reasons, we support the increased protections to cut methane waste and pollution 
 in this proposal and also urge LDNR to take additional action in future rulemakings to further 
 reduce methane waste in Louisiana. 

 Thank you for working to prevent the waste of our natural resources and ensure a cleaner and 
 healthier Louisiana. We urge you to quickly finalize these rules. 

 Sincerely, 

 Pam Freshney, 70775 



 August 19, 2023 

 To The Louisiana Department of Natural Resources, 

 We need to slash methane waste in all forms to protect our natural resources, the health of 
 our air and our climateʼs future.  Thatʼs why we are counting on the Louisiana Department of 
 Natural Resources to swi�ly finalize its proposed venting and flaring rule as an important step 
 in addressing methane waste in Louisiana.  

 In 2019, fossil fuel producers in Louisiana wasted 5.2 billion cubic feet of natural gas worth 
 nearly $16 million through venting and flaring alone. Thatʼs enough natural gas to fuel all the 
 households in Baton Rouge for over a year and a half. Oil and gas operators also avoid paying 
 taxes and royalties on wasted gas, so federal and state governments, as well as private 
 landowners, lose revenue when gas is vented and flared. And itʼs not just hurting our 
 pocketbooks, itʼs also hurting our health and our climate.  

 Louisiana is already on the front lines of the climate crisis. Methane, a major component of 
 natural gas, is a greenhouse gas 80 times more powerful than carbon dioxide. By adopting 
 rules to cut methane waste and pollution, we will also increase revenue, reduce smog and 
 toxic air pollution, and help safeguard our climate. This rule will also drive economic growth 
 and job creation in the methane mitigation industry which provides well-paying jobs that are 
 based in our hometowns.  

 LDNRʼs proposal represents significant improvements to its current rules, which only address 
 the venting of natural gas with several, overly broad exemptions.  Although some provisions 
 of the proposal need clarity and it could do more to comprehensively prevent waste from 
 Louisianaʼs oil wells, we support its provisions to: 

 ●  Require Gas Management Planning at New Wells.  There are many economical and 
 cost-effective methods to avoid venting and flaring of natural gas at oil wells. 
 Operators of new wells are in an especially good position to avoid methane waste 
 since they are in control of when and where to drill new wells. 

 ●  Prohibit Routine Flaring at Certain Wells. LDNR proposes to prohibit routine flaring at 
 wells with gas to oil ratios greater than 2000 standard cubic feet to one barrel of oil and 
 at all horizontal wells. Because it is applicable only to some wells, this proposal does 
 not go as far as leading oil and gas producers and states have gone. However, it is a 
 step in the right direction and will reduce methane waste in Louisiana, in particular 
 from horizontal wells which are regulated for the first time.   

 ●  Narrow the Existing Economic Hardship Exception.  LDNR proposes changes to its 
 existing economic hardship exception to require an operator consider the economic 
 feasibility of alternative uses of gas to routing to sales and provide additional 
 information to justify its request.  Although we believe this exception is unnecessary 
 because of the cost-effective alternatives to methane waste and LDNRʼs retention of its 



 existing stripper well exemption, we support LDNRʼs proposed amendments to narrow 
 the applicability of the exception.   

 ●  Require Reporting of Vented and Flared Gas. We support additional reporting of 
 vented and flared gas volumes. 

 ●  Remove the Exemption for Horizontal Wells.  LDNRʼs current rule exempts horizontally 
 drilled wells from the existing prohibition on venting. We support LDNRʼs removal of 
 this exemption. 

 For these reasons, we support the increased protections to cut methane waste and pollution 
 in this proposal and also urge LDNR to take additional action in future rulemakings to further 
 reduce methane waste in Louisiana. 

 Thank you for working to prevent the waste of our natural resources and ensure a cleaner and 
 healthier Louisiana. We urge you to quickly finalize these rules. 

 Sincerely, 

 David Harlan, 70130 



 August 19, 2023 

 To The Louisiana Department of Natural Resources, 

 We need to slash methane waste in all forms to protect our natural resources, the health of 
 our air and our climateʼs future.  Thatʼs why we are counting on the Louisiana Department of 
 Natural Resources to swi�ly finalize its proposed venting and flaring rule as an important step 
 in addressing methane waste in Louisiana.  

 In 2019, fossil fuel producers in Louisiana wasted 5.2 billion cubic feet of natural gas worth 
 nearly $16 million through venting and flaring alone. Thatʼs enough natural gas to fuel all the 
 households in Baton Rouge for over a year and a half. Oil and gas operators also avoid paying 
 taxes and royalties on wasted gas, so federal and state governments, as well as private 
 landowners, lose revenue when gas is vented and flared. And itʼs not just hurting our 
 pocketbooks, itʼs also hurting our health and our climate.  

 Louisiana is already on the front lines of the climate crisis. Methane, a major component of 
 natural gas, is a greenhouse gas 80 times more powerful than carbon dioxide. By adopting 
 rules to cut methane waste and pollution, we will also increase revenue, reduce smog and 
 toxic air pollution, and help safeguard our climate. This rule will also drive economic growth 
 and job creation in the methane mitigation industry which provides well-paying jobs that are 
 based in our hometowns.  

 LDNRʼs proposal represents significant improvements to its current rules, which only address 
 the venting of natural gas with several, overly broad exemptions.  Although some provisions 
 of the proposal need clarity and it could do more to comprehensively prevent waste from 
 Louisianaʼs oil wells, we support its provisions to: 

 ●  Require Gas Management Planning at New Wells.  There are many economical and 
 cost-effective methods to avoid venting and flaring of natural gas at oil wells. 
 Operators of new wells are in an especially good position to avoid methane waste 
 since they are in control of when and where to drill new wells. 

 ●  Prohibit Routine Flaring at Certain Wells. LDNR proposes to prohibit routine flaring at 
 wells with gas to oil ratios greater than 2000 standard cubic feet to one barrel of oil and 
 at all horizontal wells. Because it is applicable only to some wells, this proposal does 
 not go as far as leading oil and gas producers and states have gone. However, it is a 
 step in the right direction and will reduce methane waste in Louisiana, in particular 
 from horizontal wells which are regulated for the first time.   

 ●  Narrow the Existing Economic Hardship Exception.  LDNR proposes changes to its 
 existing economic hardship exception to require an operator consider the economic 
 feasibility of alternative uses of gas to routing to sales and provide additional 
 information to justify its request.  Although we believe this exception is unnecessary 
 because of the cost-effective alternatives to methane waste and LDNRʼs retention of its 



 existing stripper well exemption, we support LDNRʼs proposed amendments to narrow 
 the applicability of the exception.   

 ●  Require Reporting of Vented and Flared Gas. We support additional reporting of 
 vented and flared gas volumes. 

 ●  Remove the Exemption for Horizontal Wells.  LDNRʼs current rule exempts horizontally 
 drilled wells from the existing prohibition on venting. We support LDNRʼs removal of 
 this exemption. 

 For these reasons, we support the increased protections to cut methane waste and pollution 
 in this proposal and also urge LDNR to take additional action in future rulemakings to further 
 reduce methane waste in Louisiana. 

 Thank you for working to prevent the waste of our natural resources and ensure a cleaner and 
 healthier Louisiana. We urge you to quickly finalize these rules. 

 Sincerely, 

 Steve Groze, 70592 



 August 19, 2023 

 To The Louisiana Department of Natural Resources, 

 We need to slash methane waste in all forms to protect our natural resources, the health of 
 our air and our climateʼs future.  Thatʼs why we are counting on the Louisiana Department of 
 Natural Resources to swi�ly finalize its proposed venting and flaring rule as an important step 
 in addressing methane waste in Louisiana.  

 In 2019, fossil fuel producers in Louisiana wasted 5.2 billion cubic feet of natural gas worth 
 nearly $16 million through venting and flaring alone. Thatʼs enough natural gas to fuel all the 
 households in Baton Rouge for over a year and a half. Oil and gas operators also avoid paying 
 taxes and royalties on wasted gas, so federal and state governments, as well as private 
 landowners, lose revenue when gas is vented and flared. And itʼs not just hurting our 
 pocketbooks, itʼs also hurting our health and our climate.  

 Louisiana is already on the front lines of the climate crisis. Methane, a major component of 
 natural gas, is a greenhouse gas 80 times more powerful than carbon dioxide. By adopting 
 rules to cut methane waste and pollution, we will also increase revenue, reduce smog and 
 toxic air pollution, and help safeguard our climate. This rule will also drive economic growth 
 and job creation in the methane mitigation industry which provides well-paying jobs that are 
 based in our hometowns.  

 LDNRʼs proposal represents significant improvements to its current rules, which only address 
 the venting of natural gas with several, overly broad exemptions.  Although some provisions 
 of the proposal need clarity and it could do more to comprehensively prevent waste from 
 Louisianaʼs oil wells, we support its provisions to: 

 ●  Require Gas Management Planning at New Wells.  There are many economical and 
 cost-effective methods to avoid venting and flaring of natural gas at oil wells. 
 Operators of new wells are in an especially good position to avoid methane waste 
 since they are in control of when and where to drill new wells. 

 ●  Prohibit Routine Flaring at Certain Wells. LDNR proposes to prohibit routine flaring at 
 wells with gas to oil ratios greater than 2000 standard cubic feet to one barrel of oil and 
 at all horizontal wells. Because it is applicable only to some wells, this proposal does 
 not go as far as leading oil and gas producers and states have gone. However, it is a 
 step in the right direction and will reduce methane waste in Louisiana, in particular 
 from horizontal wells which are regulated for the first time.   

 ●  Narrow the Existing Economic Hardship Exception.  LDNR proposes changes to its 
 existing economic hardship exception to require an operator consider the economic 
 feasibility of alternative uses of gas to routing to sales and provide additional 
 information to justify its request.  Although we believe this exception is unnecessary 
 because of the cost-effective alternatives to methane waste and LDNRʼs retention of its 



 existing stripper well exemption, we support LDNRʼs proposed amendments to narrow 
 the applicability of the exception.   

 ●  Require Reporting of Vented and Flared Gas. We support additional reporting of 
 vented and flared gas volumes. 

 ●  Remove the Exemption for Horizontal Wells.  LDNRʼs current rule exempts horizontally 
 drilled wells from the existing prohibition on venting. We support LDNRʼs removal of 
 this exemption. 

 For these reasons, we support the increased protections to cut methane waste and pollution 
 in this proposal and also urge LDNR to take additional action in future rulemakings to further 
 reduce methane waste in Louisiana. 

 Thank you for working to prevent the waste of our natural resources and ensure a cleaner and 
 healthier Louisiana. We urge you to quickly finalize these rules. 

 Sincerely, 

 Sherry Byers, 70820 



 August 19, 2023 

 To The Louisiana Department of Natural Resources, 

 We need to slash methane waste in all forms to protect our natural resources, the health of 
 our air and our climateʼs future.  Thatʼs why we are counting on the Louisiana Department of 
 Natural Resources to swi�ly finalize its proposed venting and flaring rule as an important step 
 in addressing methane waste in Louisiana.  

 In 2019, fossil fuel producers in Louisiana wasted 5.2 billion cubic feet of natural gas worth 
 nearly $16 million through venting and flaring alone. Thatʼs enough natural gas to fuel all the 
 households in Baton Rouge for over a year and a half. Oil and gas operators also avoid paying 
 taxes and royalties on wasted gas, so federal and state governments, as well as private 
 landowners, lose revenue when gas is vented and flared. And itʼs not just hurting our 
 pocketbooks, itʼs also hurting our health and our climate.  

 Louisiana is already on the front lines of the climate crisis. Methane, a major component of 
 natural gas, is a greenhouse gas 80 times more powerful than carbon dioxide. By adopting 
 rules to cut methane waste and pollution, we will also increase revenue, reduce smog and 
 toxic air pollution, and help safeguard our climate. This rule will also drive economic growth 
 and job creation in the methane mitigation industry which provides well-paying jobs that are 
 based in our hometowns.  

 LDNRʼs proposal represents significant improvements to its current rules, which only address 
 the venting of natural gas with several, overly broad exemptions.  Although some provisions 
 of the proposal need clarity and it could do more to comprehensively prevent waste from 
 Louisianaʼs oil wells, we support its provisions to: 

 ●  Require Gas Management Planning at New Wells.  There are many economical and 
 cost-effective methods to avoid venting and flaring of natural gas at oil wells. 
 Operators of new wells are in an especially good position to avoid methane waste 
 since they are in control of when and where to drill new wells. 

 ●  Prohibit Routine Flaring at Certain Wells. LDNR proposes to prohibit routine flaring at 
 wells with gas to oil ratios greater than 2000 standard cubic feet to one barrel of oil and 
 at all horizontal wells. Because it is applicable only to some wells, this proposal does 
 not go as far as leading oil and gas producers and states have gone. However, it is a 
 step in the right direction and will reduce methane waste in Louisiana, in particular 
 from horizontal wells which are regulated for the first time.   

 ●  Narrow the Existing Economic Hardship Exception.  LDNR proposes changes to its 
 existing economic hardship exception to require an operator consider the economic 
 feasibility of alternative uses of gas to routing to sales and provide additional 
 information to justify its request.  Although we believe this exception is unnecessary 
 because of the cost-effective alternatives to methane waste and LDNRʼs retention of its 



 existing stripper well exemption, we support LDNRʼs proposed amendments to narrow 
 the applicability of the exception.   

 ●  Require Reporting of Vented and Flared Gas. We support additional reporting of 
 vented and flared gas volumes. 

 ●  Remove the Exemption for Horizontal Wells.  LDNRʼs current rule exempts horizontally 
 drilled wells from the existing prohibition on venting. We support LDNRʼs removal of 
 this exemption. 

 For these reasons, we support the increased protections to cut methane waste and pollution 
 in this proposal and also urge LDNR to take additional action in future rulemakings to further 
 reduce methane waste in Louisiana. 

 Thank you for working to prevent the waste of our natural resources and ensure a cleaner and 
 healthier Louisiana. We urge you to quickly finalize these rules. 

 Sincerely, 

 Lynn O'Shea, 70119 



 August 19, 2023 

 To The Louisiana Department of Natural Resources, 

 We need to slash methane waste in all forms to protect our natural resources, the health of 
 our air and our climateʼs future.  Thatʼs why we are counting on the Louisiana Department of 
 Natural Resources to swi�ly finalize its proposed venting and flaring rule as an important step 
 in addressing methane waste in Louisiana.  

 In 2019, fossil fuel producers in Louisiana wasted 5.2 billion cubic feet of natural gas worth 
 nearly $16 million through venting and flaring alone. Thatʼs enough natural gas to fuel all the 
 households in Baton Rouge for over a year and a half. Oil and gas operators also avoid paying 
 taxes and royalties on wasted gas, so federal and state governments, as well as private 
 landowners, lose revenue when gas is vented and flared. And itʼs not just hurting our 
 pocketbooks, itʼs also hurting our health and our climate.  

 Louisiana is already on the front lines of the climate crisis. Methane, a major component of 
 natural gas, is a greenhouse gas 80 times more powerful than carbon dioxide. By adopting 
 rules to cut methane waste and pollution, we will also increase revenue, reduce smog and 
 toxic air pollution, and help safeguard our climate. This rule will also drive economic growth 
 and job creation in the methane mitigation industry which provides well-paying jobs that are 
 based in our hometowns.  

 LDNRʼs proposal represents significant improvements to its current rules, which only address 
 the venting of natural gas with several, overly broad exemptions.  Although some provisions 
 of the proposal need clarity and it could do more to comprehensively prevent waste from 
 Louisianaʼs oil wells, we support its provisions to: 

 ●  Require Gas Management Planning at New Wells.  There are many economical and 
 cost-effective methods to avoid venting and flaring of natural gas at oil wells. 
 Operators of new wells are in an especially good position to avoid methane waste 
 since they are in control of when and where to drill new wells. 

 ●  Prohibit Routine Flaring at Certain Wells. LDNR proposes to prohibit routine flaring at 
 wells with gas to oil ratios greater than 2000 standard cubic feet to one barrel of oil and 
 at all horizontal wells. Because it is applicable only to some wells, this proposal does 
 not go as far as leading oil and gas producers and states have gone. However, it is a 
 step in the right direction and will reduce methane waste in Louisiana, in particular 
 from horizontal wells which are regulated for the first time.   

 ●  Narrow the Existing Economic Hardship Exception.  LDNR proposes changes to its 
 existing economic hardship exception to require an operator consider the economic 
 feasibility of alternative uses of gas to routing to sales and provide additional 
 information to justify its request.  Although we believe this exception is unnecessary 
 because of the cost-effective alternatives to methane waste and LDNRʼs retention of its 



 existing stripper well exemption, we support LDNRʼs proposed amendments to narrow 
 the applicability of the exception.   

 ●  Require Reporting of Vented and Flared Gas. We support additional reporting of 
 vented and flared gas volumes. 

 ●  Remove the Exemption for Horizontal Wells.  LDNRʼs current rule exempts horizontally 
 drilled wells from the existing prohibition on venting. We support LDNRʼs removal of 
 this exemption. 

 For these reasons, we support the increased protections to cut methane waste and pollution 
 in this proposal and also urge LDNR to take additional action in future rulemakings to further 
 reduce methane waste in Louisiana. 

 Thank you for working to prevent the waste of our natural resources and ensure a cleaner and 
 healthier Louisiana. We urge you to quickly finalize these rules. 

 Sincerely, 

 Keyon Jeff, 70360 



 August 19, 2023 

 To The Louisiana Department of Natural Resources, 

 We need to slash methane waste in all forms to protect our natural resources, the health of 
 our air and our climateʼs future.  Thatʼs why we are counting on the Louisiana Department of 
 Natural Resources to swi�ly finalize its proposed venting and flaring rule as an important step 
 in addressing methane waste in Louisiana.  

 In 2019, fossil fuel producers in Louisiana wasted 5.2 billion cubic feet of natural gas worth 
 nearly $16 million through venting and flaring alone. Thatʼs enough natural gas to fuel all the 
 households in Baton Rouge for over a year and a half. Oil and gas operators also avoid paying 
 taxes and royalties on wasted gas, so federal and state governments, as well as private 
 landowners, lose revenue when gas is vented and flared. And itʼs not just hurting our 
 pocketbooks, itʼs also hurting our health and our climate.  

 Louisiana is already on the front lines of the climate crisis. Methane, a major component of 
 natural gas, is a greenhouse gas 80 times more powerful than carbon dioxide. By adopting 
 rules to cut methane waste and pollution, we will also increase revenue, reduce smog and 
 toxic air pollution, and help safeguard our climate. This rule will also drive economic growth 
 and job creation in the methane mitigation industry which provides well-paying jobs that are 
 based in our hometowns.  

 LDNRʼs proposal represents significant improvements to its current rules, which only address 
 the venting of natural gas with several, overly broad exemptions.  Although some provisions 
 of the proposal need clarity and it could do more to comprehensively prevent waste from 
 Louisianaʼs oil wells, we support its provisions to: 

 ●  Require Gas Management Planning at New Wells.  There are many economical and 
 cost-effective methods to avoid venting and flaring of natural gas at oil wells. 
 Operators of new wells are in an especially good position to avoid methane waste 
 since they are in control of when and where to drill new wells. 

 ●  Prohibit Routine Flaring at Certain Wells. LDNR proposes to prohibit routine flaring at 
 wells with gas to oil ratios greater than 2000 standard cubic feet to one barrel of oil and 
 at all horizontal wells. Because it is applicable only to some wells, this proposal does 
 not go as far as leading oil and gas producers and states have gone. However, it is a 
 step in the right direction and will reduce methane waste in Louisiana, in particular 
 from horizontal wells which are regulated for the first time.   

 ●  Narrow the Existing Economic Hardship Exception.  LDNR proposes changes to its 
 existing economic hardship exception to require an operator consider the economic 
 feasibility of alternative uses of gas to routing to sales and provide additional 
 information to justify its request.  Although we believe this exception is unnecessary 
 because of the cost-effective alternatives to methane waste and LDNRʼs retention of its 



 existing stripper well exemption, we support LDNRʼs proposed amendments to narrow 
 the applicability of the exception.   

 ●  Require Reporting of Vented and Flared Gas. We support additional reporting of 
 vented and flared gas volumes. 

 ●  Remove the Exemption for Horizontal Wells.  LDNRʼs current rule exempts horizontally 
 drilled wells from the existing prohibition on venting. We support LDNRʼs removal of 
 this exemption. 

 For these reasons, we support the increased protections to cut methane waste and pollution 
 in this proposal and also urge LDNR to take additional action in future rulemakings to further 
 reduce methane waste in Louisiana. 

 Thank you for working to prevent the waste of our natural resources and ensure a cleaner and 
 healthier Louisiana. We urge you to quickly finalize these rules. 

 Sincerely, 

 Mary Todd, 70806 



 August 19, 2023 

 To The Louisiana Department of Natural Resources, 

 We need to slash methane waste in all forms to protect our natural resources, the health of 
 our air and our climateʼs future.  Thatʼs why we are counting on the Louisiana Department of 
 Natural Resources to swi�ly finalize its proposed venting and flaring rule as an important step 
 in addressing methane waste in Louisiana.  

 In 2019, fossil fuel producers in Louisiana wasted 5.2 billion cubic feet of natural gas worth 
 nearly $16 million through venting and flaring alone. Thatʼs enough natural gas to fuel all the 
 households in Baton Rouge for over a year and a half. Oil and gas operators also avoid paying 
 taxes and royalties on wasted gas, so federal and state governments, as well as private 
 landowners, lose revenue when gas is vented and flared. And itʼs not just hurting our 
 pocketbooks, itʼs also hurting our health and our climate.  

 Louisiana is already on the front lines of the climate crisis. Methane, a major component of 
 natural gas, is a greenhouse gas 80 times more powerful than carbon dioxide. By adopting 
 rules to cut methane waste and pollution, we will also increase revenue, reduce smog and 
 toxic air pollution, and help safeguard our climate. This rule will also drive economic growth 
 and job creation in the methane mitigation industry which provides well-paying jobs that are 
 based in our hometowns.  

 LDNRʼs proposal represents significant improvements to its current rules, which only address 
 the venting of natural gas with several, overly broad exemptions.  Although some provisions 
 of the proposal need clarity and it could do more to comprehensively prevent waste from 
 Louisianaʼs oil wells, we support its provisions to: 

 ●  Require Gas Management Planning at New Wells.  There are many economical and 
 cost-effective methods to avoid venting and flaring of natural gas at oil wells. 
 Operators of new wells are in an especially good position to avoid methane waste 
 since they are in control of when and where to drill new wells. 

 ●  Prohibit Routine Flaring at Certain Wells. LDNR proposes to prohibit routine flaring at 
 wells with gas to oil ratios greater than 2000 standard cubic feet to one barrel of oil and 
 at all horizontal wells. Because it is applicable only to some wells, this proposal does 
 not go as far as leading oil and gas producers and states have gone. However, it is a 
 step in the right direction and will reduce methane waste in Louisiana, in particular 
 from horizontal wells which are regulated for the first time.   

 ●  Narrow the Existing Economic Hardship Exception.  LDNR proposes changes to its 
 existing economic hardship exception to require an operator consider the economic 
 feasibility of alternative uses of gas to routing to sales and provide additional 
 information to justify its request.  Although we believe this exception is unnecessary 
 because of the cost-effective alternatives to methane waste and LDNRʼs retention of its 



 existing stripper well exemption, we support LDNRʼs proposed amendments to narrow 
 the applicability of the exception.   

 ●  Require Reporting of Vented and Flared Gas. We support additional reporting of 
 vented and flared gas volumes. 

 ●  Remove the Exemption for Horizontal Wells.  LDNRʼs current rule exempts horizontally 
 drilled wells from the existing prohibition on venting. We support LDNRʼs removal of 
 this exemption. 

 For these reasons, we support the increased protections to cut methane waste and pollution 
 in this proposal and also urge LDNR to take additional action in future rulemakings to further 
 reduce methane waste in Louisiana. 

 Thank you for working to prevent the waste of our natural resources and ensure a cleaner and 
 healthier Louisiana. We urge you to quickly finalize these rules. 

 Sincerely, 

 Ryan Hanson, 70115 



 August 19, 2023 

 To The Louisiana Department of Natural Resources, 

 We need to slash methane waste in all forms to protect our natural resources, the health of 
 our air and our climateʼs future.  Thatʼs why we are counting on the Louisiana Department of 
 Natural Resources to swi�ly finalize its proposed venting and flaring rule as an important step 
 in addressing methane waste in Louisiana.  

 In 2019, fossil fuel producers in Louisiana wasted 5.2 billion cubic feet of natural gas worth 
 nearly $16 million through venting and flaring alone. Thatʼs enough natural gas to fuel all the 
 households in Baton Rouge for over a year and a half. Oil and gas operators also avoid paying 
 taxes and royalties on wasted gas, so federal and state governments, as well as private 
 landowners, lose revenue when gas is vented and flared. And itʼs not just hurting our 
 pocketbooks, itʼs also hurting our health and our climate.  

 Louisiana is already on the front lines of the climate crisis. Methane, a major component of 
 natural gas, is a greenhouse gas 80 times more powerful than carbon dioxide. By adopting 
 rules to cut methane waste and pollution, we will also increase revenue, reduce smog and 
 toxic air pollution, and help safeguard our climate. This rule will also drive economic growth 
 and job creation in the methane mitigation industry which provides well-paying jobs that are 
 based in our hometowns.  

 LDNRʼs proposal represents significant improvements to its current rules, which only address 
 the venting of natural gas with several, overly broad exemptions.  Although some provisions 
 of the proposal need clarity and it could do more to comprehensively prevent waste from 
 Louisianaʼs oil wells, we support its provisions to: 

 ●  Require Gas Management Planning at New Wells.  There are many economical and 
 cost-effective methods to avoid venting and flaring of natural gas at oil wells. 
 Operators of new wells are in an especially good position to avoid methane waste 
 since they are in control of when and where to drill new wells. 

 ●  Prohibit Routine Flaring at Certain Wells. LDNR proposes to prohibit routine flaring at 
 wells with gas to oil ratios greater than 2000 standard cubic feet to one barrel of oil and 
 at all horizontal wells. Because it is applicable only to some wells, this proposal does 
 not go as far as leading oil and gas producers and states have gone. However, it is a 
 step in the right direction and will reduce methane waste in Louisiana, in particular 
 from horizontal wells which are regulated for the first time.   

 ●  Narrow the Existing Economic Hardship Exception.  LDNR proposes changes to its 
 existing economic hardship exception to require an operator consider the economic 
 feasibility of alternative uses of gas to routing to sales and provide additional 
 information to justify its request.  Although we believe this exception is unnecessary 
 because of the cost-effective alternatives to methane waste and LDNRʼs retention of its 



 existing stripper well exemption, we support LDNRʼs proposed amendments to narrow 
 the applicability of the exception.   

 ●  Require Reporting of Vented and Flared Gas. We support additional reporting of 
 vented and flared gas volumes. 

 ●  Remove the Exemption for Horizontal Wells.  LDNRʼs current rule exempts horizontally 
 drilled wells from the existing prohibition on venting. We support LDNRʼs removal of 
 this exemption. 

 For these reasons, we support the increased protections to cut methane waste and pollution 
 in this proposal and also urge LDNR to take additional action in future rulemakings to further 
 reduce methane waste in Louisiana. 

 Thank you for working to prevent the waste of our natural resources and ensure a cleaner and 
 healthier Louisiana. We urge you to quickly finalize these rules. 

 Sincerely, 

 Anne Harris, 70005 



 August 19, 2023 

 To The Louisiana Department of Natural Resources, 

 We need to slash methane waste in all forms to protect our natural resources, the health of 
 our air and our climateʼs future.  Thatʼs why we are counting on the Louisiana Department of 
 Natural Resources to swi�ly finalize its proposed venting and flaring rule as an important step 
 in addressing methane waste in Louisiana.  

 In 2019, fossil fuel producers in Louisiana wasted 5.2 billion cubic feet of natural gas worth 
 nearly $16 million through venting and flaring alone. Thatʼs enough natural gas to fuel all the 
 households in Baton Rouge for over a year and a half. Oil and gas operators also avoid paying 
 taxes and royalties on wasted gas, so federal and state governments, as well as private 
 landowners, lose revenue when gas is vented and flared. And itʼs not just hurting our 
 pocketbooks, itʼs also hurting our health and our climate.  

 Louisiana is already on the front lines of the climate crisis. Methane, a major component of 
 natural gas, is a greenhouse gas 80 times more powerful than carbon dioxide. By adopting 
 rules to cut methane waste and pollution, we will also increase revenue, reduce smog and 
 toxic air pollution, and help safeguard our climate. This rule will also drive economic growth 
 and job creation in the methane mitigation industry which provides well-paying jobs that are 
 based in our hometowns.  

 LDNRʼs proposal represents significant improvements to its current rules, which only address 
 the venting of natural gas with several, overly broad exemptions.  Although some provisions 
 of the proposal need clarity and it could do more to comprehensively prevent waste from 
 Louisianaʼs oil wells, we support its provisions to: 

 ●  Require Gas Management Planning at New Wells.  There are many economical and 
 cost-effective methods to avoid venting and flaring of natural gas at oil wells. 
 Operators of new wells are in an especially good position to avoid methane waste 
 since they are in control of when and where to drill new wells. 

 ●  Prohibit Routine Flaring at Certain Wells. LDNR proposes to prohibit routine flaring at 
 wells with gas to oil ratios greater than 2000 standard cubic feet to one barrel of oil and 
 at all horizontal wells. Because it is applicable only to some wells, this proposal does 
 not go as far as leading oil and gas producers and states have gone. However, it is a 
 step in the right direction and will reduce methane waste in Louisiana, in particular 
 from horizontal wells which are regulated for the first time.   

 ●  Narrow the Existing Economic Hardship Exception.  LDNR proposes changes to its 
 existing economic hardship exception to require an operator consider the economic 
 feasibility of alternative uses of gas to routing to sales and provide additional 
 information to justify its request.  Although we believe this exception is unnecessary 
 because of the cost-effective alternatives to methane waste and LDNRʼs retention of its 



 existing stripper well exemption, we support LDNRʼs proposed amendments to narrow 
 the applicability of the exception.   

 ●  Require Reporting of Vented and Flared Gas. We support additional reporting of 
 vented and flared gas volumes. 

 ●  Remove the Exemption for Horizontal Wells.  LDNRʼs current rule exempts horizontally 
 drilled wells from the existing prohibition on venting. We support LDNRʼs removal of 
 this exemption. 

 For these reasons, we support the increased protections to cut methane waste and pollution 
 in this proposal and also urge LDNR to take additional action in future rulemakings to further 
 reduce methane waste in Louisiana. 

 Thank you for working to prevent the waste of our natural resources and ensure a cleaner and 
 healthier Louisiana. We urge you to quickly finalize these rules. 

 Sincerely, 

 Franklin I. Hughes, 70005 



 August 19, 2023 

 To The Louisiana Department of Natural Resources, 

 We need to slash methane waste in all forms to protect our natural resources, the health of 
 our air and our climateʼs future.  Thatʼs why we are counting on the Louisiana Department of 
 Natural Resources to swi�ly finalize its proposed venting and flaring rule as an important step 
 in addressing methane waste in Louisiana.  

 In 2019, fossil fuel producers in Louisiana wasted 5.2 billion cubic feet of natural gas worth 
 nearly $16 million through venting and flaring alone. Thatʼs enough natural gas to fuel all the 
 households in Baton Rouge for over a year and a half. Oil and gas operators also avoid paying 
 taxes and royalties on wasted gas, so federal and state governments, as well as private 
 landowners, lose revenue when gas is vented and flared. And itʼs not just hurting our 
 pocketbooks, itʼs also hurting our health and our climate.  

 Louisiana is already on the front lines of the climate crisis. Methane, a major component of 
 natural gas, is a greenhouse gas 80 times more powerful than carbon dioxide. By adopting 
 rules to cut methane waste and pollution, we will also increase revenue, reduce smog and 
 toxic air pollution, and help safeguard our climate. This rule will also drive economic growth 
 and job creation in the methane mitigation industry which provides well-paying jobs that are 
 based in our hometowns.  

 LDNRʼs proposal represents significant improvements to its current rules, which only address 
 the venting of natural gas with several, overly broad exemptions.  Although some provisions 
 of the proposal need clarity and it could do more to comprehensively prevent waste from 
 Louisianaʼs oil wells, we support its provisions to: 

 ●  Require Gas Management Planning at New Wells.  There are many economical and 
 cost-effective methods to avoid venting and flaring of natural gas at oil wells. 
 Operators of new wells are in an especially good position to avoid methane waste 
 since they are in control of when and where to drill new wells. 

 ●  Prohibit Routine Flaring at Certain Wells. LDNR proposes to prohibit routine flaring at 
 wells with gas to oil ratios greater than 2000 standard cubic feet to one barrel of oil and 
 at all horizontal wells. Because it is applicable only to some wells, this proposal does 
 not go as far as leading oil and gas producers and states have gone. However, it is a 
 step in the right direction and will reduce methane waste in Louisiana, in particular 
 from horizontal wells which are regulated for the first time.   

 ●  Narrow the Existing Economic Hardship Exception.  LDNR proposes changes to its 
 existing economic hardship exception to require an operator consider the economic 
 feasibility of alternative uses of gas to routing to sales and provide additional 
 information to justify its request.  Although we believe this exception is unnecessary 
 because of the cost-effective alternatives to methane waste and LDNRʼs retention of its 



 existing stripper well exemption, we support LDNRʼs proposed amendments to narrow 
 the applicability of the exception.   

 ●  Require Reporting of Vented and Flared Gas. We support additional reporting of 
 vented and flared gas volumes. 

 ●  Remove the Exemption for Horizontal Wells.  LDNRʼs current rule exempts horizontally 
 drilled wells from the existing prohibition on venting. We support LDNRʼs removal of 
 this exemption. 

 For these reasons, we support the increased protections to cut methane waste and pollution 
 in this proposal and also urge LDNR to take additional action in future rulemakings to further 
 reduce methane waste in Louisiana. 

 Thank you for working to prevent the waste of our natural resources and ensure a cleaner and 
 healthier Louisiana. We urge you to quickly finalize these rules. 

 Sincerely, 

 Cynthia Morse, 70118 
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